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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the syntactic treatment of 
scrambling and licensing of multiple subjects in Japanese. 
It shows the importance of incorporating semantic and 
pragmatic information into the constituent structures of 
Japanese. 
The standard arguments for the existence of a VP node in 
Japanese are reviewed in order to define scrambling, which 
is argued to be a 8' -movement. I accommodate discourse 
notions, a prominent role and a contrastive reading, into the 
grammar of Japanese by introducing functional categories 
PRAG[+PROMJ and PRAG[+coNTRJ. The domain of scrambling is examined 
by analyzing the internal NP wa, the existence of which is 
used to argue that scrambling is a subcase of 'long distance' 
movement. I demonstrate that scrambling in Japanese is 
clause-internal. 
The grammar of Japanese requires different restrictions on 
the relations of constituent structures for those sentences 
that involve a parenthetical expression. Further 
restrictions on scrambling are investigated by examining the 
effect of weak crossover brought about by scrambling. I 
argue that scrambling is subject to a 'crossing constraint' 
and that the effect of weak crossover caused by scrambling 
is due to this constraint and not to the violation of the 
bijection principle, as argued in previous literature. 
.. 
Vll 
Previous analysis of weak crossover has been based on the 
psych-verb construction. I reexamine this construction and 
argue that it involves an abstract predicate WAKAR 
"realize/be aware of/understand/perceive" which takes a pro 
subject, and that the effect of weak crossover observed at 
LF is induced by the failure to bind the pro subject by the 
object at LF. This happens when the object does not carry 
the feature [+PROM] and cannot LF-raise to the 
[Spec, PRAG[+PROMJ] position. This offers a straightforward 
account for the puzzle of the antecedent-anaphor relation. 
The licensing of subjects in the multiple-subject 
construction is examined and two types of multiple-subject 
construction proposed, a PPM construction and an ABM 
construction. Independently of the thematic structure of the 
predicate, the outer nominative NP in the PPM construction 
is licensed as the subject at D-structure by the POSSESSOR-
POSSESSED relation, while in the ABM construction it is 
licensed by what Saito refers to as an ABOUTNESS condition. 
The nominative Case ga is a default Case assigned to an NP 
that would otherwise receive no Case. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Background 
Japanese is a head-final language and has a relatively 
free-word order for all the constituents of a _sentence except 
the verb. For example, a sentence can assume the 
object-subject-verb order instead of the subject-object-verb 
order without the constituent structure of the sentence 
changing. This free-word order phenomenon is often referred 
to as 'scrambling', following Ross (1967), and it is referred 
to as such in this thesis. The aim of this thesis is to 
investigate the phenomena revolving around scrambling in 
Japanese, a controversial area in Japanese linguistics for 
more than a decade. 
One way of dealing with scrambling is to set up a single 
level of phrase structure so that all the constituents of a 
sentence except the verb can appear in any order. An 
advantage of such an approach is that there is no special 
transformational rule required for scrambling. Another way 
is to treat scrambling as an instance of Move a, a 
transformational rule assumed in Government and Binding 
Theory, a theory of generative grammar developed by Chomsky 
( 1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1986a, 1986b and 1988). Move a moves 
a constituent anywhere. Transformational rules, formerly 
known as wh-movement, subject-auxiliary inversion, and 
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passive transformation, for example, which were treated as 
independent rules in Transformational Generative Grammar 
(Chomsky 1957, 1965, Harris 1965), are treated as one general 
rule Move a in Government and Binding Theory. This theory 
assumes that all languages are 'configurational' in that they 
all exhibit a multi-level binary branching phrase structure. 
This is one of the universal principles of Government and 
Binding Theory. 
In the early 1980s there was a move to consider 
'configurationality' as a typological parameter in syntax, 
challenging the universal status of basic principles of 
Government and Binding Theory. Hale (1980) and Farmer (1985) 
claimed that Japanese is 'non-configurational', meaning that 
in sentence structures the object(s) and the verb do not form 
a VP node, a maximal projection of the verb, to which the 
subject is external. In a non-configurational structure (or 
a 'flat' structure) the constituents of a sentence are base-
generated in any order with the verb appearing sentence-
finally. Scrambling becomes an automatic consequence of a 
base-generated operation of alternative orders. 
The view that Japanese exhibits a non-conf igurational 
phrase structure has a long tradition in Japanese 
linguistics. Mikami (1972: 102) claimed that the grammatical 
category subject as used in European languages designates a 
particular kind of NP that plays a special role in their 
grammars, as in verb agreement and subject-auxiliary 
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inversion, that the so-called subject in Japanese does not 
play (see also Mikami 1960, 1970 and Kitahara 1975). In his 
view the grammatical category subject is not syntactically 
different from the other grammatical categories such as 
direct object and indirect object: subject is as much a 
complement as the other grammatical categories in Japanese. 
Mikami (1972: 34) proposed the use of the case category shu-
kaku (lit. main-case) marked with either wa "TOP" or ga "NOM" 
instead of subject and abolished the term 'subject' in his 
grammar of Japanese. 
Recent studies, however, argue that there is a structural 
asymmetry between subject and non-subjects, and focus on the 
need for a VP node in the grammar of Japanese. Many 
arguments for a VP node have been proposed, among - which are 
VP-preposing, idiom interpretation, quantifier floating, 
passive constructions, te-complements, the soo-su "so-do" 
construction, the distribution of PRO with arbitrary 
interpretation, and coreferencing. These arguments will be 
examined in Chapter 3. Some provide sound evidence that 
Japanese is configurational. This means that scrambling 
should be treated as an instance of Move a. 
The existence of multiple subjects in Japanese has caused 
another controversy regarding the configurationality 
parameter in Govenment and Binding Theory. Fukui (1986) and 
Fukui & Speas (1986) argue that, unlike English, Japanese 
entirely lacks a unique specifier position in its phrasal 
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categories and that the subject in Japanese stays within V', 
an intermediate projection of V, which permits iteration, 
hence making possible multiple occurrences of subjects. A 
second aim of the thesis is to investigate licensing of 
multiple subjects in Japanese. 
In this thesis I develop the argument that the phrase 
structure of Japanese follows the universal principles of 
Government and Binding Theory. Japanese, therefore, has the 
same phrase structure as English, for example. However, 
Japanese exhibits different restrictions that exist on the 
relations of constituent structures. Japanese allows the 
discontinuity of constituent structures for those sentences 
that involve a parenthetical expression. The constituent 
structures of Japanese can be built i n rl e pendently - of the 
projection principle, a universal principle of Govenment and 
Binding Theory, which requires lexical properties to be 
presented to all levels of syntactic representation. Such 
differences can be said to follow from an interaction of 
constituent structures with semantic and pragmatic factors 
in Japanese. This thesis stresses the importance of semantic 
and pragmatic factors in the syntax of Japanese. It attempts 
to develop an approach in which semantic and pragmatic 
information complements the syntactic analysis of Japanese. 
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1.1 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 lays out the basic concepts of Government and 
Binding Theory necessary to understand the discussion in the 
fallowing chapters. In order to determine whether scrambling 
is an instance of Move a or an automatic consequence of a 
base-generated operation of alternative orders, Chapter 3 
reviews the standard arguments for a VP node. It concludes 
that Japanese, like English, exhibits a structural asymmetry 
between the subject function and the object function: the 
latter is the structural sister of a predicate V while the 
former is external to the VP, a maximal projection of the 
predicate V. From this, scrambling is defined as a 8' -
movement. It Chomsky-adjoins a constituent to a maximal 
projection, the adjoined position being a 8'-position. I 
point out the importance of discourse notions - a prominent 
role and a contrastive reading - in the grammar of Japanese. 
In order to accommodate these discourse notions into the 
grammar of Japanese, I introduce the functional categories 
PRAG [+PROMJ ] and [ PRAG [+coNTRJ ] . 
Chapter 4 examines the domain of scrambling by analyzing 
the internal NP wa, traditionally treated as a thematized 
matrix NP wa preceded by an embedded constituent. The 
existence of the internal NP wa has made the treatment of 
scrambling in relation to 'long distance' movement 
controversial. I argue that scrambling is clause-internal, 
hence not a subcase of long distance movement for the 
6 
following reasons: (i) an internal NP wa cannot be related 
to the corresponding sentence-initial matrix NP wa by Move 
a; (ii) the acceptability of an internal NP wa is not 
governed by the syntactic properties of the heads of the 
complement clauses nor does it follow from the subjacency 
condition (Chomsky 1981a, 1982, 1986b) or the proper binding 
condition ( Fiengo 19 7 7); (iii) the internal _NP wa together 
with the sentence-final predicate perform similar functions 
to parenthetical phrases and 'speaker oriented' performative 
phrases (Jackendoff 1972) in English; (iv) syntactically the 
internal NP wa together with the sentence-final predicate 
forms one discontinuous parenthetical unit; and (v) an 
internal NP ga exhibits the same syntactic and semantic 
properties as an internal NP wa. This chapter demonstrates 
a need for different restrictions on the relations of 
constituent structures for those sentences that involve a 
parenthetical expression in Japanese. 
Chapter 5 investigates further restrictions on scrambling. 
It argues that scrambling is subject to a constraint termed 
the 'crossing constraint' at S-structure. The crossing 
constraint is defined in terms of the notion of 'barrier' 
( Chomsky 19 8 6b) . It has been argued in the literature that 
the effect of weak crossover is caused by the violation of 
the bijection principle (Koopman & Sportiche 1982) and that 
the reflexive pronoun jibun "self " is subject to the effect 
of weak crossosver (Saito & Hoji 1983). I point out some 
problems in the previous analysis of weak crossover in 
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Japanese and argue that the effect of weak crossover brought 
about by scrambling at S-structure is due to the crossing 
constraint. An advantage of the crossing constraint over 
Saito & Hoji' s weak crossover analysis is that it also 
accounts for impossible cases of scrambling in causative, 
genitive, and multiple-subject constructions. 
Chapter 6 analyzes the structure of the psych-verb 
construction that takes the theme subject and the experiencer 
object. The psych-verb construction is the very construction 
on which the previous analysis of weak crossover in Japanese 
was based. I argue the following: (i) the theme subject is 
a complement of an abstract predicate WAKAR meaning "realize/ 
be aware of/understand/perceive"; (ii) the abstract predicate 
takes the zero pronominal subject which is the antecedent of 
the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" in the theme subject; and 
(iii) this zero pronominal subject is pragmatically 
controlled by the experiencer object. The insight for (i) 
and (ii) originates in N. McCawley's (1976) analysis. 
On the basis of (i) to (iii), I argue that the effect of 
weak crossover has nothing to do with the violation of the 
bijection principle either at S-structure or at LF. Rather, 
it is induced by the crossing constraint developed in Chapter 
5 or the failure to control the zero pronominal subject by 
the exper iencer object. The latter takes place when the 
experiencer object does not carry the feature [+PROM], 
introduced in Chapter 3. I suggest that, like the reflexive 
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pronoun jibun "self", the zero pronoun in Japanese does not 
exhibit the effect of weak crossover either. This chapter 
offers a straightforward account for the puzzle of an 
antecedent-anaphor relation, 
backward reflexivization, in 
The account conforms to 
generally referred to as 
the psych-verb construction. 
the traditional view that 
reflexivization in Japanese is triggered exclusively by the 
grammatical function subject (Kuroda 1965; S. Harada 1973; 
Kuna 1977; Shibatani 1977). 
Chapter 7 focuses on the licensing of subjects in 
multiple-subject constructions. Regardless of whether or not 
multiple-subject constructions are base-generated, they are 
generally considered to exhibit only one type of syntactic 
structure. I argue, however, that multiple-subject 
constructions should be divided into two types, a PPM 
construction and an ABM construction. 
A common property of these constructions is that their 
outer nominative NP does not receive a thematic role from the 
predicate. It is shown that in the PPM construction the 
outer nominative NP is the subject and the inner nominative 
NP the object, while in the ABM construction the outer 
nominative NP as well as the inner nominative NP are 
subjects. 
In the PPM construction the outer nominative NP is base-
generated as the subject by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation. 
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The POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation obtains between the subject 
and the object when the latter is one of the body-parts of 
the former. I justify this by arguing that (i) independently 
of the PPM construction, a subject NP can be interpreted .as 
a POSSESSOR NP of the POSSESSED NP in the object position in 
Japanese as in resultative constructions; (ii) the POSSESSED 
nominative NP must bear a theme role, a thematic role which 
an object NP can be said to typically bear; and (iii) 
passivization, the distribution of PRO, reflexivization and 
subject honorification in the PPM construction show that the 
POSSESSOR NP is the subject and the POSSESSED NP is the 
object. 
In the ABM construction the outer nominative NP is base-
generated as the subject by what Saito (1982) refers to as 
an ABOUTNESS relation: it is licensed as the subject of the 
following IP ( =S) . This is supported by its behaviour in 
passivizaion, reflexivization and subject honorification. 
The ABM construction licensed in this way is subject to a 
constraint called the 'property condition' that can be 
satisfied either semantically or pragmatically at LF. The 
PPM and ABM constructions are another instance where the 
grammar of Japanese interacts with semantics and pragmatics. 
This chapter shows that the constituent structures of 
Japanese can be built independently of the thematic structure 
of the predicate. 
I 
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CHAPTER 2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.0 Introduction 
This thesis uses the general framework of Government and 
Binding Theory, a theory of generative gramma_r developed by 
Chomsky (1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1986a, 1986b and 1988). This 
chapter briefly introduces the basic concepts of Government 
and Binding Theory that will be used in this thesis. 
The organization of Government and Binding Theory can be 
presented as in (1), based on Haegeman (1991: 448). 
(1) Base------------> D-structures 
Move a----------> 
S-structures 
PF component----> <---- LF component 
(Move a) 
PF LF 
D-structures are representations of lexical properties. 
They roughly correspond to Deep-structures in 
Transformational Grammar (the basic syntactic paradigm in 
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linguistics from the late 1950s to the late 1970s) and are 
generated by the Base that contains the lexicon and 
categorial components. The categorial component is 
constrained by X-bar theory, a subtheory of Government and 
Binding Theory, in which the notion "the head of a phrase " 
plays a central part (see section 2.1). 
D-structures are mapped into S-structures, parallel to the 
surface-structures in Transformational Grammar, by a 
transformational component Move a that "moves anything 
anywhere" (Chomsky 1981a). The LF (Logical Form) rules are 
rules of the semantic component which involve Move a. These 
apply to S-structures to derive the LF representations at 
which matters such as quantifier scope and negative scope are 
interpreted. PF ( Phonetic Form) represents the surface 
properties of sentences; it is the product of the application 
of the PF component to S-structures. The PF rules have an 
overt reflex but have no impact on the LF representations; 
they do not change the meaning of the sentences. Likewise, 
the LF rules have no overt manifestation in the surface 
properties of the sentences represented at PF. 
Government and Binding Theory consists of the following 
subtheories (Chomsky 1982: 6). 
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(2)a. X-bar theory 
b. Theta theory 
c. Case theory 
d. Binding theory 
e. Bounding theory 
f. Control theory 
g. Government theory 
Below, I will briefly introduce these subtheories. 
2.1 X-bar theory 
X-bar theory provides principles for the projection of 
phrasal categories from lexical heads in a category-neutral 
form. It distinguishes two levels of projection, namely X' 
and X". The general format for phrasal projection is given 
in (3) to (5), adapted from Haegeman (1991: 78-96). 
(3) X' --> X; YP 
In ( 3), YP combines with X and forms an X-bar or X' 
projection. Xis the head of the phrase X' and therefore is 
a zero projection X0 • YP is a complement such as that of 
transitive verbs and prepositions. The semi-colon between 
X and YP in (3) indicates that their order is not fixed; it 
can be reversed. 
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Adjuncts, optional phrasal constituents, combine with X' 
to form another X' projection, as in (4). 
(4) X'* --> X'; YP 
The Kleenestar * in (4) indicates that X' can occur any 
number of times including zero. (4) is recursive because it 
allows each adjunct to form another X'. 
In (5) Spec stands for Specifier. A subject in Sand a 
determiner in NP are generally considered to be Specifiers. 
Spec in (5) combines with the topmost X' to form the maximal 
projection X" or XP, a full projection of X, as opposed to 
an intermediate projection X'. 
(5) X" --> Spec; X' 
Unlike an adjunct, Spec is not recursive since there is 
no expansion ( like Spec --> Spec; X' ) . Chomsky ( 1986b) 
assumes that each phrasal category has at most one Spec 
position. 
The PS-rules in (3) to (5) generate 
which is multi-level binary branching. 
diagram format of (6). 
(6) We studied linguistics at school. 
( 6) , for example, 
( 7 ) is the tree 
14 
( 7 ) I II 
/ 
I , Spec 
D / 
we I 
subject 
[
+Tense] 
+AGR 
-ed 
Sentences I II (=IP) 
V II 
/ ~ 
Spec V' 
V' pp 
A 
V NP P NP 
D~LL 
study linguistics at 
object 
are projections of 
school 
INFL (for 
inflection), labeled as I in (7). INFL contains the binary 
features [±Tense] and [±AGR]. It is generally assumed that 
INFL in finite clauses has the positive feature specification 
[+Tense, +AGR] while INFL in non-£ ini te clauses has the 
negative feature specification [-Tense,-AGR] (see section 
2 . 6 ) . INFL in ( 7) is specified for past tense, hence 
[+Tense]. It dominates the past tense affix -ed. Following 
the standard analysis, I assume that the verb is raised to 
adjoin the tense affix. AGR contains the inflectional 
properties of verb conjugation: person, number, and gender. 
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The domain of subcategorization is limited to the domain 
of the maximal projection containing the head. In (7), the 
subject is outside the domain of the maximal projection of 
the verb study; it is the specifier directly dominated by I" 
(=IP), that is, [Spec, I"] and is external to the V". 
In (7) the position of the [Spec,V"] is empty. According 
to Sportiche (1988), however, this position can be filled by 
a quantifier like all in (8) which refers to the subject. 
(8) We have all studied linguistics at school. 
Various differences in syntactic behaviour between subject 
and non-subjects are argued to stem from the above structural 
difference between them. These differences are often 
referred to as the consequences of asymmetries between 
subject and non-subjects, the topic of Chapter 3. 
More recently, the so-called VP-internal subject structure 
has been proposed for Japanese by Fukui (1986) and Fukui & 
Speas ( 1986). In their VP-internal subject structure, 
subject is not generated external to V" as in (7). Instead, 
it is generated within the projection of v, as in (9). 
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( 9) V' 
NP V' 
6 
subject NP 
6 
V 
object 
Unlike the standard X-bar theory in which lexical 
categories (noun, adjective, verb and preposition) project 
up to the double-bar level, the lexical categories in their 
analysis project up to the single-bar level. Unlike the 
subject in English in (7), that in Japanese in (9) is not a 
Spec. It is generated at the single-bar level where 
interaction is permitted. Fukui & Speas argue that this 
structural difference between Japanese and English corelates 
to the multiple occurrences of subject in Japanese but not 
in English (see section 7.2.2). 
2.2 Theta theory 
Theta theory regulates the assignment of thematic roles 
(or 8-roles) such as agent, theme (or patient) and 
experiencer to the constituents for which a lexical i tern 
subcategorizes. For example, the verb hit subcategorizes for 
two NPs, namely subject and object NPs to which it assigns 
a 8-role: it assigns the role of theme directly to the object 
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NP and the role of agent indirectly to the subject NP. 
The thematic role assigned to the subject NP can be 
considered to be indirect in that the choice of the object 
may determine the thematic role of the subject. 
shown in (10), taken from Haegeman (1991: 61). 
This is 
(l0)a. John broke a leg last night. 
b. John broke a vase last night. 
Under normal circumstances John in (l0)b can be seen as 
ACTOR, the one that "expresses the participant which 
performs, effects, instigates, or controls the situation 
denoted by the predicate" (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 29). 
in ( 10) a, on the other hand, is UNDERGOER, the one 
John 
that 
"expresses the participant which does not perform, initiate, 
or control any situation but rather is affected by it in some 
way" ( Foley & Van Valin 1984: 29). 
An argument that is assigned a thematic role directly by 
the predicate is referred to as an internal argument and an 
argument that is assigned a thematic role indirectly as an 
external argument ( see Williams 1981, for example). The 
terms 'internal' and 'external' arguments are due to the 
assumption that the former is inside the maximal projection 
VP of the verb while the latter is external to that VP. 
By the projection principle stated in (11) and the 
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principles of X-bar theory (see section 2.1), the categories 
assigned a 8-role in lexical entries are projected from the 
lexicon to become constituents of D-structure, S-structure 
and LF (Horrocks 1987: 102). 
(11) Projection principle 
The lexical properties of each lexical item must 
be preserved at every level of representation. 
(Chomsky 1981a: 75) 
The main principle of theta theory is the 8-criterion, 
which is stated in (12). 
(12) 8-criterion 
(i) Each argument bears one and only one 8-role. 
(ii) Each 8-role is assigned to one and only one 
argument. (Chomsky 1981a: 36) 
Arguments are those constituents that a lexical head X 
(such as V, P and A) subcategorizes for (Sells 1985: 28), the 
participants minimally involved in the activity or state 
expressed by the predicate (Haegeman 1991: 36). 
2.3 Case theory 
Case theory deals with the principles of Case assignment 
to constituents under 'government', a configurational notion 
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in Government theory (see section 2.7). An important 
assumption of Case theory is that NP with lexical content 
must receive abstract Case in order for the structure to be 
well formed. This requirement is called the Case filter. 
(13) Case filter 
Every overt NP must be assigned abstraGt Case. 
Chomsky (1986a) distinguishes two types of Case 
assignment: structural Case assignment and inherent Case 
assignment. Structural Case depends totally on government 
and is assigned at S-structure. Nominative and accusative 
Cases are generally considered structural. Inherent Case 
depends on the 8-role assignment and government (see Haegeman 
1'991: 164-166). It is lexically idiosyncratic and 
thematically related (Belletti & Rizzi 1988: 332) Dative 
Case is generally assumed to be inherent. Chomsky (1986b: 
9) defines government along the following lines. 
( 14 ) Goverrunen t 
a governs~ iff (if and only if) am-commands~ 
and there is no y, a barrier for~, such that y 
excludes a. 
Chomsky (1986b: 9) defines exclusion as follows. 
(15) a excludes~ if no segment of a dominates~-
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a stands for a governor. Lexical heads, INFL with the 
positive feature specification [+Tense, +AGR] and POSS are 
assumed to be governors by virtue of their ability to assign 
Case to an argument NP. POSS is an abstract element that 
governs and assigns genitive Case to the NP in the [Spec, NP] 
position (as in [~Chomsky's theory]). The principal barriers 
are NP and CP (CP corresponds in traditional. terms to S'). 
See (28)-(30) in section 5.3.4 for the elaborated definition 
of barrier which is generalized to accommodate all maximal 
projections in terms of X-bar theory. VP, AP, PP, NP, IP and 
CP are the maximal projections of V, A, P, N, I(NFL) and C 
respectively. 
The definition of m-command is given in (16), adapted from 
Chomsky (1986b: 8). 
(16) am-commands~ iff a does not dominate~ 
and every y that dominates a dominates~-
When y is restricted to a maximal projection, am-commands 
~- On the other hand, when y is interpreted as the first 
branching node (Reinhart 1979), a c-commands ~ (see (26) in 
section 2.4). 
Case is assigned roughly in the following way, based on 
Sells (1985: 53). 
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(17)a. If INFL contains [+Tense, +AGR], nominative Case 
is assigned to the [Spec, IP] position. 
b. A verb assigns accusative Case to [NP, V']. 
c. A preposition assigns accusative Case or oblique 
Case to [NP, P']. 
d. Genitive Case is assigned by POSS in the [Spec,NP] 
position. 
The tree diagram representation in (18)b illustrates the 
Case assignment of the subject John, the object him and the 
complement of the preposition with in (18)a. 
(18)a. John attacked him with Mary's bag. 
b. 
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IP 
/~ 
L ~~-7~~/I' 
John I VP 
[
+Tense] 
+AGR /~ 
-ed V' 
attack 
pp 
P' 
him E~:~~:;~ 
withL ii 
Mary's bag 
( 1 7d) 
According to the definition of government in ( 14), I 
governs the subject NP John, hence assigns nominative Case 
to it (17a). The verb attack governs the object him, hence 
assigns accusative Case to it (17b). Likewise, the 
preposition with governs its complement Mary's bag, hence 
assigns accusative Case to it (17c). Although the verb attack 
m-cornrnands Mary's bag, this V cannot govern it because there 
is a maximal projection PP intervening between V's maximal 
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projection VP and Mary's bag: the maximal projection PP 
corresponds to a barrier y in ( 14). Likewise, I cannot 
govern the NPs him and Mary's bag since it cannot govern into 
barriers, namely VP and PP. Mary in NP4 is in the [Spec,NP3 ] 
position and hence receives the genitive Case by the abstract 
element POSS in that position (17d). (See Abney (1987) for 
an elaborated analysis of NPs, known as DP-analysis, in which 
NPs are headed by D, an element corresponding to I in IP.) 
2.4 Binding theory 
Binding theory regulates the distribution of various types 
of NPs in terms of their referential properties. Its primary 
concern is to determine the conditions under which NPs are 
interpreted as being coreferential with the other NPs in the 
same sentence under the notion of government. 
NPs fall into one of three categories, anaphor, 
pronominal, or R(eferential)-expression, defined as follows 
by Horrocks (1987: 109). 
(19) Anaphors are NPs whose reference is necessarily 
determined sentence-internally and which cannot have 
independent reference. In English reflexive and 
reciprocal pronouns fall into this category. 
(20) Pronominals are NPs that lack specific lexical content 
and have only the features, number, gender and Case. 
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Unlike anaphors, they may either refer to individuals 
independently or corefer to individuals already named 
in a given sentence. 
(21) R-expressions are nouns with specific content such as 
the names of persons or things, which potentially 
refer to something. 
The above definition excludes 
predicative phrases, as in (22). 
(22) She is a genius. 
NPs functioning as 
Unlike the three types of NPs in ( 19 )- ( 21), the NP a 
genius in (22) is not referential; it denotes a property of 
the subject she. 
In Binding theory the following assumptions are made. 
( 2 3) Principle A 
An anaphor must be bound in its governing category. 
(24) Principle B 
A pronominal must be free in its governing category. 
(25) Principle C 
An R-expression must be free. 
The governing category of an argument NP is the minimal 
IP(=S) or NP that contains it, its governor and subject (see 
(28) for a precise definition). Argument NPs are NPs that 
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are assigned a 8-role, those constituents that a lexical head 
X (such as N, V, P and A) subcategorizes for (Sells 1985: 
28). The term "bound" means "co-indexed with a c-commanding 
argument" (Horrocks 1987: 110). The definition of c-command 
here is Reinhart's (1979) first branching definition given 
in (26), which can be obtained by equating yin (16) with the 
first branching node. 
(26) The first branching definition of c-command 
a c-commands ~ if neither of a,~ dominates the other 
and the first branching node dominating a dominates~-
The definitions of 'bound' and 'locally-bound' given in 
Chomsky (1981a, 1982) are as follows. 
(27)a. a is X-bound by~ iff (if and only if) a and~ are 
coindexed, ~ c-commands a, and~ is in X position. 
b. a is X-free iff it is not X-bound. 
c. a is locally bound by~ iff a is X-bound by 
~, and if y Y-binds a then either y Y-binds ~ 
or y=~-
d. a is locally X-bound by~ if£ a is locally bound 
and X-bound by~-
'X/Y-bound' 
(=non-A-bound) . 
stands for either A-bound or A'-bound 
'A-bound' means being bound by an NP in 
A-position and 'A' -bound' means being bound by an NP in 
A'-position. A-positions are roughly those positions in IP 
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that may in principle be 8-marked, typically in the places 
where NPs appear in D-structure, such as the positions of the 
subject and the object of a verb as well as the complement 
of a preposition (Horrocks 1987: 123). A'-positions are then 
positions other than A-positions such as those positions 
occupied by adjuncts and those positions peripheral to IP 
(Horrocks 1987: 123). 
Principle A says that an anaphor must appear within its 
governing category, the minimal NP or IP that contains it, 
its governor and the closest subject. The definition of 
governing category is given below (based on Haegeman 1991: 
200-229). 
(28) Governing category 
Governing category for A is - the minimal domain 
containing it, its governor and an accessible 
subject/SUBJECT, where subject is [NP,XP] and 
SUBJECT corresponds to finite AGR. 
Thus, when the XP in [NP,XP] is IP, a clausal subject is 
obtained. On the other hand, when it is NP, a subject of NP 
is obtained. Consider the examples below. 
(29)a. Hanakoi loves herself i . 
b. *Hanakoi said that Taroo loves herself i . 
The S-structure of (29)a is given in (30). 
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(30) IP 
/ 
NP I , 
6 I\ 
Hanakoi I VP 
[
+Tense] 
+AGR 
V' 
I\ 
V NP 
-sQ~ 
love herselfi 
In (30) the governor of the anaphor herself is the verb 
love. Its governing category, therefore, is IP because it 
is the minimal IP that contains - the anaphor herself, the 
governor love and the subject Hanako. Since the anaphor 
herself is co-indexed with a c-commanding argument Hanako in 
its governing category, (30) satisfies Principle A, hence is 
grammatical. 
The S-structure of (29)b is given in (31). CP corresponds 
to S' in Transformational Grammar. Chomsky (1986b) claims 
that S' is a maximal projection and introduces a CP analysis 
in which, just like lexical categories (noun, verb, adjective 
and preposition), a non-lexical category C(OMP) has a double-
bar level, thus making possible a uniform bar-level for both 
lexical categories and non-lexical categories. 
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( 31) *IP 
/~ 
NP I' 
6 /\ 
Hanakoi I VP 
[
+Tense] 
+AGR 
V' 
CP 
say C' 
C IP 
~/\ 
that NP I' 
6/\ 
Taroo I VP 
love herself i 
In ( 31) a non-lexical category C dominates a 
complementizer that. Complementizers such as that, for and 
whether in English are assumed to introduce a clause IP as 
their complement; that introduces a finite IP, for a 
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non-finite IP and whether either type of IP. Since 
complementizers are lexical i terns and can be argued to 
determine the type of IP, they are considered to be the head 
C that takes an IP complement, hence forming C' with it, and 
that projects CP as its maximal projection. 
The governing category of the anaphor herself in (31) is 
the embedded IP. However, the co-indexed NP Hanako is 
outside that IP. Therefore, the anaphor herself is not bound 
within its governing category. Hence, (31) violates 
Principle A and results in ungrammaticality. 
Given that 'subject' is defined as [NP,XP] in (28), the 
NP in the [Spec,NP] can also be analyzed as subject. Thus, 
in (32), for example, John is the subject of the bracketed 
NP because it appears in the [Spec,NP] position. (32) to 
( 33) and the associated arguments are based on Haegeman 
( 1991: 200-201). 
(32) [~John'si description of himselfi] is interesting. 
In (32) John receives a 8-role from the N description in 
a manner analogous to the subject in the [Spec,IP] position 
receiving a 8-role from the verb describe in (33). 
( 33) [ uJohni has described himself i ]. 
The definition of subject being [NP,XP] allows the 
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bracketed NP in (32) to be the governing category of himself: 
it is a minimal NP that contains himself, its governor of and 
the subject John. Therefore, himself is bound within its 
governing category, hence the grammaticality of (32). 
Subject being [NP,XP] also accounts 
ungrammaticality of a sentence like (34). 
( 34) * [ IPMaryi believes [ NPJohn' s description of 
herselfi]]. 
for the 
The governing category of herself is the bracketed NP 
because it is a minimal NP that contains herself, its 
governor of and the subject John. However, herself is not 
bound within its governing category; it is bound by Mary, 
which is outside the bracketed NP. Therefore, (34) violates 
Principle A, hence resulting in ungrammaticality. 
Principle B deals with pronominals. In the literature, 
restrictions on the referential dependency of a pronoun upon 
a non-referential expression have been explained 
predominantly in terms of strong crossover and weak 
crossover. The phenomenon of weak crossover is discussed in 
detail in chapters 5 and 6. Principle B requires that a 
pronominal should not be bound by a coreferential NP in a 8-
marked position within its governing category: it must be 
free in its governing category. Consider the following 
examples. 
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(35)a. Hanako loves her. 
b. Hanako said that she loves Taroo. 
The S-structure of (35)a is given in (36). 
( 3 6) IP 
NP I' 
6A 
Hanako I VP 
love her 
In (36) the governing category of the pronominal her is 
IP because it is the minimal IP that contains the pronominal 
her, its governor love and the subject Hanako. This means 
that the c-cornrnanding argument Hanako cannot be coreferential 
with the pronominal her, since it is within this IP. 
Therefore, in (35)a Hanako and her cannot be interpreted as 
referring to the same individual. The S-structure of (35)b 
is given in (37). 
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(37) IP 
/~ 
NP I' 
LA 
Hanako I VP 
[
+Tensej' 
+AGR 
V' 
say C' 
C IP 
D /\ 
that NP I' 
DA 
she I VP 
\ 
[
+Tense] 
+AGR 
V' 
-s V NP 
DQ 
love Taroo 
In (37) the governor of the pronominal she is I in the 
lower clause. The governing category of this pronominal is 
the embedded IP because it is the minimal IP that contains 
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the pronominal she, which itself is the subject, and its 
governor I. Since Hanako is outside this embedded IP, it is 
entitled to be coreferential with the pronominal she. 
The Japanese reflexive pronoun jibun "self" has the 
characteristics of both an anaphor and a pronominal because 
it can be bound by a co-indexed c-commanding argument both 
within and outside its governing category. Thus, both (38)a 
and (38)b are grammatical in Japanese. 
(38)a. Hanakoi ga jibuni o aishi-te i-ru. 
NOM self ACC love-ing be-PRES 
"Hanakoi loves herselfi." 
b. Hanakoi ga [cpjibuni ga Taroo o aishi-te i-ru 
NOM self NOM 
to] it-ta. 
COMP say-PAST 
ACC love-ing be-PRES 
"Hanakoi said that shei loves Taroo." 
Sportiche (1986: 371) makes the following generalization 
of the properties of jibun. 
(39)a. Jibun must be bound. 
b. Jibun imposes neither a locality nor an antilocality 
requirement on the choice of its antecedent. 
A 'locality' requirement on binding jibun means that jibun 
must be bound in its governing category, the minimal domain 
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containing it, its governor and a subject. An 
'anti-locality' requirement means that jibun must not be 
bound within the minimal domain. 'Locality' and 
'anti-locality', therefore, are the properties of anaphoric 
and pronominal elements, which are subject to Principle A and 
Principle B respectively. (39)b states that jibun has the 
properties of both anaphoric and pronominal elements. 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 all refer to the binding of jibun. 
Principle C, the third principle of 
concerns expressions such as John and 
binding theory, 
book which are 
inherently referential (R-expressions). Principle C states 
that R-expressions due to their inherent properties of 
ref erring to elements in the cognitive domain cannot be 
co-indexed with any argument in one and the same sentence. 
In this theory the so-called variables such as the traces of 
wh-movement are assumed to be phonetically null 
R-expressions. The definition of variables is given in 
Chomsky (1981a: 330) as follows. 
(40) a is a variable iff it is locally A'-bound and 
in an A-position. 
Thus, just like R-expressions, variables are never bound 
by any of the c-commanding NPs in A-position within the same 
sentence. Now consider the following sentence. 
(41) What will he eat? 
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The S-structure of (41) is given below. 
( 4 2) CP 
NP 
D 
willj NP I' 
LI\ 
he I VP 
eat t. ]._ 
As mentioned in section 2.1, I, which contains the binary 
features [±Tense] and [±AGR], projects IP. Since modal 
auxiliaries like will are always specified positively for 
tense, they are assumed to be base-generated under I. In 
(42) will has been moved from one head position I to another 
head position C. This type of movement is called "head 
movement". The head movement of will in (42) is triggered 
by the fact that the sentence is interrogative. The 
co-indexation establishes the link between the moved head 
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will j and its trace t j· 
The wh-phrase what, an internal argument of eat, has been 
moved from a position of a maximal projection within the VP 
to another position of a maximal projection, namely the 
Specifier position immediately dominated by CP, that is, the 
[Spec,CP] position. The co-indexation again establishes the 
link between the moved wh-phrase wha ti and its trace ti. 
Movement of wh-phrase to the [Spec,CP] position is referred 
to as wh-movement. Note that the position of [Spec,CP] and 
that of Care A'-positions: they are not in IP but peripheral 
to it. Therefore, just like R-expressions, the traces ti and 
t j are not A-bound: they are A'-bound and hence are free. 
2.5 Bounding theory 
Bounding theory specifies locality conditions on movement. 
It determines how far an element can be moved by defining the 
boundaries for movement. Its chief principle is the 
subjacency condition stated in (43). 
(43) Subjacency condition 
Movement cannot cross more than one bounding node. 
(43) is the general condition that applies to all 
transformational rules (Move a). Bounding nodes are subject 
to parametric variation. Thus, for example, in English IP 
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and NP are bounding nodes while in Italian CP and NP are 
argued to be bounding nodes (Haegeman 1991: 386). 
2.6 Control theory 
Control theory regulates the distribution and the 
interpretation of PRO, a non-overt subject NP in a non-finite 
clause. Consider (44)a and its S-structure (44)b. 
(44)a. John wondered whether to invite her. 
b. Johni wondered [ cpwhether [ IPPROi to invite her] ] . 
The complement of the verb wonder is a non-finite clause 
CP in (44)b. The wh-phrase whether appears in the [Spec,CP] 
position, as in the case of the wh-phrase what in (42). 
An empty subject corresponding to PRO in ( 44 )b must 
syntactically be posited so that the agent role of the 
embedded verb invite is saturated, that is, the agent role 
is assigned to PRO. This follows from the general principles 
of Government and Binding Theory, namely the 8-criterion (see 
(12) in section 2.2), the projection principle (see (11) in 
section 2. 2) and the extended projection principle which 
requires clauses to have subjects, regardless of their 
argument structure ( in addition to the projection principle) . 
Just like an anaphor (an NP with the feature [+anaphor]), 
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the interpretation of PRO in ( 44 )b is referentially dependent 
on another NP, namely the subject NP John. The 
interpretation of PRO, however, can also be like that of a 
pronoun (an NP with the feature [+pronominal]) because it can 
have a specific reference such as you and he (which would be 
recoverable from context), 
interpretation such as one 
illustrates this point. 
or a generic 
( Haegeman 19 91 :. 
or arbitrary 
245). (45) 
(45) [PRO to invite her] might be a good idea. 
Syntactically, PRO is like a pronoun because it has to be 
free within its governing category; its antecedent can never 
be in the same clause (Horrocks 1987: 133): 
(46) *John invited PRO. 
Given this, PRO can be said to be subject to both 
Principle A and Principle B of Binding theory (see (23) and 
(24) in section 2.4), repeated below as (47) and (48). 
(47) Principle A 
An anaphor must be bound in its governing category. 
(48) Principle B 
A pronominal must be free in its governing category. 
The only way in which PRO can be bound (47) and at the 
same time be free (48) is for it not to be governed. This 
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is consistent with the ungrammaticality of (46) irrespective 
of whether PRO has an anaphoric interpretation or a 
pronominal interpretation such as you, him and one. Since 
PRO in (46) appears in the object position, a position 
governed by the verb, (46) results in ungrammaticality. 
What position would be ungoverned? The subject position 
of an non-finite clause can be argued to be ungoverned. (49) 
represents a partial tree diagram representation of (44)b. 
(49) V' 
/ ~ 
V CP(=barrier) 
6A 
wonder Spec C' 
6 
whether IP 
NP I' 
~ 
PRO I VP 
[
-Tense] 
-AGR V' 
I ~ 
to V NP 66 
invi te her 
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Being the head of a non-finite clause IP, the I in (49) 
lacks tense marking and agreement. Hence, it has the 
negative feature specification [-Tense, -AGR]. It is assumed 
that I with the negative specification is not 'strong' enough 
to govern PRO; such a 'weak' I cannot function as a governor. 
The upshot of this is that PRO in (49) does not have its 
governing category within IP. What about o_utside IP? A 
potential external governor of PRO in (49) is the main verb 
wonder but the government of PRO by this verb is blocked by 
the intervening CP. CP being a maximal projection is a 
barrier to government; it prevents the external governor 
wonder from governing PRO across the category. As a result, 
PRO is ungoverned. This property of PRO is known as the PRO 
theorem in Government and Binding Theory. 
( 5 0 ) PRO theorem 
PRO must be ungoverned. 
2.7 Government theory 
Government theory plays an important role in the other 
subtheories mentioned above, since it revolves around the 
structural notion of government (see (14) in section 2.3 for 
the definition of government). Government is a traditional 
notion involving delimitation of the sphere of influence of 
a particular category with respect to an adjacent category 
(Horrocks 1987: 103). The primary principle of this 
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subtheory is the empty category principle stated in (51). 
(51) Empty category principle 
Traces must be properly governed. (Chomsky 1982: 7) 
Chomsky (1986b) makes a distinction between a head 
government and an antecedent government, and defines 'proper 
government' as follows. 
(52) a properly governs~ iff a 8-governs or 
antecedent-governs~ (Chomsky 1986b: 17). 
'a 8-governs ~, means that a is a lexical category x0 , 
governs~ and assigns a 8-role to~- 'a antecedent-governs 
~, means that a governs~ and a is co-indexed with~- Among 
governors, only lexical heads are assumed to be proper 
governors. An object is properly governed by its lexical 
head V0 but a subject and an adjunct are not: they can only 
be properly governed in a chain by antecedent government. 
A chain is a link between the position of a moved element and 
that of its trace. It is generally assumed that a subject 
is not 8-governed by I' since I' is not a lexical category 
x0 , and that an adjunct is not 8-governed by any lexical 
category. 1 Chomsky (1986b) relates subjacency to antecedent 
government and proposes a unified account of government and 
movement by introducing the notion of a 'barrier'. Chapters 
1 See Huang (1982) and Lasnik & Saito (1984, 1992) on 
the consequence of this distinction. 
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5, 6 and 7 revolve around this notion. 
2.8 Summary 
A hypothesis adopted by generative grammarians in the 
Chomskian tradition is that all human be_ings are born 
equipped with the so-called universal grammar, a set of 
universal principles and rules common to all human languages. 
Chomsky (1981b: 7) states that "[u]niversal grammar may be 
thought of as 
species and 
experience" . 
some system of principles, common to the 
available to each individual prior to 
A rule like ( 3 9) b in section 2. 4 and the 
different bounding nodes between English and Italian in 
section 2.5, for example, are then said to be the result of 
parametric variations. 
X-bar theory together with the projection principle 
generates a multi-level binary branching phrase structure. 
All the other subtheories (Theta theory, Case theory, Binding 
theory, Bounding theory, Control theory, and Government 
theory) make reference to the multi-level binary branching 
phrase structure. In this theory all languages are assumed 
to exhibit a multi-level binary branching phrase structure. 
We will extensively utilize this theory in the analysis of 
Japanese syntax in the remainder of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 3 SUBJECT/OBJECT ASYMMETRIES 
3.0 Introduction 
'Configurationali ty', which applies in all the subtheories 
of Government and Binding Theory, says that all languages 
exhibit a multi-level binary branching phrase structure. A 
multi-level binary branching phrase structure by definition 
implies a sentence structure in which the object(s) and the 
verb form a constituent to which the subject is external. 
Observing a relatively free word order for all the 
constituents of IP except V, Hale (1980) and Farmer(1985) 
claimed that Japanese was 'non-configurational'. The term 
'non-configurational' here means that in sentence structures 
the object(s) and the verb do not form a VP constituent to 
which the subject is external. They argued that 
'configurationality' should be considered as a typological 
parameter in syntax, challenging the universal principle of 
Government and Binding Theory. Recent studies, however, 
focus on the need for a VP node in the grammar of Japanese 
and point out the incorrectness of associating the relatively 
free word order phenomenon with 'non-configurationality' 
(Speas 1990, Whitman 1986). 2 
2 For further discussion, see Hasegawa (1980), Saito and 
Hoji (1983), Arai (1984), Kuroda (1983, 1986), Saito (1985, 
1989, 1991), Fukui (1986), Hoji (1985, 1986, 1988), Gunji (1987), Miyagawa (1989) and Tonoike (1994). 
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Whether or not Japanese exhibits a VP node has an 
important consequence for the syntactic treatment of 
scrambling (see section 1.0). If Japanese does not have a 
VP node, scrambling should be treated as an automatic 
consequence of a base-generated operation of alternative 
orders. On the other hand, if Japanese exhibits a VP node, 
and hence has a basic word order subject-object-verb, 
scrambling should be treated as an instance of Move a. 
In order to give a proper treatment of scrambling, it is 
necessary to find evidence for or against a VP node in 
Japanese. Accordingly, this chapter reviews the standard 
arguments proposed for the existence of a VP node in 
Japanese. I will examine in order VP-preposing ( section 
3 . 1 ) , idiom interpretation ( section 3 . 2 ) , quantifier ~ loa ting 
(section 3.3), passive constructions (section 3.4), te-
complements (section 3.5), the soo-su "so-do" construction 
(section 3.6), the distribution of PRO with arbitrary 
interpretation (section 3.7), and coreferencing (section 
3.8) . 3 Al though not all the arguments proposed can be 
3 Since Saito (1983), the phenomenon of 'case marker 
drop' is often used as an argument for a VP node in Japanese. 
Takezawa (1987) claims that when an NP is adjacent to and c-
commanded by V, then the Case marker attached to it, whether 
the accusative Case marker o or the nominative Case marker 
ga, can drop. However, judgements on Case marker drop do not 
seem to be clear cut. They tend to vary among individuals. 
For example, some Japanese allow an NP that is not c-
commanded by V to drop the Case in an example like (i) in a 
context where the speaker and the hearer know that children 
are taking turns singing. 
(i) Ima dare (ga) utat-te-ru ka shit-te-ru? 
now who NOM sing-ing-PRES Q know-ing-PRES 
"Do you know who is singing now? " 
Given this, I will not consider the phenomenon of Case marker 
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sustained, the last three arguments, namely the soo-su 
"so-do" construction, the distribution of PRO, and 
coreferencing constitute evidence for a VP node. From this, 
I conclude that Japanese has a VP node just as English does 
and that scrambling is an instance of Move a (section 3.9). 
In section 3.10 I explore the possibility of complementing 
the syntax of Japanese with discourse factors - the need for 
which emerges from the analysis in sections 3.3 and 3.6 - and 
do so by introducing functional categories, PRAG [+PROM J and 
PRAG [+coNTR J, into the grammar of Japanese. 
3.1 VP-preposing 
In English, VP-preposing operates on the VP (Chomsky 1965, 
1981a; Zwicky 1978). Thus, in the example below (taken from 
Speas 1990: 129) the verb and the object form a syntactic 
constituent, moving as a unit. 
(1) Mary said she would win the race, and win the race she 
did. 
Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada (1989) (cited in Tateishi 1991) 
claim that Japanese also demonstrates VP-preposing when the 
topic marker wa, the emphatic marker mo "also even " or a 
' 
contrastive marker wa attaches to the end of a VP. Tateishi 
drop here. 
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(1991: 54) cites the following from Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada. 
( 2) a. Taroo wa [ vpmusume ni hon o kat-ta J. 
TOP daughter DAT book ACC buy-PAST 
"Taroo bought a book for his daughter. " 
b. [ vpMusume n1 hon o kai] i wa Taroo wa 
daughter DAT book ACC buy CONTR 
[ vpshi] i-ta. 
do-PAST 
. TOP 
"Buy a book for his daughter, Taroo did." 
As the examples in (3)a to (3)c show, this operation does 
not seem to be able to leave internal arguments behind it. 
( 3 ) a . * [ VP mus ume ni e J kai] i wa Taroo wa hon J o 
b. 
daughter DAT 
shii-ta. 
buy CONTR TOP book ACC 
do-PAST 
"*Buy for his 
* [ vpe J hon 0 
book ACC 
shii-ta. 
do-PAST 
"*Buy a book, 
daughter, Taroo did a book. " 
kai] i wa Taroo wa musume J ni 
buy CONTR TOP daughter DAT 
Taroo did for his daughter. " 
c. * [ vpe J e k kai] i wa Taroo wa musume J n1 honk o 
buy CONTR TOP daughter DAT book ACC 
shii-ta. 
do-PAST 
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"*Buy, Taroo did a book for his daughter. " 
In (3)a the direct object hon "book " is stranded. In (3)b 
the indirect object musume "daughter" is left behind. In 
( 3 ) c both the direct object hon "book" and the indirect 
object musume "daughter" are stranded. Accordingly, Tateishi 
(1991: 54) argues that this process refers to a maximal VP. 
Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada state that VP-preposing is not 
possible in passive and unaccusative constructions. 
Unaccusative constructions are those headed by a verb with 
only an internal argument, namely 'theme' argument ( see 
sections 3.3.3 and 7.4.2). Their analysis of passive and 
unaccusative in Japanese is the same as that in English: a 
theme subject is inside a VP at D-structure but moves out of 
it at S-structure in order to be Case-marked. 
from Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada. 
(5) is taken 
(4)a. Kono honi ga ooku no hito ni [wt i yom- areJ-ta. 
this book NOM many person by read-PASS-PAST 
"This book was read by many people. " 
b. * [ VP t i yom-are] 1 wa [ IPkono honi wa ooku no 
read-PASS CONTR this book TOP many 
hito Ill [ vpshi] 1-ta J . 
person by do-PAST 
" (lit.)Read, this book was by many people. " 
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( 5) a. Tarooi ga [ VP ti tsui] -ta. 
NOM arrive-PAST 
"Taroo arrived." 
b. * [ vPti tsuki] j wa [ IPTarooi wa [ vpshi] j-ta] . 
arrive CONTR TOP do-PAST 
"(lit. )Arrive, Taroo did." 
According to Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada's analysis, (4)b and 
(S)b are ungrammatical because, as in English, the traces in 
Japanese can also be argued to be subject to the proper 
binding condition (cf. Saito 1986). 
(6) Proper binding condition 
Traces must be bound. (Fiengo 1977, May 1977) 
Since the traces in (4)b and (S)b are inside the fronted 
VP, they are not bound by their antecedents kono hon "this 
book" and Taroo respectively. Hence, (4)b and (S)b violate 
the proper binding condition. 
However, given that unaccusati ve constructions in Japanese 
exhibit the same syntactic properties in their analysis as 
those in English, I argue that Hoji, Miyagawa & Tada' s 
analysis cannot explain why an English unaccusative 
construction (7)a but not the corresponding Japanese 
unaccusative construction (7)b (and for that matter Sb) 
allows VP-preposing. 
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(7)a. (John said that he would come at 6, and) 
[vPti come at 6] j [IPhei [vpdid]j]. 
b. *(Jon ga roku-ji ni ku-ru to it-ta, 
NOM 6-o'clock LOC come-PRES COMP say-PAST 
soshi te) [ vPti rokuji ni ki] j wa 
and 6-o'clock LOC come CONTR 
[ IPkarei wa [ shi] j-ta] . 
he TOP do-PAST 
"(John said that he would come at 6, and) 
come at 6 he did." 
In their analysis the grammaticality of an English 
sentence like ( 7) a has to be treated as an exception to 
VP-preposing. In short, the VP-preposing proposed by Hoji, 
Miyagawa & Tada is not theoretically sound and cannot be 
considered to refer to a maximal VP in Japanese. 
3.2 Idiom interpretation 
Marantz ( 1984) and Speas ( 1990) state that in English 
idioms comprising a verb and its non-subject complement 
exist, as shown below, but idioms involving the subject and 
the verb are almost non-existent. 
(8)a. throw a party. 
b. kick the bucket. 
c. hit the road. 
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d. hit the bottle. 
e. kill a bottle. 
f . kill an audience. 
g. cost you an arm and a leg. 
h. drive me up the wall. 
They argue that this asymmetry between the object 
grammatical relation and the subject grammatical relation can 
be predicted in a theory where the object and the verb form 
a structural constituent VP to which the subject is external. 
Contrary to Marantz and Speas, however, there are quite 
a few English idioms like those in (9) which consist of a 
verb plus its subject, taking an NP as its non-subject 
argument. 
(9)a. An idea came to me/him/Mary. 
b. An idea appealed to me/him/Mary. 
c. An idea struck me/him/Mary. 
In addition, there are full-sentence idioms like those in 
(10) which do not take any argument. 
(lO)a. The jig is up. 
b. The shit hit the fan. 
c. The cat got out of the bag. 
The above examples show that idioms in English do not 
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necessarily consist of a verb plus its non-subject 
complement(s). This means that idiom interpretations do not 
provide evidence for a VP node in English. 
Like in English, idioms in Japanese do not necessarily 
consist of a verb plus its non-subject complement(s) either. 
Thus, apart from those idioms in (11), which consist of a 
verb plus its object, idioms in Japanese may consist of a 
verb plus its subject, taking a dative argument, as in (12)a 
and (12)b. 
(ll)a. (NP ga) hame o hazus-u. 
NOM stops ACC pull out-PRES 
"(NP) pulls out all the stops." 
b. (NP ga) atama o shibor-u. 
NOM head ACC squeeze-PRES 
"(NP) racks his brains." 
(12)a. (NP ni) gata ga ku-ru. 
DAT junk NOM come-PRES 
" (NP) is falling apart. " 
b. (NP ni) bachi ga atat-ta. 
DAT punishment NOM hit-PAST 
"It served NP right." 
As those English idioms in (10), idioms in Japanese may 
also be full sentences. This is shown in (13). 
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(13)a. Hyootan kara koma ga de-ta. 
gourd from top NOM come out-PAST 
"An unexpected thing happened." 
b. Mushi ga shirase-ta. 
bug NOM report-PAST 
"(Lit.) A bug reported (to NP)", that is, 
"A hunch hit NP." 
Like (13)a, (13)b can be said to be a full-sentence idiom 
because, unlike the non-idiomatic usage of the verb shirase 
"report" in (14)a, the idiomatic usage of this verb cannot 
take an overt dative object argument Hanako, as shown in 
(14)b. 
(14)a. Taroo ga Hanako ni shirase-ta. 
NOM DAT report-PAST 
"Taroo let Hanako know. " 
b. ??Mushi ga Hanako ni shirase-ta. 
bug NOM DAT report-PAST 
"A hunch hit Hanako." 
In short, idiom interpretations in Japanese do not provide 
evidence for a VP node in Japanese. 
3.3 Quantifier floating 
The phenomenon of quantifier floating in Japanese is often 
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used to argue that there is an asymmetry between subject and 
object. It was widely assumed in the literature that (15)b, 
for example, is derived from (15)a by a transformation called 
quantifier floating. 
(15)a. Futa-ri no gakusei ga ki-ta. 
2-CL GEN student NOM come-PAST 
"Two students came." 
b. Gakusei ga futa-ri ki-ta. 
student NOM 2-CL come-PAST 
"Two students came." 
Whether quantifier floating is governed by grammatical 
relations (Okutsu 1969, 1974; Kuno 1978) or surface cases 
·(Shibatani 1977, 1978) was the subject of controversy in the 
traditional literature. Okutsu and Kuno claimed that a 
numeral quantifier like futa-ri "2-CL" in ( 15) can float only 
from subject or direct object grammatical relations. 
Shibatani, on the other hand, argued that it can float only 
from the nominative NP ga or accusative NP o. 
3.3.1 Miyagawa's analysis 
As noted by Miyagawa (1989), the traditional approaches 
mentioned above fail to account for the following contrasts. 
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(16) Gakusei ga (kyoo) san-nin sake o non-da. 
student NOM today 3-CL ACC drink-PAST 
"(Today) three students drank sake." 
(17) Sake o gakusei ga san-bon non-da. 
ACC students NOM 3-CL drink-PAST 
"Students drank three bottles of sake." 
(18) ?*Gakusei ga sake o san-nin non-da. 
student NOM ACC 3-CL drink-PAST 
"Three students drank sake." 
Miyagawa (1989: 30) proposes a "mutual c-commanding 
requirement" to analyze numeral quantifiers in Japanese (see 
(26) in 2.4 for the definition of c-command). 
(19) Mutual c-command requirement 
For a predicate to predicate of an NP, the 
NP or its trace and the predicate or its 
trace must c-command each other. 
By a 'predicate' he means a numeral quantifier and by 
'predicate of' he means modify or be predicated of (Miyagawa 
1989: 22). Thus, (19) says that for a numeral quantifier to 
be able to modify a semantically related NP, the NP or its 
trace and the numeral quantifier or its trace must c-command 
each other. 4 
4 In Miyagawa's (1989) analysis a numeral quantifier is 
related to an appropriate NP by the theory of predication (Williams 1980, 1983, Rothstein 1983, 1985, 1991 ) . 
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According to Miyagawa, only an NP that receives a thematic 
role either internally or externally from the verb can be the 
antecedent of a semantically related numeral quantifier, as 
long as the antecedent NP or its trace and the numeral 
quantifier or its trace mutually c-command each other. Like 
Inoue (1978), his analysis makes a distinction between 
arguments and adjuncts, and base-generates sentences with a 
numeral quantifier. 5 Unlike Okutsu (1969, 1974), Kuna (1978) 
and Shibatani (1977, 1978), therefore, (15)b is not a derived 
sentence from (15)a; it is base-generated. 
Miyagawa's analysis, which follows Saito's (1985) analysis 
closely, assumes the following S-structures for (16), (17) 
and ( 18) . For simplicity, I omit irrelevant details and 
follow Miyagawa's S rather than IP category notation. 
( 2 0) s 
gakusei ga kyoo san-nin sake o non-da 
student NOM today 3-CL ACC drink-PAST 
L __) 
mutual c-command 
In (20) the antecedent gakusei "student " and the numeral 
quantifier san-nin "3-CL " mutually c-command each other. 
5 See Y. Harada (1991) for an analysis of the distinction between arguments and adjuncts in Japanese. 
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Likewise, in ( 21) there is a mutual c-comrnand relation 
between the trace ti of the antecedent sake and the numeral 
quantifier san-bon "3-CL". 
( 21) s 
/ 
6 s / 
sake o NP VP 
ACC ~~ 
gakusei ga t. san-bon non-da l. 
student NOM 3-CL drink-PAST 
mutual c-comrnand 
Thus, both (20) and (21) satisfy the mutual c-comrnand 
requirement in (19). Accordingly, Miyagawa would argue that 
(20) and (21) are grammatical. 
violates this requirement. 
( 22), on the other hand, 
( 2 2) ?*S 
NP VP 
~ ~ 
gakusei ga sake o san-nin non-da 
student NOM ACC 3-CL} 
~----,'t--x· ___ _/ drink-PAST 
no mutual c-comrnand 
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In (22) the numeral quantifier san-nin "3-Cl" is inside 
a VP and therefore it cannot c-command the antecedent gakusei 
"students" which is external to that VP. Because of this, 
(22) results in ungrammaticality. 
Miyagawa's analysis, however, fails to account for the 
following contrasts. The examples are assembled from PSG-WG 
(1990). 
(23)a. ?*Gakusei ga [vpsake o san-nin non-da]. 
student NOM ACC 3-CL drink-PAST 
"Three students drank sake." 
b. Gakusei ga [vpsake o san-nin chuumonshi-ta]. 
student NOM ACC 3-CL order-PAST 
"Three students ordered sake." 
c. Kinoo wa gakusei ga [vpsore o san-nin 
yesterday TOP student NOM it ACC 3-CL 
non-da] . 
drink-PAST 
"Yesterday, three students drank it." 
d. Gakusei ga [vpsake o ima-made-ni san-nin 
student NOM ACC so far 3-CL 
non-da] . 
drink-PAST 
"So far, three students have drunk sake." 
What is responsible for the contrast between (23)a and 
(23)b? Despite the fact that they exhibit the identical 
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syntactic structure and argument structure <AGENT, THEME>, 
(23)b but not (23)a is acceptable. PSG-WG (1990) argues that 
the interpretation of (23)a is different from that of (23)b: 
the activity described by non-da "drank " in (23)a is measured 
by how much sake was drunk while the activity described by 
chuumonshi-ta "ordered" in ( 23) b is measured by how many 
students ordered sake. The preferred interpretation of 
(23)b, therefore, is that the activity of ordering sake took 
place three times, each of the three students ordering once. 
(23)a can be said to describe an object-oriented activity 
while (23)b is a subject-oriented activity. I assume then 
that verbs with subject-oriented activity (but not with 
object-oriented activity) allow the intervening of the object 
between the subjecti and the numeral quantifieri . 
One might argue that a verb with an object-oriented 
activity has the VP as its scope and therefore the numeral 
quantifier predicating of the subject cannot float into that 
VP. On the other hand, a verb with the subject-oriented 
activity has the IP as its scope and hence the numeral 
quantifier can float into the VP. However, given the 
acceptability of (23)c and (23)d, this does not seem to be 
plausible. 
Note that (23)b is not equivalent to (24), which conta i ns 
a bound morpheme -bun "serve " attached to the numera l 
quantifier san-nin "three-CL " . 
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(24) Gakusei ga [wsake o san-nin-bun 
student NOM ACC 3-CL-serve 
chuurnonshi-ta. 
order-PAST 
"The students ordered three serves of sake." 
Unlike (23)b, (24) has the interpretation of an object-
oriented activity. It concerns the total amount of sake 
ordered by the students, and not the number of times the 
ordering of sake took place. Unlike san-nin "3-CL" in (23)b, 
san-nin "3-CL" in (24) is not co-indexed with gakusei 
"student". Rather, it together with -bun "-serve" functions 
as an adverbial phrase such as takusan "a lot" in (25). 
(25) Gakusei ga [vpsake o takusan chuumonshi-ta]. 
student NOM ACC a lot order-PAST 
"The students ordered a lot of sake. " 
The acceptability contrast between ( 23) a and ( 23) c is 
striking. The object NP sake in (23)a is replaced by the 
corresponding pronoun sore "it" in (23)c. Unlike the object 
NP sake in (23)a, which can be argued to be new information, 
the object NP sore "it " in (23)c is old information. Old 
information is information that has already been introduced 
into discourse, while new information has not (cf. Chafe 
1970: 210-233). Note that (23)c is acceptable in the context 
where the theme of the conversation is something to do with 
drinking sake. In this sense, sake is not merely old 
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information. In addition it plays a prominent role at the 
time of discourse. 
The acceptability contrast between (23)a and (23)d is also 
significant. When a numeral quantifier occurs with such a 
temporal adverb as ima-made-ni "so far, up until now" and 
kore-made-ni "up until this time", the _object-oriented 
activity verb non-da "drank" again allows the 
subjecti-object-Temp .Adv. -NQi-predicate pattern. I argue that 
(23)d is acceptable for the same reason as that of (23)c. 
Just like sore "it" in (23)c, gakusei "students" and sake in 
(23)d are old information and play a prominent role at the 
time of discourse. I assume that they have the following 
structure at LF. (See section 3.10 for further discussion 
of this issue. ) 
( 2 6) [ Gakusei ga sake o] OLD/PROM ima-made-ni san-nin 
student NOM 
non-da. 
drink-PAST 
ACC so-far 3-CL 
"So far, three students have drunk sake." 
It is generally assumed that in cleft-sentences in 
Japanese elements preceding no wa "NOML TOP" are old 
information and that those appearing after it are new 
information. It is therefore predicted from (26) that the 
only possible cleft-sentence of (23)d is the one in which the 
string gakusei ga sake o appears before no wa and ima-made-ni 
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san-nin after it. As shown below, this is indeed the case. 
(27)a. Gakusei ga sake o non-da no wa ima-made-ni 
student NOM ACC drink-PAST NOML TOP so-far 
san-nin da. 
3-CL COP-PRES 
"(lit.)It is three so far that students have drunk 
sake. " 
b. *Sake o non-da no wa gakusei ga ima-made-ni 
ACC drink-PAST NOML TOP student NOM so-far 
san-nin da. 
3-CL COP-PRES 
"(lit.)It is students so far three that have drunk 
sake." 
c. *Gakusei ga non-da no wa sake o 
student NOM drink-PAST NOML TOP ACC 
ima-made-ni san-ni da. 
so far 3-CL COP-PRES 
"(lit.)It is sake three so far that students have 
drunk." 
d. *Gakusei ga sake o ima-made-ni non-da no wa 
student NOM ACC so far drink-PAST NOML TOP 
san-nin da. 
3-CL COP-PRES 
"(lit.)It is three that students have drunk sake so 
far." 
??Gk . e. . . a usei ga ima-made-ni san-nin non-da no 
student NOM so far 3-CL drink-PAST NOML 
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wa sake (o) da. 
TOP ACC COP-PRES 
"(lit.)It is sake that three students have drunk so 
far." 
Given that the nature of the activity - whether a given 
sentence denotes a subject-oriented or an object-oriented 
activity - and the pragmatic function of the arguments - such 
as old information with a prominent role - play an important 
role in the analysis of numeral quantifiers, Miyagawa' s 
analysis of numeral quantifiers in terms of the mutual 
c-command requirement cannot be maintained. 
3.3.2 Yatabe's analysis 
By making a reference to the hierarchy of 8-roles, shown 
in (28), Yatabe (1990, 1993) proposes the constraint on 
numeral quantifiers stated in (29). 
(28) <agent <recipient <instrument <locative 
<theme (predicate)>>>>> 
(29) A floated quantifier can be associated only with 
the thematically lowest argument slot in the 
argument grid on its sister. 
An argument grid corresponds to a thematic (or 8- ) grid 
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in Government and Binding Theory which specifies the type of 
thematic roles of the arguments that a predicate assigns. 
Yatabe assumes that (i) the phrase structure of Japanese is 
strictly binary-branching modulo coordination and that (ii) 
in Japanese a predicate can combine with its arguments in any 
order. 
His analysis makes a correct prediction about the 
ungrammaticality of (23)a since it has the structure shown 
in ( 3 0) . 
(23)a. ?*Gakusei ga [vpsake o san-nin non-da]. 
student NOM ACC 3-CL drink-PAST 
"Three students drank sake." 
(30) ?*VP<-ag, -th> 
/ 
NP Ath> 
gakusei ga NP VP<ag, th> 
6 
sake o NP 
L E' th> 
san-nin non-da 
The "-" in < > indicates that an argument slot marked 
with it is unified with an argument. (In my terms this means 
that a 8-role is assigned to an argument and hence is 
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saturated) . In (30) the argument grid on the sister of the 
floated quantifier san-nin "3-CL" is <ag, th>. According to 
the thematic hierarchy in (28), the theme is lower than the 
agent and yet the floated quantifier in (30) is associated 
with the agent slot and not with the theme slot. 
Consequently, the constraint (29) correctly rules out (23)a 
as ungrammatical. 
His constraint in ( 29), however, incorrectly excludes 
(23)b, (23)c and (23)d. As in (23)a, the floated quantifier 
san-nin "3-CL" in these examples is not associated with the 
thematically lowest argument; it is associated with the agent 
slot. Therefore, Yatabe's analysis also fails to account for 
the acceptability of these sentences. 
3.3.3 Miyagawa's unaccusative analysis 
Consider the sentence below. 
(31) Kinoo, tekihei ga ano hashi o ni-san-nin 
yesterday enemy soldier NOM that bridge ACC 2-3-CL 
watat-ta. 
cross-PAST 
"Yesterday, two to three enemy soldiers crossed the 
bridge. " 
Miyagawa argues that (31) is grammatical because the verb 
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watat-ta "crossed" is an unaccusative verb (in Miyagawa's 
terms an ergative verb). Miyagawa (1989: 44) states that a 
verb is categorized as unergative if it assigns an external 
role and that verbs like 'go', 'cross' and 'arrive' are 
classified as unaccusative since they assign only an internal 
role that corresponds to the object NP. According to him, 
(31) would have the following S-structure. · 
( 32) s 
Kinoo tekihei; ga t. ni-san-nin ano hashi o watat-ta 1. 
L__J 
mutual c-command 
( 32) exhibits an unaccusative construction. Miyagawa 
argues that the subject tekihei "enemy soldiers" in (32) has 
undergone an NP-movement and that the trace of the subject 
tekihei "enemy soldiers" and the numeral quantifier 
ni-san-nin "2-3-CL" mutually c-command each other in the VP, 
hence the grammaticality of (32). 
Miyagawa justifies the structure of (32) by arguing that 
the traversal object hashi "bridge" in ( 32) cannot be the 
direct passive subject. (33) is taken from Miyagawa (1989: 
4 8) . 
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(33) *Ano hashi ga kodomo ni watar-are-ta. 
that bridge NOM child by cross-PASS-PAST 
"That bridge was crossed by the child." 
As Dubinski (1985: 61) notes, however, it is equally bad 
for the inanimate object of a transitive verb to be 
passivized when the by-agentive is definite·, as shown below 
(taken from Dubinski). 
(34) *Kono hon ga Taroo ni yom-are-ta. 
this book NOM by read-PASS-PAST 
"This book was read by Taroo." 
When the by-agentative is substituted for by an indefinite 
NP like ooku no hito "many people", on the other hand, (34) 
becomes acceptable. This is shown below (also taken from 
Dubinski). 
(35) Kono hon ga ooku no hito ni yom-are-ta. 
this book NOM many person by read-PASS-PAST 
"This book was read by many people." 
Likewise, as Dubinsky argues, the traversal object (or 8-
marked locative in his terms) can also be passivized if the 
by-agentative NP is such an indefinite NP. (36) illustrates 
this. 
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(36) Ano hashi ga ooku no hito ni watar-are-ta. 
that bridge NOM many person by cross-PASS-PAST 
"That bridge was crossed by many people." 
Given the acceptability of (36), Miyagawa's unaccusative 
hypothesis for an example like (32) cannot be maintained. 
( 36) is syntactically equivalent to the pas·sivization of an 
already passivized sentence. This, however, is 
inconceivable. 
Government and Binding Theory assumes that passive verbs 
and unaccusative verbs do not have the ability to assign Case 
to the internal argument NP because these verbs lack an 
external argument. This is due to Burzio's (1986: 178-9, 
184) generalization stated in (37). 
(37) (a) A verb which lacks an external argument fails to 
assign accusative Case. 
(b) A verb which fails to assign accusative Case fails 
to 8-mark an external argument. 
Since the internal argument NP tekihei "enemy soldiers" 
in (31) is not assumed to receive Case from the unaccusative 
verb watat-ta "crossed" I 
NP-movement; it is forced 
it 
to 
is forced to undergo an 
move to the empty subject 
position, an A-position, in order to receive Case from INFL 
so that the Case filter (see (13) in section 2.3) is not 
violated. Once this empty subject position is filled, 
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however, there will be no more empty A-position left for 
another NP-movement to take place. This then accounts for 
the impossibility of passivization in the unaccusative 
construction in Government and Binding Theory. 
The acceptability of (36) is contradictory to Miyagawa's 
unaccusative analysis since in (36) passivization takes place 
in the unaccusative construction. Clearly, treating watat-ta 
"crossed" as unergative does not solve the problem. If it 
was unergative, (31) would violate Miyagawa's mutual 
c-command requirement in (19). The subject tekihei "enemy 
soldiers" in such a case is the agent and hence is external 
to the VP which then contains the numeral quantifier 
ni-san-nin "2-3-CL". As a result, the subject asymmetrically 
·c-commands the numeral quantifier. 
3.3.4 Summary 
Neither Miyagawa' s analysis, based on the mutual c-command 
requirement, nor Yatabe's analysis, in terms of the thematic 
hierarchy, is adequate for the phenomenon of numeral 
quantifiers. This phenomenon cannot be explained without 
taking into account the nature of the activity - whether a 
given sentence denotes a subject-oriented or object-oriented 
activity - and the pragmatic function of the arguments at the 
time of discourse - whether a given sentence contains an 
element that carries old information and plays a prominent 
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role. 
3.4 Passive constructions 
Following Bach (1980), Gunji (1987: 46) assumes within the 
framework of Generalized Phrase Structure · Grammar (Gazdar 
1981) that the category TVP is the essential category for 
passivization. TVP roughly corresponds in traditional terms 
to a verb which subcategorizes for the object argument. He 
claims that in the case of Japanese only a noun phrase that 
precedes the TVP can appear as the subject in the 
corresponding direct passive sentence. Consider the 
following examples, taken from Gunji (1987: 42, 46) (glosses 
according to him). 
(38)a. Ken wa Naomi ni kaigai ryokoo o susume-ta. 
TOP DAT abroad trip OBJ recommend-PAST 
"Ken recommended a trip abroad to Naomi. " 
b. Naomi ga Ken ni kaigai ryokoo o susume-rare-ta. 
SUBJ DAT abroad trip OBJ recommend-PASS-PAST 
"Naomi was recommended a trip abroad by Ken. " 
c. *Kaigai ryokoo ga Ken ni Naomi ni 
abroad trip SUBJ DAT DAT 
susume-rare-ta. 
recommend-PASS-PAST 
"A trip abroad was recommended to Naomi by Ken. " 
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In Gunji's account, the reason why the dative Naomi in 
( 38) a can become the subject of the corresponding direct 
passive sentence in ( 38) b is because it precedes the TVP 
kaigai ryokoo o susume-ta "abroad trip OBJ recommend-PAST" 
and is a sister to it. The object kaigai ryokoo "abroad 
trip", on the other hand, does not precede the TVP (because 
it is inside the TVP) and therefore it cannot become the 
subject of the corresponding direct passive sentence, hence 
the ungrammaticality of (38)c. 
Gunji's argument, however, lS questionable. The 
ungrammaticality of (38)c can be attributed to at least two 
factors, namely the passivization of an inanimate object when 
the by-agentative is definite (see section 3.3.3) and the 
occurrence of two NPs marked with the same particle ni. 
(39)a (=(34)) and (39)b (=(35)) make the first point. 
(39)a. *Kono hon ga Taroo Ill yom-are-ta. 
this book NOM DAT read-PASS-PAST 
"This book was read by Taroo." 
b. Kono hon ga ooku no hito ni yom-are-ta. 
this book NOM many person DAT read-PASS-PAST 
"This book was read by many people." 
(39)a and (39)b are identical except for the choice of the 
by-agentative. The by-agentative in the ungrammatical 
sentence ( 39) a is definite while that in the grammatical 
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sentence (39)b is indefinite. It was argued in 3.3.3 that 
the passivization of an inanimate object may result in 
unacceptability if the by-agentative is definite. 
Significantly, (38)c fits into this case: what is passivized 
is an inanimate object kaigai ryokoo "abroad trip" and the 
by-agentative is a definite NP Ken. 
The second factor for the ungrammaticality of (38)c may 
be due to two occurrences of NP ni. Since both NPs are 
proper nouns Ken and Naomi, it is impossible to judge which 
NP is playing which role. They are likely to be interpreted 
as two dative NPs, which then leads to the violation of the 
8-criterion (see (12) in section 2.2) as well as the case 
filter (see (13) in section 2.3). 
The above suggests that if we eliminate these two factors, 
the inanimate object of susume-ru "recommend" can be 
passivized. This is indeed the case. Note that in Gunji's 
analysis, the string in brackets in (40)a constitutes a TVP. 6 
(40)a. Saikin, isha-tachi ga kanja ni 
recently doctor-PL NOM patient DAT 
[Tipsaishoku ryoohoo o susume-te i-ru] . 
vegetable diet ACC recommend-ing be-PRES 
6 In ( 4 0) b the by-agentive isha-tachi "doctor-PL " can be 
marked by either ni or ni-yotte particle but in (40)c only 
the ni-yotte particle is possible. This, however, is irrelevant to the discussion here. 
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"Recently, doctors are recommending vegetable diets 
to patients." 
b. Saikin, kanja ga isha-tachi ni(-yotte) 
recently patient NOM doctor-PL by 
saishoku ryoohoo o susume-rare-te 1-ru. 
vegetable diet ACC recommend-PASS-ing be-PRES 
"Recently, patients are recommended vegetable diets 
by doctors." 
c. Saikin, saishoku ryoohoo ga isha-tachi ni-yotte 
recently vegetable diet NOM doctor-PL by 
kanja ni susume-rare-te i-ru. 
patient DAT recomment-PASS-ing be-PRES 
"Recently, vegetable diets are recommended to 
patients by doctors." 
The acceptability of (40)c contradicts Guji's argument 
that the object in TVP cannot be passivized. Accordingly, 
his analysis of passivization does not give evidence for a 
VP node in Japanese. 
3.5 Te-complements 
Gunji ( 1987) and Sells ( 1989) use the analysis of te-
complements to argue for a VP node in Japanese. 
will review their analyses. 
Below, I 
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3.5.1 Gunji's analysis 
Gunji (1987: 43) presents the following examples as 
evidence for a VP node in Japanese (bracketing according to 
Gunji). 
(4l)a. Ken wa Naomi ni [vp[wdepaato ni it]-te 
TOP DAT department store DAT go -ing 
[watarashii kutsu o kaw]-ase-ta]. 
new shoe ACC buy-CAUS-PAST 
"Ken made/let Naomi go to a department store and 
buy a new pair of shoes." 
b. Ken wa Naomi ni [w[wfurui kutsu o sute]-te 
TOP DAT old shoe ACC throw away-ing 
[watarashii kutsu o kaw]-ase-ta]. 
new shoe ACC buy-CAUS-PAST 
"Ken made/let Naomi throw away an old pair of shoes 
and buy a new pair of shoes." 
In (4l)a and (4l)b Naomi ni "Naomi DAT" is interpreted not 
only as the causee of the second embedded clause {atarashii 
kutsu o kawJ "buy a new pair of shoes" but also as the causee 
of the first embedded clauses [depaato ni it] "going to a 
department store" in (41)a and [furui kutsu o sute} "throwing 
away an old pair of shoes" in (41)b. Because of this, Gunji 
(1987: 44) argues that the sequence {atarashii kutsu o kawJ 
"buy a new pair of shoes" is semantically conjoined with 
[depaato ni it] "going to a department store" in (4l)a and 
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[furui kutsu o sute) "throwing away an old pair of shoes" in 
(4l)b. Hence, on the basis of the assumption that 
constituents of the same type (category) are usually 
conjoined (Zwicky 1978; Gazdar 1981), Gunji (1987: 44) claims 
that [atarashii kutsu o kaw) "buy a new pair of shoes" must 
form a constituent VP. 
Contrary to this, I argue that the first clauses of these 
examples are sentential adjuncts; they are not conjoined VPs 
for the following reasons. 7 First of all, just like a 
temporal sentential adjunct [ cpdepaato e it-ta toki] "when 
(he) went to a department store" in (42)a, the first clause 
in (4l)a and (4l)b allows scrambling of the object atarashii 
kutsu "a new pair of shoes" in the second clause, as shown 
in (43)a and (43)b respectively. 
( 4 2) a. Ken wa Naomi ni [ cpdepaa to ni it-ta 
TOP DAT department store LOC go-PAST 
toki] atarashii kutsu o kaw-ase-ta. 
when new shoe ACC buy-CAUS-PAST 
"Ken made/let Naomi buy a new pair of shoes when 
(he) went to a department store." 
b. Ken wa Naomi ni atarashii kutsu i o 
TOP DAT new shoe ACC 
[ cpdepaato ni it-ta toki J t i kaw-ase-ta. 
department store LOC go-PAST when buy-CAUS-PAST 
7 I benefited from discussions with Michio Isoda about 
this. 
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"Ken made/let Naomi buy a new pair of shoes when 
(he) went to a department state. " 
(43)a. Ken wa Naomi ni atarashii kutsui o 
TOP 
[depaato 
DAT new shoe ACC 
ni it-te] ti kaw-ase-ta. 
department store LOC go-ing buy-CAUS-PAST 
"Ken made/let Naomi go to a department store and buy 
a new pair of shoes." 
b. Ken wa Naomi ni atarashii kutsui o [furui kutsu 
TOP DAT new shoes ACC old shoe 
0 sute-te] ti kaw-ase-ta. 
ACC throw away-ing buy-CAUS-PAST 
"Ken made/let Naomi throw away an old pair of shoes 
and buy a new pair of shoes." 
Secondly, if ( 41) a and ( 41) b were to consist of two 
coordinate clauses, as Gunji argues, we would expect the 
effect of the coordinate structure constraint (Ross 1967, 
Chomsky 1981a) to be observed in (43)a and (43)b. The 
coordinate structure constraint prohibits the extraction of 
an element from a conjunct. This should be so because 
scrambling in (43)a and (43)b would involve an extraction of 
the object atarashii kutsu "a new pair of shoes " from the 
second conjunct. However, as the acceptability of (43)a and 
(43)b shows, it is not the case. 
Thirdly, while the object of the second clause in ( 4l )b 
can be extracted in the relative clause construction, as in 
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(44)a, the object of the first clause in (4l)b cannot, as 
shown in (44)b. 
(44)a. [Ken ga Naomi ni [furui kutsu o sute-te] 
NOM DAT old shoe ACC throw away-ing 
kaw-ase-ta] atarashii kutsui 
buy-CAUS-PAST new shoe 
"the new pair of shoesi that Ken made/let Naomi 
throw away an old pair of shoes and buy ei" 
e . l. 
b. *[Ken ga Naomi ni [ei sute-te] atarashii kutsu 
NOM DAT 
0 kaw-ase-ta] 
throw away-ing new 
furui kutsui 
ACC buy-CAUS-PAST old shoe 
shoes 
"*the old pair of shoesi that Ken made/let Naomi 
throw away ei and buy a new pair of shoes" 
Again, if the two clauses in (4l)b were to be coordinated, 
not only (44)b but also (44)a should be ungrammatical due to 
the coordinate structure constraint. This, however, is not 
the case. 
Significantly, a sentence containing a temporal sentential 
adjunct [ 5depaa to n1. it- ta toki J "when (he) went to a 
department store" behaves in the same way as ( 41) b, thus 
exhibiting the same acceptability contrast as (44). (45) 
illustrates this. 
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( 4 5 ) a. [ Ken ga Naomi ni [ cpdepaa to ni it-ta 
NOM DAT department store LOC go-PAST 
toki] ei kaw-ase-ta] atarashii kutsui 
when buy-CAUS-PASS new shoe 
"the new pair of shoesi that Ken made/let Naomi buy 
ei when (he) went to a department store" 
b. * [ Ken ga Naomi ni [ cPei it-ta toki] atarashii kutsu 
NOM DAT 
0 kaw-ase-ta] 
go-PAST when new 
depaatoi 
ACC buy-CAUS-PAST department store 
shoe 
"*the department storei that Ken made/let Naomi buy 
a new pair of shoes when (he) went to e i " 
Just like (44)a, atarashii kutsu "a new pair of shoes" in 
the main clause can be extracted, as shown in (45)a. 
However, the locative NP depaato "department store " in the 
temporal sentential adjunct cannot be extracted, as the 
ungrammaticality of (45)b shows. 8 
The ungrammaticality of (45)b can be attributed to Saito's 
( 1985) generalization stated in ( 46) which prohibits any 
element extracted from or into an island. 
(46) A sentential adjunct in Japanese is an island. 
8 Note that locative NPs are freely relativized in Japanese. 
[ cpKen ga e i it-ta ] depaato i 
NOM go-PAST department store 
"the department storei that Ken went to e i . " 
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The above facts are incompatible with Gunji's argument 
that sentences such as ( 41) a and ( 41) b involve two VPs 
coordinated in the causative construction. It suggests 
instead that the first clauses in these examples are 
sentential adjuncts. Hence, Gunji's argument for a VP node 
presented here does not seem to be warranted. 
3.5.2 Sells's analysis 
An argument for a VP node in Japanese can also be found 
in Sells' s ( 1989) analysis of te-complements of an "auxiliary 
verb" such as mora- u "receive-PRES" , mi-ru "try-PRES" and 
shima-u "end up doing-PRES". Sells (1989: 326) presents the 
'fallowing examples. 
(47)a. Taroo wa Tanaka san ni [daidokoro o soojishi-te] 
TOP DAT kitchen ACC clean-ing 
[kaet-te] morat-ta. 
return-ing receive-PAST 
"Taroo got Tanaka to clean the kitchen and go home." 
b. *Taroo wa daidokoroi o Tanaka san ni [ti 
TOP kitchen ACC 
soojishi-te] kaet-te morat-ta. 
DAT 
clean-ing return-ing receive-PAST 
"Taroo got Tanaka to clean the kitchen and go home." 
Sells's argument is along the following lines: in (47)a 
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the two bracketed parts are coordinated; the grammaticality 
of (47)a demonstrates that [daidokoro o soojishi-te} 
"cleaning the kitchen" is a constituent and that the object 
daidokoro "kitchen" does not "distribute into" both 
conjuncts, that is, it does not function as the object of the 
uncontroversial intransitive verb kaet-te "going home"; and 
this is evidenced by the ungrammaticality of (47)b where the 
object daidokoro "kitchen" in (47)a is scrambled out of the 
conjunct and is forced to function as the object of both 
conjuncts. Sells (1989: 327) argues that "the only way to 
analyze these facts is to recognize a VP" consisting of 
"object and verb" to which the subject Taroo and the dative 
Tanaka san are external. Sells (1989: 327, fn.) states the 
following: "It is, of course, well known coordination itself 
does not give very strong evidence for constituency, given 
the existence in many languages of non-constituent 
coordination. However, the data in [(47)a-(47)b] cannot be 
discounted simply because of such a consideration. If the 
coordinated element ( s) in these examples are taken to be 
smaller than the bracketed part in [(47)a], or larger than 
it, there is no way to predict the difference in 
grammaticality between the two examples " . 
The ungrammaticality of ( 4 7) b, however, should not be 
attributed to the coordinate structure constraint. It should 
be attributed to the island constraint in (46). I argue that 
the first bracketed clause [daidokoro o soojishi-te} 
"cleaning the kitchen " in (47)a is a sentential adjunct and 
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therefore that the extraction of daidokoro o "kitchen ACC " 
out of that clause is not allowed in (47)b. 
This is supported by the following analysis. First, while 
an element of the first te-complement of mora-u "receive" 
cannot be extracted in the relative clause construction, as 
shown in (48)a, an element of the second te-complement can, 
as in (48)b. Second, the first te-complement of mora-u 
"receive" allows scrambling of the object of the second 
te-complement, as shown in (48)c. 
(48)a. *[cpTaroo ga Tanaka san ni [ei tsukat-te] 
NOM DAT use-ing 
chaahan o tsukut-te morat-ta] nokorimonoi 
fried rice ACC make-ing receive-PAST leftovers 
"*the leftoversi that Taroo got Tanaka to use e i 
and to make fried rice" 
b. [Taroo ga Tanaka san ni [nokorimono o tsukat-te] 
NOM DAT leftovers ACC use-ing 
ei tsukut-te morat-ta] chaahani 
make-ing receive-PAST fried rice 
"the fried ricei that Taroo got Tanaka to use the 
leftovers and to make e ." ]._ 
c. Taroo ga Tanaka san ni chaahani o [nokorimono 
0 
NOM 
tsukat-te] 
ACC use-ing 
DAT fried rice ACC leftovers 
t. tsukut-te morat-ta. ]._ 
make-ing receive-PAST 
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"Taroo got Tanaka to use the leftovers and to make 
fried rice." 
The above facts suggest that the first te-complement of 
the mora-u "receive" construction is a sentential adjunct and 
not a conjunct VP. Hence, Sells' s argument regarding 
te-complements does not constitute evidence- for a VP node in 
Japanese. 
3.6 Soo-su "so-do" construction 
It is generally assumed that do-so can replace only VPs 
(Chomsky 1965; Kuno 1973b). 
(49)a. John gave Mary a book, and so did Bill. 
b. *John gave Mary a book, and Bill did so a notebook. 
On the basis of this assumption, Nakau (1973) claims that 
Japanese has a VP node because of examples like the ones 
below. 
(SO)a. Jon ga hon o kat-ta, soshite Biru mo 
NOM book ACC buy-PAST and 
soo-shi-ta. 
so-do-PAST 
"John bought a book, and so did Bill. " 
also 
b. *Jon ga hon 
NOM book 
0 
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kat-ta, soshite Biru mo 
nooto 0 
ACC buy-PAST and 
soo-shi-ta. 
notebook ACC so-do-PAST 
also 
"*John bought a book, and Bill did so a notebook." 
The discourse particle mo "also, too" can substitute for 
both the nominative Case ga and the accusative Case o, as the 
following examples demonstrate. 
(5l)a. Taroo mo ki-ta. 
also come-PAST 
"Taroo also came." 
b. Taroo ga ringo mo tabe-ta. 
NOM apple also eat-PAST 
"Taroo ate an apple too." 
However, in the soo-su "so-do" construction the discourse 
particle mo "also 
nominative Case ga. 
(1987: 33). 
I 
(52) Ken ga Naomi o 
NOM ACC 
too" can only substitute for the 
The example below is taken from Gunji 
home, mata Marie mo soo-shi-ta. 
praise and also so-do-PAST 
"Ken praised Naomi, and Marie did so (=praised Naomi 
too)." 
In (52) the discourse particle mo substitutes only for the 
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nominative Case marker ga. It cannot substitute for the 
accusative Case marker o, meaning "Ken praised Naomi and (he) 
praised Marie, too". Hence, following Nakau (1973), Gunji 
(1987: 33) argues that the fact that in (52) soo-shi-ta "so-
da-PAST" only refers to Naomi o home-ta "Naomi ACC praise-
PAST" but not to Ken ga home-ta "Ken NOM praise-PAST" can be 
explained in a straightforward way if we assume a VP node in 
Japanese. He claims, therefore, that a verb and its internal 
argument(s), that is, the objective complement(s), in 
Japanese make up a constituent, while the external argument, 
that is, the subject, and the verb do not. 
Hinds (1973) and Inoue (1976) have argued, however, that 
the soo-su "so-do" construction is not parallel to the do-so 
·construction in English because the soo-su "so--do" can 
substitute for more than what is traditionally termed a VP 
node, or less. (53) and (54) are taken from Hinds. 
(53) Taroo wa kyonen mainichi ni-ji goro ofuro 
TOP last year every day 2-o'clock about bath 
ni hait-ta. Jiroo mo soo-shi-ta. 
DAT enter-PAST also so-do-PAST 
"Taroo took a bath last year every day around 2 
o'clock. Jiroo did so (=take a bath last year every 
day around 2 o'clock), too. " 
(54) Taroo wa Hanako ni kisu shi-ta· Akiko ni mo ,
TOP DAT kiss do-PAST DAT also 
soo-shi-ta. 
so-do-PAST 
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"?Taroo kissed Hanako; (he) did so to Akiko too." 
Hinds's argument is along the following lines. In (53) 
soo-su "so-do" substitutes for elements which must be 
considered more than simply a VP since time adverbials kyonen 
"last year", mainichi "every day" and ni-ji goro "around two 
o'clock" generally appear outside a VP. In ( 54) the indirect 
object Akiko ni-mo "Akiko DAT also", which is traditionally 
considered to be a constituent of a VP, is outside the scope 
of the soo-su "so-do" construction. Hence, Hinds argues that 
which soo-su "so-do" ( 5 3) demonstrates the case in 
substitutes for elements which are more than a VP and that 
( 54) demonstrates the case in which soo-su "so-do" 
substitutes for elements which are less than a VP. 
Inoue (1976: 43-44) presents the following examples. 
(55) Hanako ga gakkoo de eigo o narat-ta. 
NOM school LOC English ACC learn-PAST 
soo-shi-ta. 
so-do-PAST 
Taroo mo 
also 
"Hanako learnt English at school. Taroo did so ( =learn 
English at school), too." 
(56) Watashi wa nairon burausu o te de arai-mas-
I TOP nylon blouse ACC hand INSTR wash-POLITE-
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u. Watashi wake no seetaa mo soo-shi-mas-u. 
PRES I TOP wool GEN sweater also so-do-POLITE-PRES 
"I wash a nylon blouse by hand. 
sweater, too." 
I do so a woolen 
Inoue ( 1976: 43-45) argues that in ( 55) the locative 
adverbial gakkoo de "school LOC", which can ·be considered to 
be outside a VP, is included in the scope of soo-su "so-do " . 
On the other hand, she argues, in (56) the direct object ke 
no seetaa "woolen sweater", which must be inside a VP, is not 
included in the scope of soo-su "so-do". Accordingly, both 
Hinds and Inoue conclude that the soo-su "so-do " can 
substitute for more than what is traditionally termed a VP 
node, or less, and hence that the soo-su construction cannot 
be used as a test for a VP node. 
Contrary to Hinds and Inoue, Tateishi (1991: 53) maintains 
Nakau' s claim by arguing the following. In ( 53) these 
sentential adverbials are replaced not by soo-su "so-do " but 
by empty anaphoric elements; and what is replaced by soo-su 
"so-do" in (53) is just a VP [ofuro ni hait] "bath DAT 
enter". 
(57) Taroo wa kyoneni mainichi1 ni-ji gorok 
TOP last year every day 2-o'clock around 
[ vpofuro ni hai t] -ta. Jiroo mo e i e 1 e k 
bath DAT enter-PAST also 
[ vpsoo-shi] -ta. 
so-do-PAST 
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"Taroo took a bath last year every day around two 
o'clock. Jiroo did so (=take a bath last year every 
day around two o'clock), too." 
In support of this, he argues that these sentential 
adverbials can be overt. 
(58) Jiroo mo kyonen mainichi ni-ji goro 
also last year every day 2-o'clock around 
[ vpsoo-shi] -ta. 
so-do-PAST 
"Jiroo did so (=take a bath) last year every day 
around two o'clock." 
The same can be said about (55). Thus, in (55) what is 
replaced by soo-su "so-do" is just a VP {eigo o narat} 
"English ACC learn" and the locative adverbial gakkoo de 
"school LOC" is replaced by an empty anaphoric element. This 
is illustrated in (59). 9 
(59) Hanako ga gakkooi de (~eigo o narat]-ta. Taroo 
NOM school LOC English ACC learn-PAST 
9 The same seems to apply to English adverbials. In 
English, an adverbial in one conjunct can be understood as being 
present . iD the next even when the verbs are different. The 
example is due to Avery Andrews. 
(i) Mary bought a bagel [on the shopping trip] i and 
Suzan drank a beer e i . 
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mo ei [ ~ soo-shi]-ta. 
also so-do-PAST 
"Hanako learnt English at school. Taroo did so 
(=learn English at school), too." 
As for examples like (54) and (56), his argument goes as 
follows. The internal arguments Akiko in· ( 54) and ke no 
seetaa in (56) carry a contrastive reading. If an internal 
argument carries a contrastive reading, it "moves out of a 
VP at LF by scrambling". According to him, therefore, (54) 
has the following structure at LF. 
(60) Taroo wa 
TOP 
Hanako,. ni [ vPXi kisushi] k-ta. 
CONTR DAT kiss-PAST 
( Taroo wa) Akiko J ni mo [ vpsoo-shi] k-ta. 
TOP CONTR DAT also so-so-PAST 
Tateishi argues that in (60) Hanakoi is contrasted with 
Hence, both Hanakoi and Akiko1 undergo a string 
vacuous scrambling, an invisible scrambling, at LF. As a 
result, [ wsoo-shi] k replaces a VP with a variable Xi , that 
is, [ vPXi kisushi] k where Xi is a variable by virtue of being 
a trace of Hanakoi . 
The variable x . 1. then undergoes a 'sloppy identity' 
interpretation with a variable X 1 . By sloppy identity, Xi and 
X1 are treated the same: 
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(61) Sloppy identity 
(where [~soo-shi]=[~Xi kisu-shi]= 
(~XJ kisu-shi] (sloppy identity)) 
I contend that Tateishi's analysis is consistent with the 
ungrammaticality of (SO)b. I submit that in (SO)b it is the 
subject Jon and not the object hon "book" that is contrasted. 
This is because simple sentences in Japanese generally cannot 
have more than one focused phrase. Therefore, it is 
impossible to get a contrastive reading of the object in 
addition to that of the subject. Hence, the object hon 
"book" cannot move out of the VP at LF (so that soo-su "so-
da " can replace the VP with a variable Xi that undergoes a 
sloppy identity interpretation with the second occurrence of 
the object nooto "notebook"). Consequently, soo-su "so-do" 
in (SO)b substitutes for a VP containing a lexical object, 
namely [VPhon o kat-taJ "bought a book". The upshot of this 
is that the soo-su construction in (SO)b contains two object 
NPs, namely hon "book" and nooto" notebook " in one and the 
same clause: 
( 6 2) *Biru mo ( vpnooto o hon o kat ]-ta. 
also notebook ACC book ACC buy-PAST 
"*Bill also bought a notebook a book. " 
(62) violates the 8-criterion (see (12) in section 2.2) 
because the theme role can be assigned only to one of the 
object NPs. (62) also violates the Case filter ( see (13) in 
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section 2.3) because the verb kat-ta "bought" cannot assign 
more than one accusative Case. Therefore, either one of the 
objects, nooto "notebook" or hon "book", ends up becoming 
Case-less. 
In short, Tateishi's analysis of the soo-su construction 
is theoretically sound. I therefore conclude that the soo-su 
construction can be used as a test for a VP node in Japanese. 
3.7 Distribution of PRO with arbitrary interpretation 
In Government and Binding Theory, PRO has the feature 
specification [+anaphor, +pronominal] requiring that PRO can 
only appear in an ungoverned position. This is known as the 
PRO theorem (see (50) in section- 2.6). Kuroda (1983) states 
that in Japanese, as in English, PRO with arbitrary 
interpretation can occur in subject position but not in 
object position. The examples below are from Kuroda (1983: 
154-155). 
(63)a. Taima 0 ka-u koto wa kinjir-are-te 
marijuana ACC buy-PRES COMP TOP forbid-PASS-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
"PROARB to buy marijuana is forbidden. " 
b. *Kodomo ga kau koto wa kinjir-are-te i-ru. 
child NOM buy COMP TOP forbid-PASS-ing be-PRES 
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"For children to buy PROARB is forbidden." 
(64)a. Sensei ni a-u no wa muzukashi-i. 
teacher DAT meet-PRES NOML TOP difficult-PRES 
"PRO ARB to meet teachers is difficult." 
b. *Gakusei ga a-u no wa muzukashi-i. 
student NOM meet-PRES NOML TOP difficult-PRES 
"For students to meet PROARB is difficult." 
(65) Taima o kat-ta koto ga kokugai-tsuihoo no 
marijuana ACC buy-PAST COMP NOM deportation GEN 
genin ni nari-ur-u. 
cause DAT become-can-PRES 
"PROARB to have bought marijuana can be a cause of 
deportation." 
Since (63)b and (64)b are ungrammatical with the intended 
interpretation, Kuroda (1983: - 154) argues that, as in 
English, "the verb of the sentence governs object but not 
subject", that is, Japanese has a VP node as a maximal 
projection of V that dominates object but not subject. Given 
that PRO with arbitrary interpretation appears not only in 
the present tense as in (63)a and (64)a but also in the past 
tense as in (65), Kuroda states that, unlike in English, the 
subject position in Japanese is not governed even in finite 
sentences. He attributes this to the lack of agreement (AGR) 
between subject and verb in Japanese. In his terms "what 
governs the subject in finite sentences is AGR" (Kuroda 1983: 
155) . 
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As Kuroda (1983: 155) states, it is immaterial to argue 
that the relevant features of these present and past tense 
verb forms in (63)a, (64)a and (65) are aspectual. The point 
here is that PRO with arbitrary interpretation can appear in 
the subject position but not in the object position. 
section 7.4.4 for further discussion of this issue.) 
(See 
In short, Kuroda's argument on the distribution of PRO with 
arbitrary interpretation is convincing. I believe that it 
constitutes evidence for the existence of a VP node in 
Japanese. 
3.8 Coreferencing 
As in the case of English ( see Speas 1990: 132-133), 
coreferencing NPs in Japanese can also be explained correctly 
if a VP node is assumed. 
( 6 6) a. [ IPKarei ga j ibuni o hinanshi-ta] . 
he NOM self ACC criticize-PAST 
11 Hei criticized self i . 11 
b. [ IPKeni ga j ibuni o hinashi-ta] . 
NOM self ACC criticize-PAST 
11 Keni criticized self i . 11 
If Japanese has a VP node, the subject in ( 66 )a and ( 66 )b 
asymmetrically c-commands the object reflexive pronoun j i bun 
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"self" and the grammaticality of these sentences can be 
correctly predicted. 
If Japanese does not have a VP node, on the other hand, 
the subject and the object reflexive pronoun jibun mutually 
c-command each other. This means that the subject pronoun 
kare "he" in (66)a is bound by the object reflexive pronoun 
jibun "self" in its governing category, which in this case 
is IP. This is problematic in Binding theory since such 
coreferencing violates principle B (see (24) in section 2.4). 
Likewise, (66)b will violate principle C (see (25) in section 
2.4) if Japanese does not have a VP node. Without a VP node, 
the R-expression Ken, which is required to be free, will be 
bound by the object reflexive pronoun jibun "self " . The 
following examples illustrate the same point. 
(67)a. Ken i ga [ filkarei no tomodachi] o hinanshi-ta. 
NOM he GEN friend ACC criticize-PAST 
" Ken i criticized his i friend. " 
b. *Karei ga [ filKeni no tomodachi] o hinanshi-ta. 
he NOM GEN friend ACC criticize-PAST 
" He i criticized Keni 's friend. " 
c. [ NPKeni no tomodachi] ga kare i o hinanshi-ta. 
GEN friend NOM he ACC criticize-PAST 
11 Keni 's friend criticized himi . " 
Irrespective of whether or not there is a VP node, the 
pronoun kare II he II in NP in ( 6 7 ) a does not b i nd the R-
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expression Ken nor is it bound inside its governing category 
NP. Hence, 
regardless 
either way, 
of whether or 
subject pronoun kare "he" 
Ken. Hence, either way, 
violation of principle C. 
(67)a 
not 
is grammatical. Likewise, 
a VP node is assumed, the 
in (67)b binds the R-expression 
(67)b is ruled out correctly as a 
The existence of a VP node becomes necessary, however, 
in accounting for the grammaticality of (67)c. If a VP node 
is not assumed, the object pronoun kare "he" binds the R-
expression Ken. Consequently, ( 6 7) c is ruled out incorrectly 
as a violation of principle C. If a VP node is assumed, on 
the other hand, the object pronoun kare "he" does not bind 
the R-expression Ken. Hence, (67)c is correctly predicted 
·to be grammatical. I contend that the above coreferencing 
facts constitute evidence for the existence of a VP node in 
Japanese. 
3.9 Scrambling as Move a 
Various arguments have been put forward in the literature 
to support the existence of a VP node in Japanese. While not 
all the arguments examined above can be sustained, the soo-su 
"so-do" construction (section 3.6), the distribution of PRO 
(section 3.7) and coreferencing (section 3.8) provide sound 
evidence for a VP node in Japanese. On the basis of this, 
I assume that Japanese exhibits a VP node as a maximal 
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projection of V that dominates object but not subject. 
Two consequences of this are as follows. (i) The linear 
order of the constituents in the base represents the basic 
word order, the basic word order being SUBJECT-ADJUNCT-
OBJECT-VERB. Given the general format for phrasal projection 
(see (3) to (5) in section 2.1), this · word order is 
predicted. 10 (ii) A free-order phenomenon in Japanese, 
often referred to as 'scrambling' after Ross (1967), is an 
adjunction operation. It is a movement to a non-8-position 
( henceforth 8 '-position), a position that is neither directly 
nor indirectly assigned a 8-role by a lexical head. 11 
Scrambling, therefore, does not change the constituent 
structure of the sentence. It observes the projection 
principle (see (11) in section 2.2) and the 8-criterion (see 
(12) in section 2.2) since its landing site is always a 8'-
position. 
A 8'-position is typically an A'-position (see section 
2.4). In this respect, scrambling in Japanese can be thought 
of as A' -movement. As argued by Saito ( 19 91 ) , however, 
scrambling can also be thought of as A-movement. 
the following examples, taken from Saito (1991: 7). 
Consider 
10 In fact, this word order is what Japanese linguists 
generally assume (cf. Kamio 1977). 
11 This conclusion is in line with Fukui ( 1986). As far 
as I know, Fukui was the first one to propose a theory of 
grammar that replaces an A/A' distinction with a 8/8' 
distinction. 
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(68)a. ?*Masao ga otagaii no sensei ni karera i o 
NOM each other GEN teacher DAT they ACC 
shookaishi-ta. 
introduce-PAST 
"Masao introduced themi to each otheri' s teachers." 
b. Karerai o [Masao ga otagaii no sensei nit. l. 
they ACC NOM each other GEN teacher DAT 
shookaishi-ta]. 
introduce-PAST 
"Themi, Masao introduced ti to each otheri' s 
teachers." 
(68)a differs from (68)b only in the position of the 
object NP karera "they"; in the latter the object NP karera 
"they" is scrambled to the sentence-initial position. I 
agree with Saito that (68)b, but not (68)a, is acceptable 
because in (68)b, but not in (68)a, the anaphor otagai "each 
other" is A-bound by karera "they". This means that the 
scrambled object NP karera "they" in ( 68 )b is in an A-
position. This in turn means that scrambling can also be A-
movement. What is true, however, is that, regardless of 
whether scrambing is A-movement or A'-movement, it is always 
8'-movement. Its landing site is always a 8'-position. 
OBJECT-SUBJECT-VERB word order, for example, is derived 
from the SUBJECT-OBJECT-VERB order by the application of Move 
a to the object with Chomsky-adjunction to IP, the adjunction 
site being a 8'-position. This is illustrated in (69). 
( 6 9) 
L 
object 
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IP (8'-position) 
NP 
~adjunction 
IP 
I , 
6 
subject VP 
V' 
I~ 
t. 1 V 
I 
Likewise, SUBJECT-OBJECT-ADJUNCT is considered to be 
derived from SUBJECT-ADJUNCT-OBJECT by the application of 
Move a to the object with Chomsky-ad junction to VP, the 
adjunction site being an 8'-position. 
( 7 0) 
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IP 
NP I , 
6 
subject VP (0'-position) 
~djunction 
NP-
-~ 
VP 
direct object V' 
ADJUNCT V' 
t. 1. V 
I 
Thus, in my analysis the examples in (71)b-f, for 
instance, are all considered to be variants of (71)a. 
(71)a. Hanako ga Tookyoo de Ken n1 at-ta. 
NOM LOC DAT meet-PAST 
"Hanako met Ken in Tokyo." 
b. Hanako ga Ken ni Tookyoo de at-ta. 
c. Tookyoo de Hanako ga Ken Ill at-ta. 
d. Ken Ill Hanako ga Tookyoo de at-ta. 
e. Tookyoo de Ken ni Hanako ga at-ta. 
f. Ken ni Tookyoo de Hanako ga at-ta. 
The base rule of Japanese, therefore, is not like the one 
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proposed by Hale (1980) and Farmer (1985): 
(72) X' _. X'* X 
(72) generates a tree diagram like (73). 
(73) V' 
/ 
NP NP ....... . V 
66 
subject object 
(73) is said to be 'flat' or 'non-configurational' in that 
all the constituents of V' except V appear at the same level 
in any order. 
3.10 Functional category PRAG 
This section explores the possibility of complementing the 
syntax of Japanese with discourse factors. It was shown in 
section 3.6 that whether or not an element has a contrastive 
reading affects the grammaticality of the soo-su 
construction. In (56), repeated as (74), the object NPs 
nairon burausu "nylon blouse " can be said to be contrasted 
with ke no see ta a "wool GEN sweater " . 12 
12 As noted in section 3.6, the discourse particle mo 
"also " substitutes for the nominative Case marker ga and the 
accusative Case o. 
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(74)a. Watashi wa [nairon burausu] coNTR o te de 
I TOP nylon blouse ACC hand INSTR 
arai-mas-u. 
wash-POLITE-PRES 
"I wash a nylon blouse by hand." 
b. Watashi wa [ke no seetaa] coNTR mo soo-shi-
I TOP wool GEN sweater atso so-do 
mas-u. 
POLITE-PRES 
"I do so a woolen sweater, too." 
It was argued that the object NPs nairon burausu "nylon 
blouse" in ( 7 4) a is contrasted with the object NP ke no 
seetaa "woolen sweater" in ( 74 )b and hence that they both 
move out of a VP at LF. Thus, (74)a, for example, would have 
the following LP-structure. 
(75) Watashi wa [nairon burausu] i o [wti te de 
I TOP nylon blouse 
arai-mas]-u. 
wash-POLITE-PRES 
ACC hand INSTR 
It was also argued in section 3.3.1 that in a sentence 
like (26), repeated as (76), the string gakusei ga sake o 
"student NOM sake ACC " does not just function as old 
information but also plays a prominent role at the time of 
discourse, as indicated by the subscript OLD/PROM in ( 7 6) . 
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( 7 6) [Gakusei ga sake 0] OLD/PROM ima-made-ni 
student NOM ACC so-far 
san-nin non-da. 
3-CL drink-PAST 
"So far, three students have drunk sake. II 
It can be argued that if an element plays a prominent role 
in a given discourse, it also carries old information. Given 
this, the term 'prominent' is sufficient for this purpose. 
Accordingly, I will use the term 'PROM' to refer to an 
element that not only functions as old information but also 
plays a prominent role in discourse. 
In the light of examples like (74) and (76), I introduce 
discourse entities, PRAGr+coNrRJ and PRAGt+PRoMJ in order to 
accommodate these discourse factors into the grammar of 
Japanese. 13 
PRAGr+coNTRJ and PRAGl+PROMJ are, like COMP and INFL, non-
lexical (or functional) categories: they do not bear any of 
the features [±N] or [±V] that lexical categories (N, V, A 
and P) may exhibit, nor do they take any arguments. There is 
a longstanding tradition of classifying N, V, A and P as 
13 A similar approach is found in 
proposes the projections of the semantic 
functions in Hungarian phrase structure. 
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and 
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respectively [+N, -VJ, [-N, +VJ, [+N, +VJ and [-N, -VJ (cf. 
Chomsky 1970). Fukui & Speas (1986: 129) state that there 
is an important distinction between lexical and non-lexical 
such that only the former bear the features [±NJ or [±VJ 
and may take arguments. 
Like any categories in Government and Binding Theory, 
( lexical or non-lexical) , PRAG [+coNTRJ and PRAG[+ PROMJ are 
base-generated and project up to the phrasal level PGAGP, 
thus conforming to the general principle of X'-theory (see 
section 2.1). They are base-generated when a D-structure 
contains an element with the feature [+CONTR] or [+PROM]. 
They appear as the sisters of an XP that dominates the 
element in question. Thus, if an element Z has the feature 
[+PROM], for example, it would exhibit the following D-
structure. 
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(77) a. D-structure 
PRAGP ( +PROM] 
PRAG ' [+PROM] 
XP 
/\ 
PRAG [+PROM) 
Z X' 
[+PROM] 
In (77) a PRAGr+PROMJ is base-generated as the sister of XP 
dominating Z . Z then undergoes LF-raising, an abstract 
movement at LF, in the manner shown in (77)b. 
(77)b. LF-structure 
PRAGP [ +PROM) 
PRAG ' (+PROM] 
[ +PROM] 
XP PRAG(+PROM) 
t X ' i 
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In (77)b Z moves to the [Spec,PRAGP [+PRoMiJ position where it 
is interpreted as old information with a prominent role . In 
my analysis (74)a, for example, has the following LF-
structure. 
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(77) c. PRAGP1 (+PROM] 
A 
PRAG y 1 ( +PROM] 
watashi wa IP PRAG1 [ +PROM] 
' ;1' 
LF-raising 
[ +PROM] 
PRAGP2(+CONTR] 
LS PRAG y 2 [ +CONTR] U 
nairon burausu o VP 1 PRAG2 [ +CONTR] 
,t1 
LF-raising 
t' . J 
V' 
scrambling 
ADJ V' 
6 
te de tj V 
arai-mas 
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There are two instances of LF-raising in (77) c. The 
subject NP wa tashi II I II is a topic. Being the first person, 
it is a l so the center o f attention. Hence, it has the 
feature [+PROM]. Given this, the functional category 
PRAG [+PROMJ is base-generated as the sister of IP. The subject 
NP wa tashi "I II then raises to the [ Spec, PRAGP 1 [PRoMJ ] position 
at LF and receives a prominent reading interpretation. 
The object NP nairon burausu "nylon blouse" in (77)c has a 
contrastive reading and hence carries the feature 
[ +CONTR] . Accordingly, the functional category PRAG21+coNTRJ is 
base-generated as the sister of the VP2 that 
dominates the object NP. At S-structure this NP is Chomsky-
adjoined to VP2 by scrambling, which creates a new node 
VP1 • At this point the new mode VP1 becomes the sister of 
PRAG 2r +coNT RJ. The object NP then undergoes LF-raising from 
the position of t ' j to the [Spec, PRAGP21coNrn J ] position and 
receives a contrastive reading interpretation. 
My analysis is consistent with Tateishi's (1991) (see 
section 3.6). In his analysis an internal argument 
carrying a contrastive reading also "moves out of a VP at 
LF by scrambling". The question here is why elements 
with the feature [+PROM] or[+CONTR] raise at LF. Here, I 
simply assume that the relation between the [Spec,PRAGP] and 
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the head PRAG is similar to what Chomsky (1986b) calls Spec-
head agreement. 14 Since the head PRAG1 in (77)c contains the 
feature [+PROM], I argue that the Spec of PRAGPl[+eRoMJ needs to 
be filled by an element with that feature at LF. 
Accordingly, the subject NP wa tashi "I", which carries the 
feature [+PROM], raises to the [Spec, PRAGP1[+eRoMJ] position at 
LF. Likewise, the head PRAG2 in ( 77) c contains the feature 
[ +CONTR] and yet the Spec of PRAGP2[+coNTRJ is empty at S-
structure. Hence, the Spec of PRAGP2[+coNTRJ needs to be filled 
by an element with the feature [+CONTR] at LF. Consequently, 
the object NP nairon burausu "nylon blouse", which contains 
the feature [+CONTR], raises from the position of t'j to the 
[ Spec, PRAGP2[+coNTRJ] position. 
As for (76), I assume that it has the following LF-
structure. 
14 Chomsky (1986b: 24) states that the Spec-head 
agreement is a form of 'feature sharing' like the one between 
the subject and INFL: the subject and INFL share the features 
person, number, gender and Case, the so-called~ feature in 
Chomsky (1981a). 
( 7 8) 
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PRAGP2 [ +PROM2] / [ +PROMl] 
6ROM2] PRAGP 1 [ +PROM2] / [ +PROMl] 
PRAG 1 [ +PROM2] / [ +PROMl] 
sake o NP i[ +PROMl] 
gakusei ga IP PRAG[+PROM2 J, [+PROM l J 
/' 
LF-raising 0ti I' 
[+PROMly~ 
VP I 
LF-raising 6 
t, . 
J 
scrambling 
VP da 
I 
V' 
~ 
ima-made-ni t - san-nin non J 
[+PROM2] 
There are two instances of LF-raising in (78). Since the 
subject NP gakusei "student" contains the feature [+PROMl], 
it moves from the position 
of t • l. to the 
[Spec,PRAGP
1
[+PROMZJ/l+PROM1il position at LF. The object NP sake, 
on the other hand, first moves from the position of t j to the 
position oft' j by scrambling at S-structure. From there it 
undergoes LF-raising. I assume that the second LP-movement, 
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the one with the object NP sake, is an adjunction operation 
in order to allow more than one element with the feature 
[+PROM] to LF-raise. 
3.11 Conclusion 
This chapter showed that Japanese exhibits a VP node and 
that scrambling in Japanese is an instance of Move a. It is 
a movement to a 0 '-position, hence a 0 '-movement. Therefore, 
it is not an automatic consequence of a base-generated 
operation of alternative orders. The chapter also showed 
that discourse notions · such as a prominent role and a 
contrastive reading play a role in the soo-su "so-do" 
construction and quantifier floating. In order to 
accommodate these discourse notions into the syntax of 
Japanese, I introduced the functional categories PRAG [+PROM J and 
PRAG[+coNTRJ. I assumed that they are base-generated when a 
sentence contains an element with the feature [+PROM] or 
[ +CONTR]. Such an element raises to the [Spec,PRAGP] 
position at LF. 
Having determined that scrambling is Move a, the next step 
is to examine the domain of scrambling. Accordingly, Chapter 
4 addresses the question of whether or not scrambling is a 
subcase of 'long distance' movement. 
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CHAPTER 4 PARENTHETICAL NP WA 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter, based on Sheard (1991), examines the domain 
of scrambling. It argues that scrambl_ing is a clause-
internal 8'-movement by analyzing an example like the one in 
(1), taken from S. Harada (1977). 
( 1 ) Kono giron ga, boku wa, [IPichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM I TOP best compelling 
da] to omo-u. 
COP-PRES COMP think-PRES 
" I think that this argument lS the most compelling." 
In ( 1) the thematized matrix NP wa, boku wa "I TOP", 
appears sentence-internally and is preceded by the embedded 
constituent kono giron ga "this argument NOM". I will refer 
to this kind of NP wa as an 'internal NP wa'. 
Traditionally, (1) is considered to be derived from (2) 
by Move a. 
(2) Boku wa [ IPkono giron ga ichiban settokuteki 
I 
da] 
TOP this argument NOM best compelling 
to omo-u. 
COM-PRES COMP think-PRES 
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"I think that this argument is the most compelling. " 
By examining the syntactic and semantic properties of the 
internal NP wa, I demonstrate that it cannot be related to 
the corresponding sentence-initial matrix NP wa by Move a. 
This is because the acceptability of the internal NP wa is 
not governed by the syntactic properties of the heads of the 
complement clauses nor does it follow from the subjacency 
condition (see (43) in section 2.5) or the proper binding 
condition (see (29) in 4.3.3). 
Unlike the sentence-initial NP wa, boku wa "I TOP", in 
(2), the internal NP wa, boku wa, together with the sentence-
final predicate omo-u "think-PRES" in (1) performs a similar 
function to a parenthetical phrase and a 'speaker-oriented' 
performative phrase (Jackendoff 1972) in English, hence the 
term parenthetical NP wa. Such a parenthetical NP wa and the 
sentence-final 
discontinuous 
predicate 
parenthetical 
are considered to 
unit and therefore 
form 
they 
one 
are 
treated as a sentential adjunct to the rest of the sentence. 
The analysis of the parenthetical NP wain this chapter 
shows that scrambling is not a subcase of 'long distance' 
movement: it is clause-internal. It also shows that the 
grammar of Japanese requires different restrictions on the 
relations of constituent structures for those sentences that 
involve a parenthetical expression. This is because the 
constituent structures for those sentences are discontinuous 
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at D-structure. 
This chapter is set up in the following way. Section 4.1 
introduces the previous analyses of the internal NP wa. 
Section 4.2 discusses S. Harada's (1977) scrambling rule. 
Section 4.3 argues against the existing movement analysis 
of sentences with an internal NP wa and instead argues that 
they are base-generated. Section 4. 4 presents semantic 
evidence for the base-generation of the internal NP wa. 
Section 4.5 proposes that the internal NP wa and the 
sentence-final predicate constitute a sentential adjunct to 
the rest of the sentence. Section 4.6 discusses the 
possibility of treating the internal NP wa and NP gain a 
unified way. 
4.1 Internal NP wa 
The existence of the internal NP wain Japanese makes the 
treatment of scrambling in relation to 'long distance' 
movement controversial. For example, Haig (1976), S. Harada 
(1977) and Kuna (1980a, 1980b, 1980c) claim that scrambling 
and 'long distance' movement operate under the same 
constraints. Accordingly, they argue that (1) is derived 
from (2) by a subcase of scrambling. Saito & Hoji (1983), 
Saito (1985, 1989, 1991) and Hoji (1985, 1986, 1988 ) also 
argue that phrases can be preposed across clause boundaries 
and therefore that scrambling in Japanese can be a clause-
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internal or long distance movement. 
On the other hand, Muraki (1979), Hale (1980), Tonoike 
( 1980a, 1980b) and Farmer ( 1985) among others assume the 
clause boundedness of scrambling. 15 They argue that 'long 
distance' preposing is more restricted and constrained than 
clause-internal scrambling. Therefore, in their view, (1) 
is assumed to be derived from ( 2) by a 'long distance' 
movement rule and not by scrambling. In both views, however, 
an internal NP wa such as boku wa "I TOP" in (1) is treated 
as a matrix subject. 
A problem with these views is that there are sentences, 
like the one in (3)a, which do not allow an internal NP wa, 
·as shown in ( 3 )b. 
(3)a. Boku wa [uHanako ga fukoo na/de a-ru] koto o 
I TOP NOM unhappy COP-ing be-PRES COMP ACC 
shit-te 1-ru. 
know-ing be-PRES 
"I know that Hanako is unhappy." 
b. *Hanako ga, boku wa, [ufukoo na/de a-ru] koto 
NOM I TOP unhappy COP-ing be-PRES COMP 
o shit-te 1-ru. 
ACC know-ing be-PRES 
"I know that Hanako is unhappy." 
15 See also Yatabe ( 19 9 3) who argues for . the clause 
boundedness of scrambling. 
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Saito (1985: 189) postulates that the phenomenon of the 
internal NP wa is "probably more appropriately characterized 
as a parenthetical usage of a topic" but he states that "I 
am not aware of any clear evidence that a topic can appear 
in a sentence parenthetically and it is not clear in what 
context a parenthetical topic can appear". 
In this chapter, I develop Saito's idea further and argue 
that an internal NP wa like boku wa "I TOP" in (1) together 
with the sentence-£ inal predicate functions as one 
parenthetical unit. Unlike in the traditional approach, 
therefore, such an internal NP wa and the sentence-£ inal 
predicate are considered not as main constituents but as 
sentential adjuncts to the rest of the sentence. I argue 
this by demonstrating that an internal NP wa like the one in 
(1) has syntactically and semantically different relations 
to the rest of the sentence from the corresponding 
sentence-initial NP wa. The internal NP wa appears typically 
with the so-called non-factive assertive predicates (Hooper 
1975) such as 'I think', 'I hope', and 'I guess', expressing 
the speaker's internal feeling, attitude, judgement or 
opinion towards the content of the rest of the sentence. In 
addition, it shares the same properties as 'speaker 
orientated' performative phrases in English. 
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4.2 Harada's scrambling rule 
Below, I will briefly touch upon S. Harada's (1977) 
scrambling rule, shown in (4), which can generate all the 
variants (S)b-(S)f from (S)a and also (1) from (2). 
(4) W (X") W (X") WV W 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
---> 
1 4 3 2 5 6 7 
( 5) a. Hanako ga Tookyoo de Ken Ill at-ta. 
NOM LOC DAT meet-PAST 
"Hanako met Ken in Tokyo." 
b. Hanako ga Ken ni Tookyoo de at-ta. 
NOM DAT LOC meet-PAST 
c. Tookyoo de Hanako ga Ken ni at-ta. 
LOC NOM DAT meet-PAST 
d. Ken Ill Hanako ga Tookyoo de at-ta. 
DAT NOM LOC meet-PAST 
e. Tookyoo de Ken ni Hanako ga at-ta. 
LOC DAT NOM meet-PAST 
f . Ken Ill Tookyoo de Hanako ga at-ta. 
DAT LOC NOM meet-PAST 
S. Harada' s rule in ( 4) allows two maximal projections X" s 
to exchange their positions as long as they precede a verb, 
provided that the rule observes Bresnan's (1976) relativized 
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A-over-A principle that requires the two occurrences of X" 
in (4) to be sisters of the predicate and Ross's (1967) 
island constraints such as the complex NP constraint and the 
coordinate structure constraint. 16 The complex NP 
constraint prohibits the extraction of an element from a 
complex NP and the coordinate structure constraint forbids 
the extraction of an element from a conjunct. 
The bracketing of the X" s in positions 2 and 4 in ( 4) 
indicates that they may be empty. This allows the X" in 
position 4 to move up to position 2 or the X" in position 2 
to move down to position 4. This, therefore, makes 'long 
distance' movement of an X" possible as a subcase of 
scrambling. Consider the following examples, which are based 
on S. Harada. 
(6)a. Ken ga ashita [NP[IPkinoo kissaten de at-ta] 
NOM tomorrow yesterday coffee-shop LOC meet-PAST 
ko] to deetosu-ru. 
girl with date-PRES 
"Ken will date a girl tomorrow whom he met at a coffee 
shop yesterday." 
b. *Ken ga kinoo [ NP [ IPashi ta kissaten de at-ta] 
NOM yesterday tomorrow coffee-shop LOC meet-PAST 
ko] to deetosu-ru. 
girl with date-PRES 
16 Haig ( 1976) also notes that 'long distance' preposing 
is subject to Ross's (1976) complex NP constra i nt. 
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c. *Ken ga kinoo ; ash it a [ NP [ IP t i kiss ate n de 
NOM yesterday tomorrow coffee-shop LOC 
at-ta] ko] to deetosu-ru. 
meet-PAST girl with date-PRES 
(6)b is an example of scrambling which violates Bresnan's 
relativized A-over-A principle because it involves two 
non-sister temporal adjuncts, namely kinoo "yesterday " and 
a shi ta "tomorrow" . (6)c is an instance of scrambling that 
is subject to Ross's complex NP constraint resulting from 
taking the temporal adjunct kinoo "yesterday" out of the 
relative clause. 
4.3 Arguments against movement analysis 
Linguists who claim that scrambling is not clause-bound 
usually base their argument on examples like (1) and those 
below. 
( 7 ) Ano hon . 1. o, boku wa, [ IPHanako ga t i kat-ta] to 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PAST COMP 
omo-u. 
think-PRES 
II I think that Hanako bought that book. " 
( 8 ) Ano hon . 1. o, boku wa, [ IPHanako ga t i ka-u] t o 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PRES COMP 
( 9 ) 
kitaishi-te i-ru. 
expect-ing be-PRES 
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"I expect that Hanako will buy that book." 
Ano machii ni, boku wa, 
that city LOC 
to omo-u. 
COMP think-PRES 
I TOP 
[ IPHanako ga t i sun-de i-ru] 
NOM liveing be-PRES 
"I think that Hanako lives in that city." 
In (7) and (8) the embedded object ano hon "that book" 
appears to have been preposed across a clause boundary. 
Similarly, in (9) the embedded locative phrase ano machi ni 
"that city LOC" can be seen as preposed across a clause 
boundary. Hence, such linguists would argue that these 
sentences involve 'long distance' preposing, a subcase of 
scrambling. 
Muraki (1979) and Tonoike (1980a, 198Gb), on the other 
hand, argue that ( 1 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) can be derived by 
'downgrading', which moves the thematized NP wa across as 
many clause boundaries as desired to the right. Tonoike 
states that "since thematized NPs can be extracted to the 
sentence-initial position across as many clause boundaries 
as desired, it is not outrageous to assume that a similar 
movement in the opposite direction is also allowed for 
thematized NPs". 
result of the 
Therefore, he would argue that (1) is a 
application of downgrading to the 
sentence-initial NP wa, boku wa " I TOP " , in (2), .as shown in 
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( 10) . 
( 10) t. 1. [uKono giron ga, boku wai, ichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM I TOP best compelling 
da] to omo-u. 
COP-PRES COMP think-PRES 
II I think that this argument is the most compelling." 
Similarly, Tonoike would argue that sentences like (7), 
(8) and (9) result from the application of downgrading to the 
sentence-initial NP wa, boku wa "I TOP" , hence having the 
structures shown in (11), (12) and (13) respectively. 
( 11) t. J.. [uAno hon o, bokui wa, Hanako ga kat-ta] to 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PAST COMP 
omo-u. 
think-PRES 
II I think that Hanako bought that book." 
( 12) t . J.. [uAno hon o, bokui wa, Hanako ga ka-u] to 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PRES COMP 
kitaishi-te i-ru. 
expect-ing be-PRES 
"I expect that Hanako will buy that book. " 
( 13) t i [ uano ma chi ni, bokui wa, Hanako ga sun-de 
that city LOC I TOP NOM live-ing 
i-ru] to omo-u. 
be-PRES COMP think-PRES 
"I think that Hanako lives in that city. " 
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Note, however, that this assumption is in conflict with 
a well supported idea about rule typology. To quote Kuno 
(1980c: 181), "no unbounded rightward movement rules of the 
kind that Tonoike is proposing here have been deemed 
necessary in the theory of grammar". ( 10), ( 11), ( 12) and 
(13) all violate the proper binding condition that requires 
traces to be bound (see (29) in section in 4.3.3). Below I 
will raise three theoretical problems that concern any 
account of movement analysis of the internal NP wa. 
4.3.1 Syntactic properties of heads of clauses 
Not all sentence-initial NP wa' s can be related to the 
corresponding sentence-medial NP wa' s, that is, not all 
sentence-initial NP wa's can be licensed to appear 
sentence-medially, following a 
Alternation between (14)a and 
impossible. 
complement 
(14)b, for 
constituent. 
example, is 
( 14) a. Boku wa [ cP [ IPHanako ga fukoo na/ de a-ru] koto] 
I TOP NOM unhappy COP-ing be-PRES COMP 
o shit-te i-ru. 
ACC know-ing be-PRES 
"I know that Hanako is unhappy. " 
b. *Hanakoi ga, boku wa, 
NOM I TOP 
[ cP [ IP t i fukoo na/de a-ru] 
unhappy COP-ing be-PRES 
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koto] o shit-te 1-ru. 
COMP ACC know-ing be-PRES 
Muraki (1979) attributes the ungrammaticality of (14)b to 
the syntactic property of the head of the complement clause 
and states that koto makes it harder to move a constituent 
in the complement clause across the clause boundary. Roughly 
speaking, this means that koto in (14) constitutes in 
Government-Binding terms a barrier (Chomsky 1986b). But an 
example like the one in (lS)b which contains koto and yet 
allows the internal NP wa suggests that Muraki's argument 
cannot be correct. 
( 15) a. Boku wa [ cP [ IPsensei no sakuhin ga kondo 
I TOP teacher GEN product NOM this time 
no konkuuru de nyuusensu-ru] koto] o kitaishi-te 
GEM contest LOC win-PRES COMP ACC expect-ing 
1-ru. 
be-PRES 
"I expect that the teacher's ( piece of) work will win 
in this contest." 
b. Sensei no sakuhini ga, boku wa, [ cP [ IP t i kondo 
teacher GEN product NOM I TOP this time 
no konkuuru de nyuusensu-ru] koto] o kitaishi-te 
GEN contest LOC win-PRES COMP ACC expect-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
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A movement analysis cannot explain the ungrammaticality 
of (14)b as opposed to the grammaticality of (lS)b since both 
(14)b and (lS)b exhibit identical D-structures, as shown in 
(16) and (17) respectively. 
(16) Boku wa (vp(cp(uHanako ga fukoo na/de a-ru] 
I TOP NOM unhappy COP-ing be-PRES 
koto] o shit-te iJ-ru. 
COMP ACC know-ing be-PRES 
( 1 7 ) Boku wa [ VP [ cP [ usensei no sakuhin ga kondo 
I TOP teacher GEN product NOM this time 
no konkuuru de nyuusensu-ru] koto] o kitaishi-te 
GEN contest LOC win-PRES 
iJ-ru. 
be-PRES 
COMP ACC expect-ing 
There is no asymmetry among grammatical relations in the 
acceptability of the internal NP wa. Therefore, as shown 
below, shit-te i-ru "know-ing be-PRES" in ( 18) still does not 
allow an internal NP wa, boku wa "I TOP", with the embedded 
object ano hon "that book" preceding it, while kitaishi-te 
i-ru "expect-ing be-PRES" in (19) again allows an internal 
NP wa, boku wa " I TOP", with the embedded object preceding 
it. 
( 18) ? ? Ano hon . 1. o, boku wa, ( cP ( u Hanako ga t i ka-u] 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PRES 
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koto] o shit-te i-ru. 
COMP ACC know-ing be-PRES 
"I know that Hanako will buy that book." 
(19) Ano hon . 1- o, boku wa, [ cP [ IPHanako ga t i ka-u] koto] 
that book ACC I TOP NOM buy-PRES COMP 
o kitaishi-te i-ru. 
ACC expect-ing be-PRES 
"I expect that Hanako will buy that book." 
(20), (21) and (22) make the same point that the 
acceptability of the internal NP wa cannot be accounted for 
in terms of the syntactic properties of the heads of 
complement clauses. Note that the English counterparts of 
the sentence-final predicates in ( 20), ( 21) and ( 22) are 
considered to be bridge verbs in English and yet there is a 
difference in the grammaticality among them. 
(20)a. Sensei no sakuhini 
teacher GEN product 
ga, boku wa, [cP[IPti kondo 
NOM I TOP this time 
no konkuuru de nyuusensu-ru] koto] o kitaishi-te 
GEN contest LOC win-PRES COMP ACC expect-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
"I hope that the teacher's (piece of) work will win 
in this contest." 
b. ? ?Nihongoi ga, boku wa, [ cP [ IP t imuzukashi-i 
Japanese NOM I TOP difficult-PRES 
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gengo de a-ru] koto] o rikaishi-te 
language COP-ing be-PRES COMP ACC understand-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
"I understand that Japanese is a difficult language." 
(2l)a. Ano mondaii o, boku wa, (cp( 1pJohn ga ti kaiketsusu-
that problem ACC I TOP NOM solve-
ru] to] shinji-te 1-ru. 
PRES COMP believe-ing be-PRES 
"I believe that John will solve that problem." 
b. ? ? Ano deetai o, boku wa, [ cP [ 1pJohn ga ti bunsekishi-
that data ACC I TOP NOM analyze-
te i-ru] to] hookokushi-mas-u. 
ing be-PRES COMP report-POLITE-PRES 
"I will report that John is analyzing that data." 
(22)a. Nihongoi ni, boku wa, (cp(IPkono riron 
Japanese DAT I TOP this theory NOM 
tekiyoo deki-ru] to] suisokushi-te 
application can do-PRES COMP hypothesize-ing 
i-mas-u. 
be-POLITE-PRES 
"I hypothesize that this theory can be applied to 
Japanese. " 
b. ??Nihongoi ni, boku wa, ( cP ( IPkono riron ga t . J_ 
Japanese DAT I TOP this theory NOM 
tekiyoo deki-ru] to] tsutae-mas-u. 
application can do-PRES COMP report-POLITE-PRES 
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"I will report that this theory can be applied to 
Japanese." 
In the movement analysis, each pair in the above examples 
has identical D-structures and S-structures. Therefore, the 
contrast in the acceptability of these sentences containing 
an internal NP wa cannot be accounted for. 
Among those verbs that can take any of the three 
complementizers, koto, to and no, kitaisu-ru "expect-PRES", 
nega-u "wish-PRES, and nozom-u "hope-PRES" allow an internal 
NP wa, while kookaisu-ru "regret-PRES", jihakusu-ru "confess-
PRES" and tsutae-ru "report-PRES", for example, do not. In 
addition, verbs like wasure-ru "forget-PRES", omoida-su 
"remember-PRES", shi-ru "know-PRES", kizuk-u "notice-PRES" 
and wakar-u "understand-PRES", which take both koto and no 
complementizers, and verbs such as meiji-ru "order-PRES" and 
yookyuusu-ru "demand-PRES", which take only koto 
complementizer, do not allow an internal NP 
verbs like kangae-ru "think-PRES", omo-u 
wa. Finally, 
"think/suppose-
PRES", shinji-ru "believe-PRES" and omoichigaisu-ru 
"misunderstand-PRES" which, take to complementizer, can allow 
an internal NP wa. 
It might be suggested that the acceptability of sentences 
with an internal NP wa depends on whether or not the 
sentence-final predicate is a bridge verb. Bridge verbs are 
in general assumed to permit the S'(=CP)-to-S(=IP) rule that 
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subsumes S'(=CP)-deletion (Chomsky 1981a: 303). Assertive 
predicates such as 'think', 'believe', 'expect', 'say' and 
'tell' usually work as bridge verbs in English (Nakajima 
1982). However, given the fact that the English counterparts 
of the sentence-final predicates in (20), (21) and (22) are 
considered to be bridge verbs and yet there is a difference 
in the grammaticality among them, this hypothesis cannot be 
right. 
4.3.2 Subjacency condition 
The grammaticality of the internal NP wa does not 
necessarily follow from the observation of Ross' s island 
constraint, or the subjacency condition (see (43) in section 
2.5) in Government-Binding terms. An example of a violation 
of the subjacency condition is given below. 
( 2 3) *Hanakoi ga, boku wa, 
NOM I TOP 
okashi1 ] o tabe-ta. 
[ NP [ cP [ uti pro 1 tsukut-ta] toyuu] 
make-PAST COMP 
sweet OBJ eat-PAST 
"I ate the sweet that Hanako made." 
( 2 3) violates the subjacency condition because 
embedded subject Hanako into 
the 
the movement of the 
sentence-initial position involves crossing two bounding 
nodes, CP and NP. 
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An example like the one in (24)b, however, which is taken 
from Kuno (1980b), violates the subjacency condition and yet 
remains grammatical. 
(24)a. Bokui wa,[Np[cp[uProi Amerika ni ichido iki-ta-
TOP America LOC once go-want to-I 
i] toyuu] kiboo] o mot-te . 1-ru. 
PRES COMP hope ACC have-ing be-PRES 
"I have a hope that I want to go to America once." 
b. [ uAmerika nii, [ uboku j wa, [ NP [ cP [ IP pro j ti 
America LOC 
ichido iki-ta-i] 
I TOP 
toyuu] kiboo] o mot-te 
once go-want to-PRES COMP hope ACC have-ing 
i-ru J J • 
be-PRES 
In fact, (24)b is one of the examples that Kuno (1980b) 
uses in order to show that scrambling can take place among 
non-clause mates. 17 
The S-structure tree diagram format of (24)b is shown in 
( 2 5 ) • 
17 If we follow Haig ( 1976), who also argues that it is 
possible to scramble across clause boundaries, the initial 
constituent Amerika ni "America LOC " would be referred to as 
Emphatic Fronting, a kind of preposing rule, which is 
apparently different from the topicalization rule for an NP 
wa. 
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( 25) /GP[+PROM] 
Spec /~Ml 
IP PRAG[+PROM] 
/ 
PPi IP 
/ 
Amerika ni 6 
I' 
I 
boku wa VP I 
[+PROM] 6 
V' ru 
/ 
NP 1 V 
L Eot-te i 
pro1 ti ichido iki-ta-i toyuu kiboo o 
The locative phrase Amerika ni "America LOC" is deeply 
embedded under CP. To get the sentence in ( 24) b, this 
locative phrase in CP would have to cross two bounding nodes, 
CP and NP1r in the manner shown in (25). 18 This then leads 
to a violation of the subjacency condition. Despite this, 
18 Kiboo "hope" under NP 2 in ( 2 5) should have an NP node 
because it can be preceded by a determiner. 
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however, the sentence remains grammatical. Alternatively, 
the locative phrase Amerika ni "Amarica LOC" in CP can first 
be adjoined to VP and then to IP, taking two steps in its 
movement. The result, however, is the same: the first 
movement of the locative phrase Amerika ni "America LOC " 
violates the subjacency condition. Note that the internal 
NP wa, boku wa "I TOP", carries the feature [+PROM]: being 
the first person, it is the most prominent entity at the time 
of discourse. Consequently, it will raise to the 
[Spec,PRAGP] position at LF (see section 3.10). 
The grammaticality of (24)b suggests that the subjacency 
condition does not enter into the grammaticality of sentences 
with an internal NP wa. This in turn suggests that an 
internal NP wa is unlikely to be derived by Move a. It is 
expected, therefore, that there is unlikely to be an 
asymmetry among grammatical relations that precede an 
internal NP wain those sentences that violate the subjacency 
condition. This seems to be the case because, despite the 
fact that the following examples violate the subjacency 
condition, they allow an internal NP wa preceded by the 
subject, object or dative object grammatical relation. 
(26) Kare no gironi ga, boku wa, [ Np [ cp [ u t i machigat-
he GEN argument NOM I TOP be wrong-
te i-ru kamoshirenai] toyuu] giwaku] o mot-te 
ing be-PRES perhaps COMP doubt ACC have-ing 
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i-ru 
be-PRES 
"I have a doubt that his argument may be wrong." 
(27) Anna kireina uedingu doresui o, watashi1 wa, 
that kind of pretty wedding dress ACC I TOP 
[NP[cp[ushoogai ni ichido de ii kara pro1 ti ki-te 
life LOC once even just wear-ing 
mi-ta-i] toyuu] yume] o mot-te 1-ru no. 
try-want to-PRES COMP dream ACC have-ing be-PRES 
"I have a dream that I would like to wear that kind of 
pretty wedding dress just once in my life." 
(28) Ishai ni, boku J wa, [ NP [ cp [ IP pro J shoorai ti nari-
I TOP future become-doctor DAT 
ta-i] toyuu] kiboo] o mot-te 1-ru ndesu. 
want to-PRES COMP hope ACC have-ing be-PRES 
"I have a hope that I would like to be a medical doctor 
in future." 
The complement clauses in (24), (26), (27) and (28) all 
present the internal feeling or attitude of the referent of 
the internal NP wa but the complement clause in (23) does 
not. In short, there is not much point deriving sentences 
with an internal NP wa from the corresponding sentences with 
the corresponding sentence-initial NP wa by Move a. 
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4.3.3 Proper binding condition 
A third argument against the existing syntactic approach 
to the internal NP wa is based on Saito's (1985, 1986) claim 
that one class of ungrammatical sentences with 'long 
distance' preposing follows from the constraint of the proper 
binding condition (see (6) in section 3.1, restated in (29)). 
(29) Proper binding condition 
Traces must be bound. (Fiengo 1977, May 1977) 
According to Saito (1986: 310), (30)b is ungrammatical due 
to the violation of the proper binding condition. The 
grammatical judgement of (30) is according to Saito. (For 
me (30)a is marginally acceptable.) 
(30)a. Sano honi o, John ga, 
that book ACC NOM 
it-ta (koto). 
have-PAST fact 
[ cP [ IPMary ga t i yon-da] to] 
NOM read-PRES COMP 
"John said that Mary read that book." 
b. * [ cP [ IPMary ga ti yon-da] to] J sono honi o, 
NOM read-PAST COMP that book ACC 
John ga, t J it-ta (koto) 
NOM say-PAST fact 
(31) represents the S-structure tree diagram format of 
(30)b. 
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( 31) 
Mary ga t i NP-1. 
A 
sono hon o NP I' 
6 
John ga VP I 
D 
V' ta 
/~ 
L ~ 
it 
Saito's argument is along the following lines: in (31) the 
embedded object sono hon "that book " , which originates at t i 
under t J r is IP-adjoined to IP3 ; the embedded CP 1, which 
originates under VP, is then IP-adjoined to IP 2 , leaving the 
trace t 1 under that VP; this second application of Move a, 
however, violates the proper binding condition because the 
trace of sono hon "that book", that is, t i in CP1 under IP i, 
is no longer c-commanded by its antecedent; and because of 
this (30)b results in ungrammaticality. 
c-command here lS Reinhart's (1979) 
definition (see (26) in section 2.4). 
The definition of 
first branching 
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Contrary to Saito's argument, however, (32)c, in which the 
lower CP in (32)b has been preposed, is grammatical despite 
the fact that it also violates the proper binding condition. 
Note that (32)b in turn is derived from (32)a by preposing 
the embedded object sono ringo "the apples" into the 
sentence-initial position. 
( 3 2) a. Tanaka san wa [ cP [ IP [ cpkodomotachi ga sono ringoi 
Mr TOP children NOM that apple 
o tabe-ru mae ni] Hanako ga ei yoku arat-te 
ACC eat-PRES before NOM well wash-ing 
oku beki da] to] it-te 1-mas-u. 
should COP-PRES COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
"Mr Tanaka is saying that before the children eat the 
apples Hanako should wash them well." 
b. Sano ringoi o, Tanaka san wa, [ cP [ IP [ cpkodomo-tachi 
children-PL that apple ACC Mr TOP 
ga ti tabe-ru mae ni] Hanako ga ei yoku arat-te 
NOM eat-PRES before NOM well wash-ing 
oku beki da] 
should COP 
to] it-te 1-mas-u. 
COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
c. [ cpKodomota-chi ga ti tabe-ru mae ni] 1 sono ringoi o, 
child-PL NOM eat-PRES before that apple ACC 
Tanaka san wa, [cP[IPt j Hanako ga e i yoku arat-te 
Mr TOP NOM well wash-ing 
oku beki da] to] it-te i-mas-u. 
should COP-PRES COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
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The S-structure tree diagram format for (32)c is given in 
( 3 3) . 
( 3 3) /RAGP[+PROM! 
Spec PRAG' [ +PROM] 
PRAG[+PROM ] 
I ' 
VP I 
[+PROM] t 
V' u 
V 
~ 
... t 1 ... e i ... to it-te i-mas 
In ( 3 3) the internal NP wa, Tanaka san wa II Tanaka Mr TOP 11 , 
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carries the feature [+PROM]. Hence, it will raise to the 
[Spec, PRAGP [ +PROM J ] position at LF ( see section 3 . 10 ) . Whether 
or not it carries this feature, however, is irrelevant to the 
point being made here. Despite the fact that the trace t i of 
the embedded object sono ringo "the apples" in CP 1J is not 
c-commanded by its antecedent, the sentence still remains 
grammatical. Therefore, it appears that the proper binding 
condition does not enter into the grammaticality of the 
internal NP wa either. 
Even if we substitute John wa "John TOP" for John ga "John 
NOM" in (30)a, as in (34)a, the resultant sentence still 
remains ungrammatical, as shown in (34)b. 
(34)a. ??Sono hon . 
.l. o, John wa, [ cP [ uMary ga t i yon-da] 
that book ACC TOP NOM read-PAST 
to] it-ta ( koto) . 
COMP say-PAST (fact) 
"John said that Mary read ·that book." 
b. * [ cP [ u Mary ga t i yon-da] to] J sono honi o, John wa, 
t . it-ta J 
NOM read-PAST COMP that book ACC 
( koto) . 
say-PAST fact 
TOP 
This contrast in the grammaticality between (32)b-c and 
( 34) a-b again reduces the possibility of deriving an interna l 
NP wa by Move a. 
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Significantly, the complement clauses of the sentence-
final verb it-te i-mas-u "say-ing be-POLITE-PRES" in (32) 
express the internal feeling, attitude, opinion or judgement 
of the internal NP wa about sono ringo "the apples", while 
those of it-ta "say-PAST" in (34) do not. The internal NP 
wain (34) merely reports the event that Mary read that book. 
4.4 Base-generation of internal NP wa 
In the previous section I looked at three syntactic 
criteria and argued that sentences with an internal NP wa are 
not derived from the corresponding sentences with the 
corresponding sentence-initial NP wa by means of Move a,. 
These three syntactic criteria are: the syntactic properties 
of the heads of the complement clauses; the subjacency 
condition; and the proper binding condition. Below, I will 
show that it is possible to argue on semantic grounds as well 
that sentences with an internal NP wa should be 
base-generated. 
4.4.1 Parenthetical NP wa 
One piece of semantic evidence for the base-generation of 
sentences with an internal NP wa comes from the fact that 
while there is no restriction on what kinds of matrix 
predicates a sentence-initial NP wa can appear with, an 
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internal NP wa is semantically restricted to those verbs 
whose complement clause represents the internal feeling, 
attitude, judgement or opinion of the referent of the 
internal NP wa. This generalization holds regardless of the 
complementizers that introduce the complement clauses (see 
section 4.3.1). Thus, verbs like kitaisu-ru "expect-PRES", 
nega-u "wish-PRES", nozom-u "hope-PRES", kangae-ru "think-
PRES", omo-u "think/suppose-PRES", shinji-ru, "believe-PRES" 
and suisokusu-ru "guess-PRES", for example, can appear with 
an internal NP wa. To keep the exposition simple, I will 
concentrate on just those examples given in (35), (36) and 
( 3 7 ) • 
(35) Kono giron ga, boku wa, ichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM I TOP best compelling 
da to omo-u. 
COP-PRES COMP think-PRES 
"This argument, I think, is the most compelling." 
( 3 6) Kooyuu rippana hito o, boku wa, masukomi 
this-kind great person ACC I TOP mass-media 
ga motto toriage-ru koto 0 nozom-u. 
NOM more take up-PRES COMP ACC hope-PRES 
"This kind of great person, I hope, the mass media 
will take up more. II 
(37) *Hanako ga, boku wa, fukoo na koto o 
NOM I TOP 
shit-te 1-ru. 
know-ing be-PRES 
unhappy COP-PRES COMP ACC 
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"Hanako, I know, is unhappy. " 
The grammatical sentences in (35) and (36) have the same 
semantic property which the ungrammatical sentence in (37) 
lacks. The complement clause of omo "think" in (35) and that 
of nozom "hope" in ( 36) represent the internal feeling, 
attitude, judgement or opinion of the referent of the 
internal NP wa and thus present new information to the 
addressee. In contrast, the complement clause of shit "know" 
in (37) expresses what is assumed by the referent of the 
internal NP wa to be an established proposition, that is, old 
information to the addressee. 
Therefore, it is possible to argue that together with 
those sentence-final predicates of mental activity or state, 
the internal NP wa's in (35) and (36) function as some kind 
of parenthetical expression. The parenthetical expression 
of this kind involves a 'non-factive assertive predicate' 
( Hooper 19 7 5), roughly corresponding in English to such 
expressions as 'I think' , 'I hope' and 'I guess', all of 
which weaken the proposition described in the complement 
clause, and appear sentence-internally, indicated by commas. 
Emends (1976) and Nakajima (1982) state that parenthetical 
clauses in English usually express the speaker's judgement, 
opinion, or attitude towards the content of the rest of the 
sentence. Following Emonds and Nakajima, 
in the case of parenthetical expressions 
I argue that, 
in English, 
as 
an 
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internal NP wa together with the sentence-final predicate is 
required to express the speaker's judgement, opinion or 
attitude towards the content of the rest of the sentence, 
while a sentence-initial NP wa with the sentence-final 
predicate is not necessarily required to do so. 
This explains the ungrammaticality of ( 3 7 ) • Baku 
wa . .. shit- te i-ru "I know" in ( 3 7) presupposes the 
proposition that Hanako is unhappy to be a known fact to the 
addressee rather than expressing the speaker's internal 
feeling, attitude, judgement or opinion about Hanako, hence 
the non-acceptability of an internal NP wa. 
Unlike in English, the parenthetical expressions in 
Japanese in ( 35) and ( 36) are discontinuous in that the 
internal NP wa's are not adjacent to the predicate although 
they form one semantic unit: the internal NP wa's and the 
sentence-final predicates in (35) and (36) constitute 'split' 
parenthetical expressions. 
4.4.2 Parenthetical NP wa as an omniscient speaker 
I present further supporting evidence for the 
parenthetical expressions in examples (38)-(40). 
(38) Kono ronbun ga, boku wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
this thesis NOM I TOP best interesting-PRES 
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to omot-te 1-ru. 
COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"This thesis, I think, is the most interesting." 
( 3 9) Kono ronbun ga, Yamada wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
this thesis NOM TOP best interesting-PRES 
to omot-te i-ru. 
COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"This thesis, Yamada thinks, is the most interesting." 
(40) ?Kono ronbun ga, anata wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
this thesis NOM you TOP best interesting-PRES 
to omot-te i-ru. 
COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"This thesis, you think, is the most interesting." 
Following the argument of Emonds and Nakajima again, I 
assume that (38) is grammatical because the internal NP wa, 
boku wa "I TOP", and the non-factive assertive predicate 
omot-te i-ru "think-ing be-PRES" constitute a 'split' 
parenthetical expression in that they express the speaker's 
opinion or judgement concerning kono ronbun "this thesis". 
( 39) is significant. Although the internal NP wa is 
realized in the form of the third person Yamada wa "Yamada 
TOP", the only acceptable interpretation of this NP wa is 
that of the first person style, used in narratives. In 
narratives the speaker can be an 'omniscient narrator' 
(Kuroda 1976) who can project himself into the minds of his 
characters and present their feelings from their own 
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perspective (Todoroki 1987: 66, 137). Because of this, it 
is possible for the narrator to present Yamada's viewpoint 
on kono ronbun "this thesis", which is described in the rest 
of the sentence, hence the grammaticality of (39). 
The ungrammaticality of (40) is straightforward: there is 
no possible way by which anata wa "you TOP" can be 
interpreted as being used in the first person style. This 
is consistent with the status of the examples below, which 
are assumed to be uttered without any previous knowledge of 
the matter in question. 
(41) Dono ronbun ga, anata wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
( 4 2) 
which thesis NOM you TOP best interesting-PRES 
to omot-te i-ru ka? 
COMP think-ing be-PRES Q 
"Which thesis is the most interesting, do you think?" 
Dono ronbun ga, 
which thesis NOM 
sensei wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
teacher TOP best interesting-PRES 
to o-omoi-ni nari-mas-u ka? 
COMP HON-think become-POLITE-PRES Q 
"Which thesis is the most interesting, do you (teacher) 
think?" 
(43) ??Dono ronbun ga, Yamada wa, ichiban omoshiro-i 
which thesis NOM 
to omot-te 1-ru 
TOP best 
ka? 
COMP think-ing be-PRES Q 
interesting-PRES 
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"??Which thesis is the most interesting, does Yamada 
think?" 
(42) is taken from Kuno (1980b: 153) but the translation 
is mine. (41), (42) and (43) are identical except for the 
internal NP wa. As the translation of (42) indicates, sensei 
wa "teacher TOP" here is used as an addressi_ng form ref erring 
to the addressee who happens to be a teacher. In fact, this 
is the only acceptable interpretation of this NP wa. 
Therefore, when the NP wain a third person form does not 
refer to the addressee, the sentence becomes bad, as in (43). 
This is exactly what we should expect because, while the 
speaker can assume that the addressee is able to express his 
own judgement, opinion or attitude about what is asked, he 
· cannot assume that the addressee can become an omniscient 
speaker. Significantly, the corresponding English 
constructions to ( 41), ( 4 2) and ( 4 3) also show the same 
result. 
4.4.3 Tense constraint 
The assumption that the internal NP wa and the sentence-
final predicate are comparable to a parenthetical expression 
in English is also supported by the following analysis. 
(44)a. Boku wa izen kara 
I TOP before from 
kono ronbun ga ichiban 
this thesis NOM best 
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omoshiro-i to omot-te i-ta. 
interesting-PRES COMP thing-ing be-PAST 
"For some time, I have thought that this thesis is 
the most interesting." 
b. Kono ronbun ga, boku wa izen kara, ichiban 
this argument NOM I TOP before from best 
omoshiro-i to omot-te i-ta. 
interesting-PRES COMP think-ing be-PAST 
(45)a. Baku wa kyonen made kono ronbun ga ichiban 
I TOP last year until this thesis NOM most 
omoshiro-i to omot-te i-ta. 
interesting-PRES COMP think-ing be-PAST 
"Until last year I thought that this thesis was the 
most interesting." 
b. ??Kono ronbun ga, boku wa kyonen made, ichiban 
this thesis NOM I TOP last year until best 
omoshiro-i to omot-te i-ta. 
interesting-PRES COMP think-ing be-PAST 
( 4 4 ) b and ( 4 5 ) b are iden ti ca 1 except for the tempora 1 
adjuncts 1.zen kara "for some time" and kyonen made "until 
last year". Note again the English counterparts to ( 44 )b and 
(45)b. 
(46)a. This thesis is the most interesting or so I have 
thought for some time. 
b. ??This thesis is the most interesting or so I thought 
until last year. 
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This interesting contrast between (44)b and (45)b can be 
accounted for along the following lines. In (44)a boku wa 
"I TOP" together with omot-te i-ta "thought" describes the 
speaker's opinion or judgement concerning kono ronbun "this 
thesis", which still holds at the speech moment. It does not 
seem to matter when such an opinion was established as long 
as that opinion holds at the time of utterance, hence the 
acceptability of (44)b. 
On the other hand, when the opinion does not hold any 
longer at the time of utterance, as in (45)a, the sentence 
becomes unacceptable, as shown by the weak acceptability of 
(45)b. In (45)b the speaker no longer expresses his current 
opinion or judgement of kono ronbun "this thesis" but merely 
reports what his opinion or judgement was in the past. 
Therefore, (45)b seems to fail . to meet the requirement for 
a parenthetical expression. 
4.4.4 Speaker orientated NP wa 
My claim is also supported by the following fact. The 
acceptability of the internal NP wain (35), (36) and (37) 
appears to coincide with that of 'speaker orientated' 
(Jackendoff 1972) performative phrases which express the 
speaker's attitude towards the whole proposition, such as 
shoo jikini i t-te "in all frankness " , jissaini wa "in fact " , 
kihontekini wa "in principle " and mochiron "of course " . 
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The examples below demonstrate that the speaker orientated 
performative phrase mochiron "of course" cannot appear 
sentence-internally with the f active verb shit- te i-ru "know-
ing be-PRES". 
(47)a. Shoojikini it-te, kono giron ga ichiban 
frankness-in say-ing this argument .NOM best 
settokuteki da to omot-te i-ru. 
compelling COP-PRES COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"In all frankness, I think that this argument is the 
most compelling." 
b. Kono giron ga, shoojikini it-te, ichiban 
this argument NOM frankness-in say-ing best 
settokuteki da to omot-te 1-ru. 
compelling 
(48)a. Shoojikini 
COP-PRES COMP think-ing be-PRES 
it-te, ano gakusha o daigaku ga 
frankness-in say-ing that academic ACC university NOM 
yatow-ana-i koto o negat-te 1-ru. 
employ-NEG-PRES COMP ACC wish-ing be-PRES 
"In all frankness, I wish that the university will 
not employ that academic." 
b. Ano gakusha o, shoojikini it-te, daigaku ga 
that academic ACC frankness-in say-ing university NOM 
yatow-ana-i koto o negat-te 1-ru. 
employ-NEG-PRES COMP ACC wish-ing be-PRES 
(49)a. Mochiron, Hanako ga fukoo na koto o shit-
of course NOM unhappy COP-PRES COMP ACC know-
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te i-ru. 
ing be-PRES 
"Of course, I know that Hanako is unhappy." 
b. *Hanako ga, mochiron, fukoo na koto o shit-
NOM of course unhappy COP-PRES COMP ACC know-
te i-ru. 
ing be-PRES 
Rutherford (1970: 114) states that whenever such phrases 
occur, "the interpretation is always one which implies a 
first person subject and a verb of saying". 
It is not accidental that the acceptability of these 
speaker orientated performative phrases in the sentence-
medial position in (47)b and (48)b agrees with that of the 
parenthetical NP wa in (35) · and (36), and that the 
non-acceptability of such a speaker orientated performative 
phrase in the sentence-medial position in (49)b agrees with 
that of the parenthetical NP wa in ( 37). Rather, this 
follows from the fact that they both have the same semantic 
relation to the rest of the sentence, namely that they 
express the speaker's internal feeling, opinion, judgement 
or attitude towards the content of the rest of the sentence, 
which is new information to the addressee. 
In view of all this, I conclude that there is not much 
point relating the internal NP wa to the corresponding 
sentence-initial NP wa by any means of movement rules. 
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4.5 Adjunct status of parenthetical NP wa 
Given the assumption that internal NP wa's and the 
sentence-final predicates are comparable to English 
parenthetical expressions, and that internal NP wa's are not 
derived by Move a, I propose (50) as the D-structure of (35). 
(35) Kono giron ga, boku wa, ichiban settokutek-i 
this argument NOM I TOP best compelling-PRES 
da to omo-u. 
COP-PRES COMP think-PRES 
"This argument, I think, is the most compelling." 
( 5 0) 
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PRAGP [ +PROM] 
I, 
VP I 
D 
., ' 
,.. 
,, 
, 
., 
CP 
C' 
boku wa VP 
V' 
I ' 
V 
6 
omo 
C 
L 
to 
[+PROL~ 
ichiban settokuteki 
u 
I 
L 
da 
The dotted lines indicate an unspecified syntactic 
relation between IP 1 and NP 2 , and C' and IP 2 • Conceptually 
boku wa "I TOP", which appears as the second element in the 
linear order, belongs to to omo- u "COMP think-PRES " , together 
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constituting a discontinuous parenthetical expression. 19 
These elements are not arguments of the rest of the sentence 
but sentential adjuncts to it. Therefore, in a way sentences 
with a discontinuous parenthetical expression can be seen as 
'syntactic amalgams' (Lakoff 1974). By a 'syntactic amalgam' 
Lakoff (1974: 321) means "a sentence which has within it 
chunks of lexical material that do not correspond to anything 
in the logical structure of the sentence". 
Unlike Ross's (1973) 'slifting' analysis, Emonds's (1976) 
'extraction' analysis, or J. McCawley's (1982) alternative 
analysis for the English parenthetical, parenthetical NP wa's 
in Japanese are not derived by any movement rules. Ross's 
'slifting' analysis and Emond's 'extraction' analysis both 
change the constituent structure of an input sentence, while 
J. McCawley's (1982: 94) analys_is does not: it permutates a 
parenthetical phrase with a nonsister element "without 
alternating constituency ( as in the version of relative 
clause extraposition in which the relative clause remains a 
constituent of its NP while ceasing to be adjacent to the 
rest of the NP) 11 • J. McCawley's analysis for the English 
parenthetical, of course, is illustrated below. 
19 I assume that the internal NP wa, boku wa " I TOP 11 , in 
(50) will raise to the [Spec,PRAGP r+PRoM]] position at LF: being 
the first person, it is the most prominent entity at the time 
of discourse (see section 3.10 ) . 
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(Sl)a. Input Tree 
s 
s ? 
NP V' of cours~ 
6 / 
John V pp 
6 
talked p NP 
D 
about politics 
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(Sl)b. Output Tree 
s 
s 
NP 
D 
V' ~ 
John V ? pp 
u ~ 
talked of course P NP 
6 
about politics 
The proposed D-structure . in ( 5 0) is similar to J. 
McCawley's derived structure in (Sl)b in that the 
discontinuity in the immediate dominance (ID) and linear 
precedence (LP) is assumed to be possible, although this is 
against the standard idea of constituent structures. 
The present analysis, however, is different from that of 
J. Mccawley in that the former assumes the discontinuity of 
constituent structures in D-structures, while the latter 
gives rise to this in the course of the derivation through 
a transformation. The study of parenthetical NP wa' s in 
Japanese shows a need for different restrictions on the 
relations of constituent structures for those sentences that 
involve a parenthetical expression. 
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4.6 Internal NP ga 
Saito (1985: 195, 217) claims that Subject NPs cannot be 
preposed 'long distance' in Japanese due to a principle 
proposed by Chomsky ( 1981a), namely that "variables must have 
Case". This is a principle of Government Binding theory 
which states that "a trace is a variable if and only if it 
is Case-marked" ( Chomsky 19 81a: 69, 17 5). According to this 
principle, not only (52)b but also (52)c should be 
ungrammatical; however, (52)c is marginally acceptable. 
(52)a. Kono giron ga, boku wa [IPichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM I 
da] to omot-te 
TOP 
1-ru. 
most compelling 
COP-PRES COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"I think that this argument is the most compelling." 
b. *Kono giron ga, boku ga, [IPichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM I NOM best compelling 
da] to omo-u. 
COP-ing COMP think-PRES 
"I think that this argument is the most compelling. " 
??K . c ... ono giron ga, John ga, [ IPichiban settokuteki 
this argument NOM NOM best compelling 
da] to omot-te 1-ru. 
COP-PRES COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"John thinks that this argument is the most 
compelling. " 
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Saito (1985: 220-222) argues that the sentence-initial NP 
ga, kono giron ga "this argument NOM", in (52)c is a base-
generated 'major' subject (Kuroda 1986: 251), a non-argument 
with nominative Case and therefore that ( 52) c is not a 
counter-example to his generalization that subject NPs cannot 
be scrambled. 20 
A classic example with major subjects is given below, 
taken from Kuno (1973a: 71). 
analysis of major subjects.) 
(See Chapter 7 for detailed 
(53) Bunmei koku ga dansei ga heikin jumyoo 
civilized country NOM male 
ga mijika-i. 
NOM short-PRES 
NOM average life-span 
"It is in civilized countries that men's average 
life-span is short." 
Saito (1985: 222) supports this claim by arguing that a 
characteristic of sentences with a major subject is that they 
allow a resumptive pronoun and uses a sentence such as (54) 
as evidence. 
20 Saito ( 1985: 194-195) seems to assume that kono giron 
gain ungrammatical sentence (52)b is not a 'major subject' 
because he states that "the non-scrambled version of [(52)b, 
that is, Baku ga kono giron ga ichiban settokuteki da to omo-
u] itself is for some reason extremely marginal, although it 
is not probably ungrammatical". 
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(54) ??Sono honi dake ga sonoi hyooshi ga tore-te 
that book only NOM its 
i-ru. 
cover NOM ripped off-ing 
be-PRES 
"It is only that book that its cover is ripped off." 
On the other hand, scrambling does not allow a resumptive 
pronoun, as shown in (55), which is also taken from Saito 
(1985: 221). 
(55) *Sono honi o [IPJohn ga [cP[IPMary ga sorei o kat-ta] 
that book ACC NOM NOM it ACC buy-PAST 
to] omot-te i-ru]. 
COMP think-ing be-PRES 
"John thinks that Mary bought that book." 
Saito (1985: 222), therefore, argues that "if the 
sentence-initial NP gain [(52)c] is a major subject, then 
we should predict that a resumptive pronoun is marginally 
allowed in this sentence" and that this is indeed the case. 
Note that the grammaticality judgement on (56) is according 
to Saito. 
(56) ??Kono gironi ga [ IPJohn ga [ cpsorei ga 
this argument NOM NOM it NOM 
settokuteki da] to] omo-u. 
compelling COP-PRES COMP think-PRES 
ichiban 
most 
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"It is this argument that John thinks is the most 
compelling one." 
I share with Saito the view that (52)c is not a derived 
structure but I do not think that the marginal acceptability 
of (56) as opposed to the total unacceptability of (55) is 
enough to assume that (55) is derived by _ scrambling while 
(56) is base-generated even though this is consistent with 
Saito's generalization that subject NPs can never be 
scrambled. In fact, I and my informants find (56) totally 
ungrammatical. 
Given the widely accepted view that a sentence that 
follows a major subject must be a statement of some important 
property of that major subject (Saito 1985: 264), it is hard 
to imagine that such a semantic relation holds between the 
ini tia 1 NP ga, kono g iron ga "this argument NOM" , and the 
rest of the sentence in (52)c (see section 7.5.1). 
Consequently, this section explores the possibility of a 
unified treatment of the internal NP wa and the internal NP 
ga. 
4.6.1 Syntactic properties of heads of clauses 
It appears that, like an internal NP wa, an internal NP 
ga is not sensitive to the syntactic properties of the heads 
of complement clauses either. The examples below demonstrate 
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this. 
( 5 7) a. ? Sono j ikeni o, John ga, [ IP [ cpmasukomi 
that event ACC NOM mass media NOM 
toriage-ru] koto] o shit-te i-ru. 
take up-PRES COMP ACC know-ing be-PRES 
"John knows that the mass media will take up that 
event." 
b. Sono j ikeni o, John ga, [ IP [ cpmasukomi 
that event ACC NOM mass media NOM 
toriage-ru] koto] o nozon-de i-ru. 
take up-PRES COMP ACC hope-ing be-PRES 
"John hopes that the mass media will take up that 
event." 
(58)a. ?Nihongoi ni, John ga, [cp[IPkono riron ga t i 
Japanese DAT NOM this theory NOM 
tekishi-te i-na-i] to] hookokushi-te 1-ru. 
be suited-ing be-NEG-PRES COMP report-ing be-PRES 
"John has reported that this theory is not suited to 
Japanese." 
b. Nihongoi ni, John ga, [ cP [ IPkono riron 
Japanese DAT NOM this theory NOM 
tekishi-te i-na-i] to] shinji-te i-ru. 
be suited-ing be-NEG-PRES COMP believe-ing be-PRES 
"John believes that this theory is not suited to 
Japanese." 
In Saito's analysis (57)a and (57)b would have identical 
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S-structures and would both be treated as an instance of 
'long distance' preposing of the embedded object sono jiken 
"that event". Similarly, ( 58) a and ( 58) b would have 
identical S-structures with 'long distance' preposing of the 
dative object nihongo "Japanese". Therefore, the difference 
in the acceptability of the above examples cannot be 
accounted for in Saito's movement analysis _. 
More importantly, however, his analysis will not capture 
the fact that, as in the case of the internal NP wa, the 
internal NP ga also appears with those sentence-final verbs 
that express the speaker's internal feeling, attitude, 
jugdement or opinion towards the rest of the sentence such 
as nozon "hope" in (57)b and shinji "believe" in (58)b but 
· not with verbs like shit "know" in ( 5 7) a and hookokushi 
"report" in ( 58) a, which do not express such a mental 
activity or state of the speaker. 
4.6.2 Subjacency condition 
Although Saito (1985, 1986) states that just like 
wh-movement in English, the complex NP effect on 'long 
distance' preposing varies depending on the type of clauses 
involved, he agrees that 'long distance' preposing is subject 
to the island constraint. That is to say that 'long 
distance' preposing is subject to the subjacency condition. 
However, an acceptable sentence like (59 )b appears to be in 
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violation of the subjacency condition. 
(59)a. Johni ga, [ NP[cp[uproi AmerikaJ ni ichido 
NOM America LOC once 
ik-ita-i] toyuu] kiboo] o] mot-te i-ru 
go-want to-PRES COMP hope ACC have-ing be-PRES 
(rashi-i). 
seem-PRES 
"John (seems to) have a hope that he wants to go to 
America once.' 
b. [ uAmerikai ni [ uJohn J ga, [ NP [ cP [ upro J t i ichido 
America LOC NOM once 
ik-ita-i] toyuu] kiboo] o mot-te i-ru 
go-want to-PRES COMP hope ACC have-ing be-PRES 
(rashi-i). 
seem-PRES 
Note that (59)a and (59)b are identical to (24)a and (24)b 
respectively except for the use of John ga "John NOM " instead 
of boku wa "I TOP". If we follow Saito, ( 59) b would be an 
instance of 'long distance' preposing of the locative phrase 
Amerika ni "America LOC " in (59)a. This means that, as in 
the case of (24)b, which involves the internal NP wa, this 
locative phrase would have to be extracted from inside the 
deeply embedded CP. This is illustrated in ( 60 ) . 
( 6 0) 
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IP 
/~ 
PPi IP 
/ 
Amerika ni 6 
John ga 
I ' 
/~ 
VP I 
6 
V' ru 
/ 
V 
Lmot-te 1 
proJ t i ichido iki-ta-i toyuu kiboo o 
The movement of the locative phrase Amerika ni "America 
LOC" crosses two bounding nodes, CP and NP 1 , in one movement 
and violates the subjacency condition. ( 5 9) b, the ref ore, 
should be ungrammatical. However, as with (24)b, (59)b also 
results in grammaticality. 
In short, as in the case of sentences with an internal NP 
wa, those with an internal NP ga also are not subject to the 
subjacency condition. 
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4.6.3 Proper binding condition 
We have seen in section 4.3.3 that the internal NP wa does 
not necessarily observe the proper binding condition. We 
find exactly the same situation with the internal NP ga. 
(6l)a, (6l)b and (6l)c correspond to (32)a, (32)b and (33)c 
respectively. Thus, (6l)c, where the internal NP wa, Tanaka 
san wa, in (32)c is replaced by an internal NP ga, Tanaka san 
ga, is also grammatical. 
( 61 ) a. Tanaka san ga [ cP [ IP [ cpkodomotachi ga sono r ingo i 
Mr NOM children NOM that apple 
o tabe-ru mae ni] Hanako ga e i yoku arat-te 
ACC eat-PRES before NOM well wash-ing 
oku beki da] to] it-te i-mas-u. 
should COP-PRES COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
"Mr Tanaka is saying that before the children eat the 
apples Hanako should wash them well." 
b. Sono ringoi o, Tanaka san ga, [ cP [ IP [ cpkodorno-tachi 
that apple ACC Mr NOM children-PL 
ga t i tabe-ru mae ni] Hanako ga e i yoku arat-te 
NOM eat-PRES before NOM well wash-ing 
oku beki da] to] it-te i-rnas-u. 
should COP COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
c. [ cpKodornota-chi ga t i tabe-ru rnae ni] J sono ringoi o, 
child-PL NOM eat-PRES before that apple ACC 
Tanaka san ga, [ cp [ IP t J Hanako ga e i yoku arat-te 
Mr NOM NOM well wash-ing 
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oku beki da] to] it-te i-rnas-u. 
should COP-PRES COMP say-ing be-POLITE-PRES 
The S-structure tree diagram of (6l)c is given in (62). 
(62) corresponds to (33). 
( 6 2) 
sono rin6 I ' 
Tanaka san ga VP I 
6 
V' u 
L~ V ~ 
... t 1 • •• e i • •• to it-te i-rnas 
G 
As in the case of (33), the trace t i of the object sono 
ringo II the apples II in CP 11 is not c-cornrnanded by its 
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antecedent. Therefore, the S-structure in (62) also violates 
the proper binding condition and yet the sentence remains 
grammatical. 
4.7 Conclusion 
This chapter investigated the domain of scrambling by 
analyzing sentences that involve an internal NP wa. The 
existence of the internal NP wa in Japanese has made the 
treatment of scrambling in relation to 'long distance' 
movement controversial. I argued that the internal NP wa 
should not be derived from the corresponding sentence-initial 
NP wa by Move a for the following reason. The acceptability 
of the internal NP wa does not fallow from such general 
constraints as the subjacency condition and the proper 
binding condition. Instead, the internal NP wa and the 
predicate have a similar function to a parenthetical phrase 
and a 'speaker orientated' performative phrase in English. 
This is consistent with the fact that the internal NP wa 
appears with those verbs whose complement clause expresses 
the speaker's internal feeling, attitude, judgement or 
opinion such as omo-u "think-PRES " and nozom-u "hope-PRES " , 
but not with verbs like shi-ru "know-PRES " and tsutae-ru 
"report-PRES " whose complement clause does not express such 
a mental activity or state of the speaker. 
The internal NP wa and the sentence-final predi cate in 
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Japanese are argued to be base-generated. More 
significantly, they are not considered to be the arguments 
of the sentence but are sentential adjuncts to the rest of 
the sentence, forming one discontinuous parenthetical unit. 
The acceptability of sentences with an internal NP ga agrees 
with that of sentences with an internal NP wa. It is argued, 
therefore, that, contrary to Saito's claim, the internal NP 
ga is also base-generated and that the internal NP wa and 
internal NP ga are in principle governed by the same semantic 
constraints. 
Given this analysis, we will no longer have to deal with 
the issue of whether or not 'long distance' preposing should 
be treated as a subcase of scrambling: scrambling in Japanese 
is a clause internal 8'-movement. Finally, this analysis 
demonstrates a need for different restrictions on the 
relations of constituent structures for those sentences that 
involve a parenthetical expression in Japanese. 
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CHAPTER 5 CROSSING CONSTRAINT 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter investigates further restrictions on 
scrambling, defined in the previous chapter as a clause-
internal 8'-movement. I argue that scrambling is subject to 
a constraint called 'crossing constraint' . The crossing 
constraint prohibits X from crossing Y if X and Y are 
assigned the same Case and there is no more than one barrier 
between the scrambled X and Y. It is shown that the effect 
of weak crossover brought about by scrambling is due to the 
crossing constraint. The supporting evidence for this 
constraint can be found in causative constructions, genitive 
constructions and multiple-subject constructions. 
Chapter 5 is set up in the following way. Sections 5.1 
and 5.2 discuss the previous analyses of weak crossover in 
English and Japanese. By drawing a parallel between the 
phenomenon of weak crossover and Kuno's (1973b) internal NP 
clause constraint for English (a revised version of Ross's 
( 19 6 7) internal clause constraint), sections 5. 3 and 5. 4 
develop the argument that the phenomenon of weak crossover 
brought about by scrambling is not due to the bijection 
principle (Koopman & Sportiche 1982). It is due to the 
crossing constraint. Section 5.5 presents further arguments 
for this constraint. 
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5.1 Weak crossover in English 
A canonical case of 'weak crossover' in English is 
illustrated in (1). 
(1) is referred to as an instance of 'weak crossover' 
because its ungrammaticality is felt to be weaker than that 
in (2) which is an instance of 'strong crossover'. 
(2) *Whoi does hei think you love ti? 
The ungrammaticality of (2) follows directly from Binding 
Theory. Since wh-traces are assumed to be variables, hence 
R-expressions, the trace ti in (2) must obey Principle C 
which states that an R-expression must be free everywhere. 
The definition of variable is given in (3). 
(3) a is a variable iff it is locally A'-bound 
and in an A-position. (Chomsky 1981a: 330) 
In (2) the trace t i , which is a variable, is A-bound by 
the pronoun hei . Therefore, (2) violates Principle C, hence 
the ungrammaticality of (2). The ungrammaticality of (1 ) , 
on the other hand, does not follow from Binding theory. (1) 
does not violate Principle B because the pronoun his is free 
in its governing category NP. It does not violate Principl e 
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C either because the trace ti is not A-bound: the co-indexed 
pronoun hisi cannot c-command and hence cannot A-bind the 
trace ti. 
Koopman & Sportiche (1982) propose the following LF 
conditions under which weak crossover occurs on the 
assumption that the availability of the bound variable 
interpretation of a pronoun (or anaphor) is determined by its 
c-commanding relation with the variable. 
(4) weak crossover 
LF: Qi • •• proi ... ei ... (relative order irrelevant) 
Neither proi nor ei c-commands the other. 
Qi is an operator (WH-expression, quantified NP or focus 
NP), proi is a pronominal, and ei is an empty category ( a full 
pronoun or trace). Weak crossover is assumed to violate the 
bijection principle, which is stated as follows. 
(5) The bijection principle 
Every variable is locally bound by one and only one 
A'-position and every A'-position locally binds one 
and only one A-position. (Koopman & Sportiche 1982: 146) 
In (1) the pronoun hisi is referentially dependent on the 
wh-operator whoi because the wh-trace t i cannot c-command it. 
Given the definition of variable in (3), both hisi and the 
wh-trace t . l. ( 1 ) are variables : they are both locally 
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A'-bound by the wh-operator. 
bijection principle, and 
ungrammaticality of (1). 
5.2 Weak crossover in Japanese 
This, however, violates the 
hence results in the 
It is generally assumed that the reflexive pronoun jibun 
"self" but not overt pronouns such as kare "he" and kanojo 
"she" can be interpreted as variables in Japanese (Saito & 
Hoji 1983). This is due to examples like the one below. 
(6) Daremoi ga [jibuni /*karei ga kashiko-i] to omot-te 
everyone NOM self he NOM clever-PRES COMP 
think-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
"Everyonei thinks hei is clever. " 
In (6) the overt pronoun kare "he" cannot be bound by the 
quantifier (or the quantified NP) daremo "everyone " , while 
the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" can be bound by it. A 
semantic explanation for this is found in M. Kageyama (1985: 
223) . She states that 'indefinite NPs such as dareka 
"someone" , aru hi to "a certain person " , daremo "everyone " and 
dare "who " are inadequate antecedents for kare "he " 
because kare must have a specific masculine referent while 
these expressions are unspecified for the gender of the 
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referent'. 
Saito & Hoji (1983: 248) argue that if Japanese has a VP 
node, the antecedent Jiroo in (7), taken from Saito & Hoji 
(1983: 248), does not c-command jibun, since it has the 
following S-structure shown in (8). For expository reasons, 
CP and IP (instead of S' and S) notation is used and koto is 
glossed as "COMP" (instead of "fact"). 
( 7) [ IP [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kirat-te i-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[~Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]. 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"(The fact) that Hanako dislikes himi has depressed 
Jiroo .. " l 
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( 8 ) IP 
CP I , 
~ / 
... jibuni o ... VP I 
D 
V' ru 
NP V 
6 ~ 
Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te i 
Note that (7) is an instance of psych-verb constructions; 
it contains a psych-verb yuuutsunishi "depress". Psych-verbs 
are such verbs as yorokob "please", nayamas "annoy" and kowa 
"fear" that express human emotion or the psychological (or 
mental) state of an individual. 
(7) blatantly violates the c-command requirement on the 
antecedent-anaphor relation: there is no way that the 
antecedent Jirooi can c-command the reflexive pronoun jibuni 
and yet it results in grammaticality. This exceptional 
phenomenon is often referred to in the literature as backward 
reflexivization. 21 It was first noticed by Ross (1967) that 
21 According to Bever and Townsend ( 19 7 7 ) , backward 
anaphor is possible in all languages: while main clauses in 
general are immediately interpreted completely, subordinate 
clauses are only incompletely interpreted until the whole 
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when psych-verbs take a sentential subject, backward as well 
as forward reflexivization is possible. Given that the 
reflexive pronoun jibun "self" needs to be bound (see (39) 
in section 2.4), (7) creates a problem for Binding theory. 
Why can (7) be exceptional in Binding theory? 
Leaving this question aside, Saito & Hoji argue that if 
the antecedent of jibun is a quantifier or WH-phrase, weak 
crossover effects should arise. The grammaticality 
judgements are theirs. 
( 9 )a. ?* [ u[ cpHanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES 
koto] ga [wdaremoi o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]. 
COMP NOM everyone ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"*(The fact) that Hanako dislikes himi has depressed 
everyone i . " 
b. ? * [ IP [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kirat-te 1-ru 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES 
koto] ga [vpdarei o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru] no? 
COMP NOM who ACC depress-ing be-PRES Q 
"*Whoi has (the fact) that Hanako dislikes himi 
depressed t .? II l. 
According to Saito & Hoji (1983: 249), (9)a and (9)b can 
sentence is heard; and hearers tend to postpone the 
assignments of referents to pronouns in subordinate clauses, 
which makes backward pronominalization possible. See also 
Akmajian & Kitagawa (1976). 
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be ruled out "as instances of weak crossover only if the 
quantifier and WH-phrase do not c-command jibun " . As Saito 
& Hoji note, in (9)b there is no syntactic wh-movement in 
S-structure in Japanese. Therefore, wh-movement here has to 
be stipulated as an abstract movement in LF as in Quantifier 
Raising in LF. The LF representations of (9)a and (9)b are 
given below. 
(lO)a. ?*IP 
NP IP 
daremoi o I , 
/ 
... jibuni o ... VP I 
L 
V' ru 
/ ~ 
t . 1. V 
~ 
yuuutsunishi-te i 
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b. ?*CP 
NP C' 
Q /~ 
darei o IP COMP 
/ L 
CP I , ·no 
~-
... jibuni o ... VP I 
L 
V' ru 
/~ 
NP V 
~~ 
ti yuuutsunishi-te i 
In (lO)a neither the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" nor 
the trace t. can c-command the other. 1. Therefore, the 
operator daremo "everyone" ends up A' -binding both the 
reflexive pronoun jibun "self" and the trace t. 1. in 
A-positions. Hence, Saito & Hoji argue that (lO)a is subject 
to the effect of weak crossover due to the violation of the 
bijection principle in (5). 
Likewise, they argue that in (lO)b neither the reflexive 
pronoun jibun "self" nor the trace t . can c-command 1. the 
other; the operator dare "who " A'-binds both the reflexive 
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pronoun jibun and the trace t i in A-positions; and this again 
leads to the violation of the bijection principle, hence the 
ungrammaticality of (l0)b. 
Saito & Hoji (1983: 256) deduce the following condition 
from the general principle that accounts for weak crossover. 
(11) A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun or 
anaphor that it does not c-command. 
(11) nicely accounts for the ungrammaticality of (12), 
which is assumed to be derived from (7) by the application 
of Move a to the main object Jiroo; the main object Jiroo is 
adjoined to IP. The grammaticality judgement is due to Saito 
& Ho j i ( 19 8 3: 2 5 0, 2 5 3 ) . 
(12) ?*[IPJirooi o [IP[cpHanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 
ACC NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru koto] ga [wti yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
be-PRES fact NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"?*Jirooi , (the fact) that Hanako dislikes self i has 
depressed t II i • 
Given the definition of variables in ( 3) , both jibun 
"self " and the trace t . 1. in ( 12) can be interpreted as 
variables. Since the variable t . 1. cannot c-command the 
reflexive pronoun jibun, it cannot be the antecedent of 
jibun. ( 12 ) , therefore, is subject to the cons t ra i nt in 
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(11), hence its ungrammaticality. 
Saito & Hoji's (1983) analysis, however, is solely based 
on psych-verb constructions. The sole purpose of their 
analysis is to account for the ungrammaticality of psych-verb 
constructions like (9)a, (9)b and (12). They put aside the 
important question of why a psych-verb construction like (7) 
is acceptable despite its apparent violation of the c-command 
requirement on the antecedent-anaphor relation. Chapter 6 
will provide an answer to this question. 
5.3 Crossing constraint 
It is doubtful if the ungrammaticality of (12) is due to 
the effect of weak crossover. Even when we substitute Taroo 
for the bound anaphor jibun in the embedded clause in (12), 
the corresponding sentence is still somewhat awkward, as 
shown in (13)a. Note that (13)a is an instance of 
clause-internal scrambling; it is a variant of (13)b. 
(13)a. ??[IPJirooi o (IP(cpHanako ga Taroo o kirat-te 
ACC NOM ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru koto] ga (vpt i yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"Jirooi, that Hanako dislikes Taroo has 
depressed t i . " 
b. [ IP [ cpHanako ga 
NOM 
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Taroo o kirat-te i-ru 
ACC dislike-ing be-PRES 
koto] ga [vpJiroo o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
COMP NOM ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes Taroo has depressed 
Jiroo." 
Interestingly, my informants judge the acceptability of 
(12) to be almost the same as (13)a, hence deserving"??" 
The psych-verb construction in (13)a contrasts sharply 
with the simple transitive sentence in ( 14), which also 
involves clause-internal scrambling. 
( 14) [ uRingoi o [ uHanako ga [ vPti tabe] -ta]] . 
apple ACC NOM eat-PAST 
"An applei, Hanako ate ti." 
This is unexpected in Saito & Hoji's analysis because in 
their analysis the acceptable sentence (14) would have the 
same structure as the unacceptable sentence (13)a. 
(13)a but not (14) unacceptable? 
5.3.1 Definition 
Why is 
I argue that (12) is unacceptable on different grounds 
from the effect of weak crossover. In particular, I argue 
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that the unacceptability of (12) as well as (13)a is due to 
a surface constraint of a similar kind proposed for English 
by Kuno (1973b), namely the internal NP clause constraint. 
Note that an "NP that exhaustively dominates S " in ( 15) 
corresponds to a CP in my analysis. 
(15) Internal NP Clause Constraint 
Sentences containing an internal NP that 
exhaustively dominates Sare ungrammatical. 
(Kuno 1973b: 367) 
(15) is a revised version of Ross's (1967: 251) internal 
clause constraint: grammatical sentences containing an 
internal NP which exhaustively dominates Sare unacceptable 
unless the main verb of that Sis a gerund. 
The internal NP clause constraint in (15) accounts for the 
following acceptability contrasts, taken from Kuno (1973b: 
3 6 3) . 
(16)a. *Did [that John showed up] please you? 
b. Did the fact [that John showed up] please you? 
c. Did it please you [that John showed up]? 
(17)a. *Is [that the world is round] obvious to you? 
b. Is the fact [that the world is round] obvious 
to you? 
c. Is it obvious to you [that the world is round]? 
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As a first approximation, I argue that (12) and (13)a are 
unacceptable and deserve"??" in my judgement because there 
is an internal CP subject brought about by scrambling of the 
matrix object Jiroo. This is roughly illustrated in (18). 
( 18) ??IP 
x . 
1. IP 
A 
CP I , 
SUBJ 
VP I 
/~ 
Spec V' 
Z* V' 
I~ 
t . 
1. V 
OBJ 
where X and CP are arguments of V 
The Kleen star* indicates that Z (a non-argument) can 
appear any number of times including zero. (18) shows that 
an argument X cannot be scrambled across CP functioning as 
an argument of V. 
'crossing constraint'. 
I will refer to this constraint as 
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(19) Crossing constraint (first approximation) 
An argument XMAX cannot be adjoined to another 
XMAX across an internal CP argument. 
(19) does not exclude grammatical sentences like those in 
(20) and (21), although they contain an internal CP argument. 
This is because in these examples there is ·no argument X such 
that it crosses an internal CP argument. 
( 2 0) Sano koto ga [ cP [ IPkare ga mada Nihon ni kaet-te 
that matter NOM he NOM yet Japan LOC return-ing 
ki-te i-nai] koto] o imisu-ru. 
come-ing be-PRES COMP ACC mean-PRES 
"That matter means that he is not back in Japan yet." 
( 21) Hanako ga [ cP [ IPkare ga mada Nihon ni kaet-te 
NOM he NOM yet Japan LOC return-ing 
ki-te i-nai] koto] o shit-te i-ru. 
come-ing be-NEG COMP ACC know-ing be-PRES 
"Hanako knows that he is not back in Japan yet." 
The crossing constraint in ( 19) accounts for the 
difference in the acceptability of clause-internal scrambling 
between (22)b and (23)b. 
(22)a. Sano koto ga Taroo ni shire-ta. 
that matter NOM DAT get around-PAST 
"That matter got around to Taroo. " 
b. Tarooi ni sono koto ga t i shire-ta. 
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(23)a. [cp[uHanako ga Biru ni kisushi-ta] koto] ga 
NOM DAT kiss-PAST COMP NOM 
Jiroo ni shire-ta. 
DAT get around-PAST 
"That Hanako kissed Bill got around to Jiroo." 
b. ??Jirooi ni [cp[uHanako ga Biru ni kisushi-ta] 
koto] ga ti shire-ta. 
( 23 )b but not ( 22 )b involves an internal CP argument. 
Accordingly, (23)b and not (22)b is subject to the crossing 
constraint in (19). 
5.3.2 Relevance of Case 
As it stands, however, the crossing constraint in (19) is 
not adequate to account for the acceptability of the 
following sentences. Despite the fact that the dative NP 
sensei "teacher" in (24)a and (24)b crosses a CP subject, the 
sentences result in acceptability. 
(24)a. Sensei i ni [ u 1 [cp[ u 2Hanako ga Keno but-ta] 
teacher DAT NOM ACC hit-PAST 
koto] ga t i shire-ta]. 
COMP NOM get around-PAST 
"To a teacheri , that Hanako hit Ken got around t i . " 
b. Sensei i ni [ ui[cp [ u 2Hanako j ga [ cPe j gakkoo ni 
teacher DAT NOM school LOC 
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i-ru toki] ni nai-ta] koto] ga t i 
be-PRES time LOC cry-PAST COMP NOM 
shire-ta] . 
get around-PAST 
"To a teacheri, that Hanako cried when she was 
at school got around ti." 
What makes these sentences in (24), but not those in (12), 
(13)a and (23)b, escape from the crossing constraint? 
Importantly, (12), (13)a and (23)b all involve the matrix 
object Jiroo crossing a sentential subject CP that contains 
an argument NP assigned the same Case as it· , in ( 12) and 
(13)a the matrix accusative object Jiroo crosses an 
accusative object in the sentential subject CP, namely jibun 
"self" and Taroo respectively; and in (23)b the matrix dative 
object Jiroo crosses a dative object Biru in the sentential 
subject CP. 
Significantly, in (24)a neither the subject argument 
Hanako nor the object argument Ken in the sentential subject 
CP carries the same Case as the matrix dative object sensei 
"teacher". Similarly, in ( 24 )b the matrix dative object 
sensei "teacher" does not cross an argument NP assigned the 
same Case as it: the sentential subject CP in (24)b contains 
only one argument, namely nominative subject Hanako, and not 
dative object. 
The acceptability of (24)b is important. It shows that 
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Cases, which are assigned to argument NPs, are relevant to 
the crossing constraint. The so-called particles assigned 
to adjuncts such as ni in gakkoo ni "school LOC" and toki ni 
"time LOC" in (24)b are not relevant to this constraint. 
5.3.3 Island constraints 
The following examples show that the internal structures 
of adjuncts and relative clauses are not relevant to this 
constraint either. 
( 25) a. Senseii ni [ 1p1 [ CPl [ rP2Hanako j ga [ cpze j okusan ni 
teacher DAT NOM wife DAT 
at-ta toki] ni 
meet-PAST time LOC 
shire-ta]. 
get around-PAST 
nai-ta] koto] ga ti 
cry-PAST COMP NOM 
"To a teacheri, that Hanako cried when she met 
his wife got around t i ." 
b. Sensei i ni [ 1p1 [ cP i [ u 2Hanako j ga [NPl [ cP2e jKen ni 
teacher DAT NOM DAT 
ek age-ta] o-sarak] o wat-ta] koto] ga t i 
give-PAST plate ACC break-PAST COMP NOM 
shire-ta]. 
get around-PAST 
"To a teacheri , that Hanako broke the plate which 
she gave to Ken got around t i . " 
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Despite the fact that in (25)a the dative object okusan 
"wife " appears in the sentential adjunct [ cP2e i okusan ni 
at-ta toki] ni "when she met the wife " , 
matrix dative object sensei "teacher " 
scrambling of the 
is not blocked. 
Likewise, in (25)b the matrix dative object sensei "teacher " 
crosses the dative object Ken in a relative clause CP 2 • Yet, 
scrambling of this matrix dative object sensei "teacher " is 
not blocked. 
To sum up the findings so far, X is prevented from 
crossing Y, when it is assigned the same Case as Y, in the 
following configuration. 
( 2 6) 
Spec 
Spec 
VP 2 
Spec 
Z* 
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I ' 
/~ A I1 
Spec/\ 
Z* V' 1 
V' z 
y <------ Vz 
Why is scrambling of X blocked in this configuration? Is 
there any principle that accounts for this? Note that in the 
grammatical sentences (25)a and (25)b an argument that 
corresponds to Y appears respectively inside Z under V' 2 and 
inside a complex NP (more precisely, in the CP under the 
object NP in (26)). This is illustrated in (27). 
( 2 7) 
x. 
l. 
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Spec 
A 
)~ 
Spec /I\ 
A I2 
Spec V' 2 
CP (ADJ) 
.... y .... NP (OBJ) 
(2S)a 
CP (RELC) 
.... y .... 
(25)b 
)'1 
)\ Spec/\ 
Z* V' 1 
I follow the standard analysis and assume that a relative 
clause is a CP (cf. Haegeman 1991: 370). A significant 
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difference between (26) and (27) is that in the latter and 
not in the former Y appears in a place where Ross's island 
constraints apply. A sentential adjunct CP, labeled as CP 
(ADJ) in (27), is an island (see (46) in section 3.5.1) and 
a complex NP, labeled as NP (OBJ) in (27), is also an island. 
Ross' s island constraints prohibit the extraction of an 
element from or into islands. They prohibit the association 
of an element inside islands with anything outside them. 
The grammaticality of ( 2 7) as opposed to the 
ungrammaticality of (26) seems to follow from Ross's island 
constraints. If the two occurrences of Y inside the islands 
CP (ADJ) and NP (OBJ) in (27) cannot be associated with any 
element outside them, we expect that the movement of X, which 
takes place outside them, will not be affected by these two 
occurrences of Y. 
On the other hand, Yin (26) is potentially affected by 
the movement of X that carries the same Case as Y. This is 
because Y is not inside an island and therefore it can be 
associated with the position of the scrambled X. When this 
is the case, we have a situation where the scrambled element 
X binds a non-variable Y instead of its trace t i . Scrambling 
of X in such a case changes the constituent structure of the 
sentence and leads to a violation of the projection principle 
(see (11) in section 2.2). It also violates the 8-criterion 
(see (12) in section 2.2) since the scrambled Xis associated 
with more than one 8-role. Because of this, ( 2 6) can be 
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argued to be ungrammatical. 
5.3.4 Barrier 
How can we formalize the above fact? In Government and 
Binding Theory, Ross's island constraints are treated under 
the subjacency condition (see (43) in section 2.5) which is 
then defined in terms of the notion of 'barrier' (Chomsky 
1986b) . 22 Given this, the relevant notion of the crossing 
constraint can be argued to be 'barrier'. 
Chomsky defines 'blocking category' (BC) as in (28) and 
then defines 'barrier' in terms of BC as in (30). 
(28) y is a BC for~ iffy is not L-marked and y dominates 
~- (Chomsky 1986b: 14) 
(29)a. a L-marks ~ iff a is a lexical category that 8-
governs ~- (Chomsky 1986b: 15) 
b. a 8-governs ~ iff a is a zero-level category that 
8-marks ~, and a,~ are sisters. (Chomsky 1986b: 15) 
c. a is dominated by~ only if it is dominated by every 
segment of~- (Chomsky 1986b: 7) 
22 In his Barriers, Chomsky (1986b) relates 
to antecedent-government and offers a unified 
government and movement by introducing the 
'barrier' . 
subjacency 
account of 
notion of 
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(30) y is a barrier for~ iff (a) or (b): 
a. y immediately dominates 6, 6 a BC for~; 
b. y is a BC for~, y * IP. (Chomsky 1986b: 14) 
Chomsky (1986b: 14-15) states that "immediately dominate" 
in (30)a is a relation between maximal projections "so that 
y immediately dominates 6 in this sense even if a nonmaximal 
projection intervenes". 
Given the above definitions, the S-structure of the 
ungrammatical sentence (13)a, for example, can be represented 
as (31). I follow Fukui & Nishigauchi (1993) in assuming 
that head-movement takes place at S-structure. Head-movement 
is a movement from one head (zero-level category) position 
to another head position. 
(13)a. ??[IPJirooi o [IP[cpHanako ga Taroo o kirat-te 
ACC NOM ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru koto] ga [wti yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"Jirooi, that Hanako dislikes Taroo has 
depressed t i ." 
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( 31) 
Jiroo o <-------#------- I'1 
ACC CASE L-m~ 
Hanako ga 
Taroo o 
ACC CASE 
C' ~ 
~mark"' VP 1 <----~-------- I 1 
IP2 <---------C 1 V' 1 D/~a\k 
I~koto ti <----- tk /c-mark~ yuuutsunishi-te 1 ru 
VP2 <----------- I 2 
/\ 
Iz 
~G 
kirat-te 1 ru 
In ( 31) V2m is adjoined to I 2 by head-movement and forms a 
V2m-I 2 element of which I 2 is the head: the resulting V2m-I 2 
complex element has an adjunction structure of the form 
[ r2V2m-I 2 ] where I 2 is the head (cf. Fukui & Nishigauchi 19 9 3); 
and it is lexical and hence L-marks its sister VP 2 (29a). I 
assume, following Chomsky (1986b: 70), that I 0-marks its VP 
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complement and that L-marking is restricted to lexical 
category. 23 VP 2 , therefore, is not a barrier for NP 2 • IP 2 is 
not a BC for NP 2 either because it is L-marked by C1 • In 
fact, whether or not IP 2 is L-marked does not alter the 
situation here. This is because IP, by definition, is a 
barrier only when it immediately dominates a BC (30). 
Although IP2 dominates VP2 , the latter is not a BC. Hence, 
IP2 will not become a barrier for NP 2 • CP 1 , on the other 
hand, is a barrier for NP 2 since it is not L-marked and it 
dominates NP 2 • 
The position of NP 2 is properly governed since it is 0-
governed by tm, the trace of V2m (see (52) in section 2.7 for 
the definition of 'proper government'). In such a case, the 
subjacency condition will play a role in constraining the 
movement of NP 2 if it moves at all. The subjacency condition 
in terms of 'barrier' is given in (32). 
(32) Subjacency condition 
An element cannot cross more than one barrier 
in a single movement. 
According to (32), NP 2 could in principle move up to the 
position of NP3i because there is only one barrier, namely 
CP 1 , between NP 2 and NP 3 i . Because of this, NP 3 i , which has 
the same Case as NP 2 , can be incorrectly interpreted as being 
23 Prior to head-movement of V2m in ( 31), I 2 fails to L-
mark VP 2 , solely because I on its own is not lexica l . 
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associated with NP 2 • When this happens, scrambling of NP 3 i is 
no longer a structure-preserving rule. It changes the 
constituent structure of the sentence. This then leads to 
the violation of the projection principle ( see ( 11) in 
section 2.2) and the 8-criterion (see (12) in section 2.2). 
Hence, (31) results in ungrammaticality. 
Note that scrambling of NP 3 i is legitimate. It is a 
clause-internal 8 '-movement. There is no barrier between NP 3i 
and its trace t i ; VP 1 that dominates t i is L-marked by the 
complex element V11t-I 1 and therefore it is not a BC, hence not 
a barrier for ti; and the lower IP 1 is not a barrier for t i 
either because NP 3i is not dominated by every segment of IP 1 
and because IP 1 does not dominate a BC. 
5.4 Supporting evidence 
Below, I will present three arguments to support my claim 
that Case-assignment is relevant to scrambling. 
5.4.1 Causative 
Consider the following causative constructions. 
(33)a. Sensei ga Taroo ni hon o yom-ase-ta. 
teacher NOM DAT ( CAUSEE ) book ACC read-CAUS-PAST 
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"The teacher made Taroo read a book. " 
b. Sensei ga honi o Taroo ni t i yom-ase-ta. 
(34)a. Sensei ga Taroo o/ni Hanako no tomodachi 
teacher NOM ACC/DAT(CAUSEE) GEN friend 
ni aw-ase-ta. 
DAT meet-CAUS-PAST 
"The teacher made Taroo meet Hanako·, s friends . " 
b. Sensei ga Hanako no tomodachi i ni Taroo o t i 
aw-ase-ta. 
c. *Sensei ga Hanako no tomodachi i ni Taroo ni t i 
aw-ase-ta. 
(33)a does not contain more than one argument NP assigned 
the same Case. Hence, scrambling of the object NP hon "book " 
in (33)b does not affect the acceptability of the sentence. 
In (34)a the CAUSEE argument can take either the dative Case 
ni or the accusative Case o. Significantly, however, the 
accusative CAUSEE but not the dative CAUSEE allows 
scrambling. This suggests that Case-assignment but not 8-
role assignment is relevant to scrambling. The S-structure 
tree diagram format of ( 34) c is represented in ( 35). I 
follow Shibatani (1990: 311) and assume that the Japanese 
causative form has a "simple surface structure " but derives 
from a "complex structure in which the suffix -sase functions 
as an independent predicate that takes a complement 
sentence " . 24 
24 See also Shibatani ( 1976 ) . 
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( 35) 
NP 
sensei ga VP 1 <----------------- 1 1 
NP-~ 
Hanako no ta 
t. 1. 
Scrambling of the dative NP i Biru is legitimate. There 
are two maximal projections, namely IP2 and VP 2 between the 
dative NP i Biru and the trace t i . However, IP2 and VP 2 do not 
constitute barriers since they are both L-marked. VP 1 does 
not constitute a barrier for t i either because the dative NP i 
Biru is not dominated by every segment of VP 1 and therefore 
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VP 1 is not a BC, hence is not a barrier for t i . 25 
What is problematic about ( 35), however, is that the 
scrambled dative NP i Biru could now be associated with the 
position of the dative NP j CAUSEE Taroo: there is no barrier 
between the scrambled dative NPi Biru and the dative NP j 
CAUSEE Taroo. When this is the case, scrambling of the 
dative NPi Biru no longer preserves the constituent structure 
of the sentence, hence leading to a violation of the 
projection principle and the 8-criterion. 
(36)b contrasts sharply with (34)c in its acceptability. 
(36)a. Sensei ga Taroo ni uo-ichiba Ill 
teacher NOM 
ik-ase-ta. 
go-CAUS-PAST 
DAT(CAUSEE) fish-market LOC 
"The teacher made Taroo go to a fish market." 
b. (?)Sensei ga uo-ichibai ni Taroo ni t i ik-ase-ta. 
The tree diagram format of (36)b is given in (37). 26 
25 To put this another way, the lower VP 1 is not a 
maximal projection of V1 ; the maximal projection of V1 is the 
combination of the lower VP 1 and the higher VP 1 • Therefore, 
VP 1 is not a BC, hence is not a barrier for t i . 
26 If we follow Miyagawa's (1989) unaccusative analysis ( see section 3. 3. 3) , proi would appear in :the [NP, V' 2 ] position. This, however, is irrelevant to the issue here. 
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( 3 7) 
NP I , ~ 1 
~L-mark 
sensei ga VP 1 <----------------------- 1 1 
ADJ . 
L~ 
uo-ichibai ni NP 
WCATIVE 
V' ase 
. 1 
~m~k"" 
Taroo . ni IP2 <--------- t DAT~E/ ~ m 
ta 
NP 
D /I~ /L-mark~ 
pro1 VP 2 <-------- 1 2 
/~ 
V' 2 V k I z 
D 
t . 1. V , 2 • k l k 
There is no barrier between the scrambled locative adjunct 
uo-ichiba II fish-market II and the dative NP Taroo; since the 
former is not entirely dominated by VP 1 , VP 1 does not 
constitute a barrier for the latter. There are two 
occurrences of NP n.1, namely Taroo n.1 11 Taroo DAT II and 
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uo-ichiba ni "fish-market LOC". However, only the former and 
not the latter involves Case-assignment: Taroo but not uo-
ichiba "fish-market" receives the dative Case ni from the 
CAUSATIVE predicate. Since (36)a involves only one dative 
NP Taroo, scrambling of this dative NP is allowed, despite 
the fact that there is no barrier between the locative 
adjunct uo-ichiba "fish-market" and the dative NP Taroo. I 
contend that the acceptability of (36)b is consistent with 
the assumption that Case-assignment lS relevant to 
scrambling. 
5.4.2 Derived nominals 
Derived nominals such as description and destruction are 
generally considered to have an-argument structure, just like 
the corresponding verbs describe and destroy. Thus, the head 
N description in (38), for example, is assumed to assign the 
agent role to John and the theme role to the party. 
(38) [NpJohn's[N,description of the party]] 
In Japanese the agent role and theme role of derived 
nominals are both assigned the genitive Case, as shown in 
( 3 9 ) b and ( 4 O ) b. 27 
27 See Iida (1987), Manning (1993) and Sells (1988) for 
analyses of derived nominals. 
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( 3 9) a. [ IPJohn ga [ vpchuugoku-go o benkyoosu] -ru] . 
NOM Chinese ACC study-PRES 
"John studies Chinese." 
b. [ NPJohn no [ N,chuugoku-go no benkyoo] ] 
GEN Chinese GEN study 
"John's study of Chinese" 
(40)a. [IPJohn ga [vpheya o soojishi]-taJ. 
NOM room ACC clean-PAST 
"John cleaned his room." 
b. [ NPJohn no [ N'heya no soo j i] ] 
GEN room GEN cleaning 
"John's cleaning of his room" 
As expected, the derived nominals in (39)b and (40)b do 
not allow scrambling, while the clauses in (39)a and (40)a 
do. 
( 41) a. [ IPChuugoku-goi o [ IPJohn ga [ vPt i benkyoosu]-ru]. 
study-PRES Chinese ACC NOM 
"John studies Chineses." 
b. ? ? [ NPchuugoku-goi no [ NPJohn no [ N' t i benkyoo] ] 
Chinese GEN GEN study 
"John's study of Chinese " 
(42)a. [ IPHeya i o [ IPJohn ga [ vPt i soojishi ]-ta ] . 
ACC NOM clean-PAST 
"John cleaned h i s room. " 
b. ??[ Npheyai no [ NpJohn no[ N, t i sooji]] 
room GEN GEN cleaning 
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"John's cleaning of his room " 
The above fact supports the argument that scrambling is 
sensitive to Case-assignment. Since (4l)b and (42)b contain 
two genitive NPs, scrambling of the theme NPs chuugoku-go 
"Chinese" in (4l)b and heya "room" in (42)b is blocked. 
5.4.3 Multiple-subject construction 
Saito (1985) observes that subject NPs in multiple-subject 
constructions cannot be scrambled. This is shown below. 
(43)a. Tanaka game ga kawai-i. 
NOM eye NOM cute-PRES 
"Tanaka has cute eyes." 
b. *Mei ga Tanaka ga ti kawai-i. 
(44)a. Tanaka ga okusan ga nakunat-ta. 
NOM wife NOM die-PAST 
"Tanaka's wife died." 
b. *Okusani ga Tanaka ga t i nakunat-ta. 
wife NOM NOM die-PAST 
The above fact is again consistent with the argument that 
Case-assignment is relevant to scrambling. Since (43)a and 
(44)a contain two NPs assigned the same Case, namely 
nominative Case, scrambling of these two NPs results in 
ungrammaticality. 
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5.5 Crossing constraint revised 
Taking all of the above observations into consideration, 
the crossing constraint in (19) can be revised as follows. 
(45) Crossing constraint 
Scrambling of X over Y is blocked if · (a) and (b): 
a. X and Y are assigned the same Case. 
b. there 1s no more than one barrier between the 
scrambled X and Y. 
The crossing constraint in (45) excludes sentences like 
(12), (13)a and (34)c as unacceptable, but not those in 
(24)b, (25)a, (25)b and (36)b. (24)b and (36)b are excluded 
· from this constraint since they do not involve two 
occurrences of the same Case. (46)a (=25a), (46)b (=25b) and 
(46)c are also excluded from the crossing constraint because 
there is more than one barrier between the two NPs with the 
same Case. 
(46)a. Senseii n1 [udcPd rP2Hanako j ga [cpze j okusan n1 
teacher DAT NOM wife DAT 
at-ta toki] ni nai-ta] koto] ga t i 
meet-PAST time LOC cry-PAST COMP NOM 
shire-ta]. 
get around-PAST 
"To a teacheri , that Hanako cried when she met 
his wife got around t i . " 
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b. Sensei i ni [ u 1 [ cp 1 [ u 2Hanako j ga [ NPl [ cp 2e j Ken ni 
teacher DAT NOM DAT 
e k age-ta] o-sarak] o wat-ta] koto] ga t i 
give-PAST plate ACC break-PAST COMP NOM 
shire-ta]. 
get around-PAST 
"To a teacheri , that Hanako broke the plate which 
she gave to Ken got around t i ." 
c. Sona ringoi o [ u 1Hanako ga [ NP l [ cPZTaroo ga e j hon o 
that apple ACC NOM NOM book ACC 
age-ta] otoko-no-ko j ] ni t i age-ta]. 
give-PAST boy DAT give-PAST 
"Hanako gave that book to the boy that Taroo gave 
a book to." 
(46)a has the following structure. 
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( 4 7) 
NP . 1. 
sensei ni 
DAT CASE 
~ ' 2 koto 
/c-mark 
ta 
Hanako ga VP 2 <------------------ I 2 
~ 
Vzm 6Q 
ta 
pro j okusan ni at-ta toki ni t m 
DAT CASE 
Since the sentential adjunct CP 2 is not L-marked, CP 2 is 
a barrier for the dative object okusan "wife " in CP 2 • CP 1 is 
also a barrier for the dative object okusan "wife " since it 
is not L-marked. Consequently, there are two barri ers 
between the scrambled dative object sensei "teacher " in the 
main clause and the dative object okusan "wife " in CP 2 • 
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Hence, scrambling of the main dative object sensei "teacher" 
is not blocked by the crossing constraint in ( 45). The 
partial structures of (46)b and (46)c are given in (48)a and 
(48)b. 
(48)a. 
NP-i IP 1 
-~ 
"'L-mark 
~ 
senei ni CP 1 <-------#------- I' 1 
DAT CASE • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • .• • • • 
NP 1 0 
6-----#-------L 
... Ken ni ... osara 
DAT CASE 
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(48)b. 
NP , IP 1 1. ~ . • • • • 
ringo • sono 0 .
• 
ACC CASE NP 1 ni 
... hon o ... otoko no ko 
ACC CASE 
Irrespective of whether or not NP 1 in (48)a is L-marked, 
it becomes a barrier by inheritance for the dative object Ken 
since it dominates a BC, CP 2 • Hence, there will be three 
barriers, namely CP 1 , NP 1 and CP 2 , between the scrambled 
dative object sensei "teacher " in the main clause and the 
dative object Ken in CP 2 • As a result, (48)a will not be 
subject to the crossing constraint. Likewise, in (48)b there 
are two barriers, NP 1 and CP 2 , between the scrambled 
accusative object sono ringo "that apple " in the main clause 
and the accusative object hon "book " in CP 2 • 
scrambling of the former is not blocked. 
Therefore, 
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5.6 Incompatibilities in weak crossover 
Given the crossing constraint in (45), consider the 
following pair taken from Saito & Hoji (1983: 250) · (their 
grammaticality judgements). 
(49)a. ?Jirooi o [IP[cp[IPHanako ga karei o · kirat-te 
ACC NOM he ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] ga [wti yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]. 
be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"?Jirooi, that Hanako dislikes himi has 
depressed t .. " 1. 
b. ?*Jirooi o [IP[cp[IPHanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 
ACC NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] ga [wti yuuutsunishi-te i]-rU]. 
be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"?*Jirooi, that Hanako dislikes selfi has 
depressed ti. " 
(49)b corresponds to (12). According to Saito & Hoji, 
(49)b is far worse than (49)a. They attribute this 
difference in judgement to weak crossover. Their argument 
is along the following lines: neither kare "he" in (49)a nor 
jibun "self" in (49)b c-cornmands the trace and neither does 
the trace c-cornmand kare "he" in (49)a nor jibun "self" in 
(49)b. However, jibun "self" but not the overt pronoun kare 
"he" can be construed as a variable in Japanese (see example 
( 6 ) ) . Consequently, in ( 49) a the operator Jiroo locally 
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A'-binds only one variable, namely the trace. On the other 
hand, in (49)b the operator Jiroo ends . up locally A'-binding 
two variables, namely jibun and the trace. Accordingly, 
Saito & Hoji argue that (49)b but not (49)a violates the 
bijection principle, hence the difference in the degree of 
grammaticality between (49)a and (49)b. 
Contrary to this, my informants report that ( 49 )a and 
(49)b are equally awkward (and deserve"??"). This in fact 
is what my analysis predicts. Both (49)a and (49)b are 
subject to the crossing constraint in (45). This is 
illustrated in (SO). 
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( 5 0) 
IP 1 
~ 
"'L-mark~ 
Jiroo o CP 1 ga <-------#-------- I' 1 
ACC CASE 
I' 2 koto 
/ L-mark 
yuuutsuni-shi-te 1 ru 
Hanako ga VP 2 <-------------------;\ 
A& 
kirat-te i ru 
ACC CASE 
In ( 50) there is just one barrier between NP 1 and NP3 , 
namely CP 1 • VP 2 is not a barrier for NP 3 since the newly 
created element V2m-I 2 L-marks it. Irrespective of whether or 
not IP2 is L-marked by C1 , IP 2 will not be a barrier for NP 3 
either since it does not dominate a BC: IP becomes a barrier 
only when it immediately dominates a BC. As a result, 
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scrambling of the accusative object NP 1 Jirooi in the main 
clause is subject to the crossing constraint in (45). 
More recently, Saito (1991: 50) suggests that "scrambling 
is uniformly movement to a non-operator, non-A position, but 
only the landing site of clause-internal scrambling can be 
reanalyzed as an A position at LF" and that weak crossover 
is an S-structure condition and not a LF condition. He 
presents the following sentences (Saito' s grammaticality 
judgements) . 
(51) ?*[[Soitsui no hahaoya] ga [darei o aishi-te 
that guy GEN mother NOM who ACC love-ing 
i ]-ru] no. 
be-PRES Q 
"Hisi mother loves whoi." 
(52) ?Darei o [[soitsui no hahaoya] ga [ti aishi-te 
who ACC that guy GEN mother NOM love-ing 
i]-ru] no. 
be-PRES Q 
"Whoi, hisi mother loves ti?." 
He states that if weak crossover is an LF condition, as 
proposed in Chomsky (1976, 1981a), the grammaticality 
contrast between (51) and (52) cannot be accounted for. This 
is because, he argues, (51) and (52) will have an identical 
LF representation, shown in (53). 
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(53) [cpDarei o [IPt' i[Npsoitsui no hahaoya] ga 
who ACC that guy GEN mother NOM 
[ vPt i aishi-te i ]-ru] no] . 
love-ing be-PRES Q 
In ( 53) dare o "who ACC" adjoins to IP by means of 
clause-internal scrambling. It then moves to the CP-Spec 
position. Saito states that if weak crossover is an LF 
condition, the position of the trace of dare o "who ACC" in 
the IP position is reanalyzed as an A position at LF and 
soitsu "that guy" is A-bound by that trace t i . The LF 
condition of weak crossover, therefore, incorrectly predicts 
that not only (52) but also (51) are grammatical. 
On the other hand, if weak crossover is an S-structure 
condition, Saito argues, the grammaticality contrast between 
(51) and (52) can be accounted for straightforwardly together 
with (54). 
(54) A pronoun can be interpreted as a bound 
pronoun only if it is non-operator bound. 
Saito' s argument is along the following lines. Since 
soitsu "that guy" in (51) is not bound at S-structure, it 
cannot be interpreted as a bound pronoun according to the 
condition in (54). Hence, (51) results in ungrammaticality. 
On the other hand, soi tsu "that guy " in ( 52 ) i s 
non-operator-bound by the scrambled phrase dare o "who ACC" 
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and can be interpreted as a bound pronoun, hence the 
grammaticality of (52). 
As Saito (1991: 55) himself admits in his footnote 6, 
however, his new account of weak crossover at S-structure 
together with the condition stated in (54) cannot rule out 
(49)b. Nor can it rule out (13)a, repeated as (55), which 
does not involve a bound pronoun. 
(55) ??[IPJirooi o [IP[cpHanako ga Taroo o kirat-te 
ACC NOM ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru koto] ga [vPti yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
"Jirooi, that Hanako dislikes Taroo has 
depressed ti. " 
In my analysis (55) is subject to the crossing constraint 
in (45) on a par with (49)a and (49)b. This is in accordance 
with the judgements given by the informants that (49)a and 
(49)b are equally awkward (and deserve "?? 11 ). This also 
accords with Saito's (1991: 55) acceptability judgement on 
( 49 )b as 11 ?? 11 which is changed from 11 ?* 11 in Saito & Hoji 
(1983: 250). 
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5.7 Conclusion 
This chapter argued that scrambling is subject to the 
crossing constraint. The crossing constraint prohibits X 
from scrambling over Y if X and Y are assigned the same Case 
and there is no more than one barrier between the scrambled 
X and Y. This is because in such a case the association of 
the position of the scrambled X with that of Y is possible. 
Accordingly, the scrambled X can be incorrectly associated 
with the position of Y. This, however, leads to a violation 
of the projection principle and the 8-cri terion. Since 
adjuncts are not assigned a Case, they are not subject to 
this constraint. When Y appears in an island, there is 
always more than one barrier between the scrambled X and Y. 
Hence, the resultant sentence is not subject to this 
constraint. I argued that this is because in such a case the 
scrambled X cannot be associated with the position in Y due 
to the subjacency condition. 
It was shown that, contrary to Saito & Hoji's weak 
crossover analysis, the phenomenon of weak crossover brought 
about by scrambling at S-structure is due to this constraint. 
An advantage of the crossing constraint over Saito & Hoji's 
weak crossover analysis is that it also accounts for 
impossible cases of scrambling in causative constructions, 
genitive constructions and multiple-subject constructions. 
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CHAPTER 6 PSYCH-VERB CONSTRUCTIONS 
6.0 Introduction 
The previous chapter argued that scrambling is subject to 
the crossing constraint and that the phenomenon of weak 
crossover brought about by scrambling in the psych-verb 
construction is also due to this constraint. This chapter 
analyzes 
further. 
the structure of the psych-verb construction 
It focuses on its acceptability despite the 
apparent violation of the c-command requirement on the 
antecedent-anaphor relation, something which the previous 
analysis overlooked. 
It is shown that (i) the experiencer object is not the 
antecedent of the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" appearing 
in the subject position; (ii) the theme subject is a 
complement of the abstract predicate WAKAR which means 
"realize/be aware of/understand/perceive " ; (iii) this 
abstract predicate takes a pro subject which is the binder 
of the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" in the subject 
position; and (iv) the pro subject in turn is pragmatically 
controlled by the experiencer object. I will present 
semantic and syntactic arguments to support (i) to (iii), the 
insight for which originates in N. McCawley's (1976 ) 
analysis. 
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This chapter offers a straightforward account for the 
puzzle of an antecedent-anaphor relation in psych-verb 
constructions. It shows that what has been assumed in the 
literature to be the effect of weak crossover has nothing to 
do with the violation of the bijection principle (see (5) in 
section 5.1) either at S-structure or at LF: it is induced 
by the crossing constraint developed in Chapter 5 or the 
failure to bind the pro subject by the experiencer object, 
the latter being caused by discourse factors. 
Chapter 6 is organized as follows. Sections 6.1 to 6.4 
point out abnormal properties of psych-verbs and show that 
psych-verbs are different from standard transitive verbs. 
Section 6.5 argues that Belletti & Rizzi's (1988) analysis 
of Italian psych-verbs cannot be extended to Japanese. 
Section 6.6 introduces an abstract IP structure, a syntactic 
projection of the abstract predicate WAKAR-U "realize/be 
aware of/understand/perceive-PRES", and presents semantic and 
syntactic arguments to support its existence. Its existence 
is further supported by Baker's ( 1988b) uniformity of 8-
assignment hypothesis. Section 6.7 shows that the abstract 
IP structure does not constitute a barrier and hence that 
scrambling of the experiencer object is subject to the 
crossing constraint. Section 6.8 argues that the pro subject 
is 'pragmatically controlled' by the experiencer object. 
Section 6.9 shows that the bijection principle does not apply 
to psych-verb constructions with the reflexive pronoun jibun 
"self" in the subject position. It is argued therefore that 
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the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" does not exhibit the 
effect of weak crossover. Section 6.10 argues that a pro in 
Japanese also does not exhibit the effect of weak crossover. 
Section 6.11 formalizes the 'pragmatically controlled' pro 
by referring to the functional category PRAG[+PROMJ introduced 
in 3.10. 
6.1 Case marking and grammatical relations 
The standard view of psych-verbs is that they involve two 
0-roles, namely an experiencer and a theme. An experiencer 
is an individual who experiences the mental state and a theme 
is the content or object of the mental state (Belletti & 
Rizzi 19 8 8: 2 91 ) . The Case marking of psych-verbs such as 
osore "be scared of", shinpaishi "be worried about", 
yuuutsunishi "depress" and nayamashi "annoy" in (1)-(3) is 
the same as that of a standard transitive verb but "hit" in 
(4) that involves an agent and a theme. 
(l)a. Hanako ga sono inu o osore-te i-ru. 
NOM that dog ACC be scared of-ing be-PRES 
"Hanako is scared of that dog." 
b. Jiroo ga Hanako o shinpaishi-te i-ru. 
NOM ACC be worried about-ing be-PRES 
"Jiroo is worried about Hanako." 
(2)a. Jiroo ga Hanako o yuuutsunishi-te i-ru. 
NOM ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
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"Jiroo depresses Hanako." 
b. Sano koto ga Hanako o yuuutsunishi-te 1-ru. 
that matter NOM ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That matter depresses Hanako." 
(3)a. Jiroo ga Hanako o nayamashi-te 1-ru. 
NOM ACC annoy-ing be-PRES 
"Jiroo annoys Hanako." 
b. Sano koto ga Hanako o nayamashi-te 1-ru. 
that matter NOM ACC annoy-ing be-PRES 
"That matter annoys Hanako." 
(4) Jiroo ga Hanako o but-ta. 
NOM ACC hit-PAST 
"Jiroo hit Hanako." 
However, psych-verbs differ from standard transitive verbs 
in that they can be projected onto two different 
configurations. 
determined by 
1988a:l). In 
Which argument becomes 
the particular psych-verb 
(1), the experiencer role 
the subject is 
involved (Baker 
(indicated by 
underline) is projected to be the subject, while in (2) and 
( 3) it is projected to be the object. The 0-roles of 
standard transitive verbs, on the other hand, are projected 
in only one way: the agent and theme roles are projected to 
the subject and object NPs respectively, as in (4). 
This chapter analyzes those psych-verbs in which the theme 
role and the experiencer role are projected to be the subject 
and the object respectively, those psych-verbs 9n which the 
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previous analysis of weak crossover has been based. 
Accordingly, (2) and (3) types are considered below. 28 
6.2 Apparent violation of c-command 
A contrast such as (S)a and (S)b, based on Belletti & 
Rizzi (1988), creates a problem in Binding Theory. 
(S)a. *The gossip about himselfi describes Johni well. 
b. The gossip about himselfi depresses Johni. 
(S)b blatantly violates Principle A of Binding theory that 
requires anaphors to be bound in their governing category; 
it is structurally impossible for the antecedent Johni in the 
object position to c-command the anaphor himselfi and yet 
(S)b results in acceptability. 
The Japanese counterparts shown in (6)a and (6)b also show 
the same grammaticality contrast. 
28 The psych-verbs yuuutsunishi "depress" and nayamashi 
"annoy" in (2)a and (3)a have the second reading in which the 
subject Jiroo bears an agent role. In this interpretation, the subject Jiroo does something deliberately in order to depress or annoy the object Hanako. In English, this type 
of psych-verb is usually referred to as the 'frighten' class (cf. Baker 1988a, Belletti & Rizzi 1988, Grimshaw 1990) and includes psych-verbs like depress, annoy, entertain and 
amuse. 
( 6) a. 
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*Jibun . ni-tsuite-no uwasa l. ga Johni o yoku 
self about 
byooshashi-te i-ru. 
describe-ing be-PRES 
gossip NOM ACC well 
"*The gossip about himself i describes Johni well." 
b. Jibuni ni-tsuite-no uwasa ga Johni o 
self about gossip NOM ACC 
yuuutsunishi-te i-ru. 
depress-ing be-PRES 
"The gossip about himself i depresses Johni ." 
(6)b violates the subject-antecedent condition of 
reflexivization in Japanese (cf. Kuroda 1965, S. Harada 1973, 
Kuno 1977 and Shibatani 1977). Reflexivization is widely 
viewed as being triggered by the grammatical function subject 
in Japanese. This is due to an example like (7). 
( 7) Hanakoi ga Ken J o j ibuni/* J no heya de 
NOM 
hinanshi-ta. 
criticize-PAST 
ACC self GEN roo LOC 
"Hanakoi criticized KenJ in self' s i/*J room. " 
Surprisingly, even the Spec of the object NP in this 
construction can be the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun 
jibun "self " in Japanese, as shown in (8) and (9 ) . Note tha t 
the English counterparts of (8 )a-b are not so bad e i t h e r . 
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(8)a. Jibuni ni-tsuite-no uwasa ga ( NpJohni no kokoro] o 
self about gossip NOM GEN heart ACC 
kizutsuke-ta. 
hurt-PAST 
"The gossip about himself i hurt Johni 's heart. " 
b. Jibuni ni-tsuite-no uwasa ga ( NpJohni no kimochi] o 
self about gossip NOM GEN feeling ACC 
kizutsuke-ta. 
hurt-PAST 
"The gossip about himself i hurt Johni 's feelings. " 
c. Jibuni ni-tsuite-no uwasa ga [filJohni no koto] o 
self about gossip NOM GEN matter ACC 
kizutsuke-ta. 
hurt-PAST 
"The gossip about himself i hurt the matter of Johni . " 
(9)a. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[ VP [ NPJirooi no kokoro] o yuuutsunishi-te i] -ru. 
GEN heart ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes himself i depresses Jirooi' s 
heart. " 
b. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru koto ] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM 
[ VP [ NPJirooi no kimochi] o yuuutsunishi-te i] -ru. 
GEN feeling ACC depress- i ng be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes himself i depresses J i r oo i ' s 
feelings. " 
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c. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
0 yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
GEN matter ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes himselfi depresses the matter 
of Jiroo . . " J.. 
Given that the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" needs to be 
bound (see (39) in section 2.4), the above fact in Japanese 
raises a problem in Binding theory. 
6.3 Passive 
Unlike standard transitive verbs, passivization of the 
psych-verbs under consideration results in unacceptability. 
(10) a. ?*Jiroo ga okaasan ni yuuutsunis-are-te i-ru. 
NOM mother by depress-PASS-ing be-PRES 
"(lit.)Jiroo is depressed by his mother." 
b. ?*Jiroo ga [okaasan no koto] ni/de yuuutsunis-
NOM mother GEN matter by/with depress-
are-te i-ru. 
PASS-ing be-PRES 
"(lit.)Jiroo is depressed by/with the matter of his 
mother." 
(ll)a. ?*Jiroo ga okaasan ni yorokobas-are-ta. 
NOM mother by please-PASS-PAST 
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" (lit.)Jiroo was pleased by his mother. " 
b. ?*Jiroo ga okaasan no koto ni/de yorokobas-
NOM mother GEN matter by/with please-
are-ta. 
PASS-PAST 
"(lit.)Jiroo was pleased by/with the matter of his 
mother." 
Along with Grimshaw (1990), one might argue that the 
unacceptability of the above sentences is due to the lack of 
an external argument. Grimshaw (1990: 107-150) argues that 
passivization involves suppression of an external argument. 
If we follow this line of argument, these psych-verbs project 
the experiencer role inside a VP node (and not outside of 
' it). This is an analysis proposed by Belletti & Rizzi (1988) 
and will be discussed in 6.5. 
6.4 Topicalization 
Topicalization of the theme subject NP in the psych-verb 
construction seems to reduce the acceptability of the 
sentence. Consider the following examples. 
(12) Sano koto ga/??wa Jiroo o yuuutsunishi-te i-ru. 
that matter NOM/??TOP ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That matter depresses Jiroo. " 
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(13) Sano koto ga/??wa Jiroo o nayamase-te i-ru. 
that matter NOM/??TOP ACC annoy-ing be-PRES 
"That matter annoys Jiroo." 
(12) and (13) make a contrast with (14) which involves a 
standard transitive verb. 
(14) Hanako ga/wa ringo o tabe-ta. 
NOM/TOP apple ACC eat-PAST 
The above fact suggests that the syntactic structure of 
psych-verbs is different from that of standard transitive 
verbs. This issue will be taken up in section 6.6.2. 
6.5 NP-movement and referential extension 
The preceding sections pointed out some abnormal 
properties of psych-verb constructions. In order to account 
for these, this section explores the possibility of adopting 
Belletti & Rizzi's (1988) analysis of Italian psych-verbs to 
Japanese. According to their analysis, (15), for example, 
would have (16) as its D-structure. 
( 15) [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kira t-te 1-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te 1-ru. 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
( 16) 
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"That Hanako dislikes self i depresses Jirooi ." 
IP 
/~ 
e ' 
/~ 
VP I 
~L 
NP V' 
L 
Jirooi o CP 
OBJEC~ 
... j ibuni o ... 
SUBJECT 
ru 
V 
 
yuuutsunishi-te i 
In their analysis (non-agentive) psych-verbs are like 
passive verbs and raising verbs (such as 'seem' and 'appear') 
in that they lack an external argument. This would explain 
the anomalous behaviour of the psych-verb construction in 
passive (section 6.3). An advantage of their analysis is 
that psych-verbs are no longer exceptional in Binding theory 
(section 6.2): in (16) the antecedent Jiroo c-cornrnands the 
anaphor jibun and hence (16) meets the c-cornrnand requirement 
on the antecedent-anaphor relation at D-structure. 
Crucial to their analysis is that the theme role undergoes 
NP-movement and that the experiencer role receives a 
morphological (and not an abstract structural) accusative 
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Case. In their analysis (15) would have (17) as its 
S-structure. 
( 1 7) 
THEME 
NP 
EXPERIENCER 
yuuutsunishi-te i 
In ( 17) the antecedent Jiroo does not c-command the 
anaphor jibun "self" . Belletti & Rizzi argue that the 
antecedent-anaphor relation is an 'anywhere' principle 
(rather than 'everywhere' principle) and therefore that as 
long as it is satisfied at one level of syntactic 
representation, as in the case of (15) at D-structure level, 
it does not have to be fulfilled at all levels of syntactic 
representation. 29 
Now consider the following examples, which are the same 
29 An example of an 'everywhere' principle is the projection principle (see (11) in section 2.2). 
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as those in (9). 
(18)a. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 1-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[w[~Jirooi no kokoro] o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
GEN heart ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes self i depresses Jirooi ' s 
heart." 
b. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[w[~Jirooi no kimochi] o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
GEN feeling ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes self i depresses Jirooi 's 
feelings." 
c. [Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru koto] ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[ VP [ NPJ irooi no koto J o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
GEN matter ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes self i depresses the matter 
of Jiroo . . " 1. 
In Belletti & Rizzi's analysis, D-structure is the only 
possible level at which the c-command relation between the 
antecedent and the anaphor holds in this type of 
construction. However, in (18)a-c it is impossible for the 
Spec of NP Jiroo to c-command the reflexive pronoun jibun at 
D-structure. 
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One might argue that Jiroo no kokoro "the heart of Jiroo " , 
Jiroo no kimochi "the feelings of Jiroo" and Jiroo no koto 
"the matter of Jiroo" in (18)a-c should be considered to be 
Jiroo himself by 'referential extension' (Jackendoff 1992: 
7 ) : 
(19) Rule of referential extension 
a. [NpJiroo] --> [NpJiroo no [N,kokoro]] 
GEN heart 
b. [ NPJiroo] --> [ NPJiroo no [ N'kimochi]] 
GEN feeling 
c. [NpJiroo] --> [NpJiroo no [N,koto]] 
GEN matter 
The rule of referential extension in (19) makes ·the head 
of an NP Jiroo the Spec of that NP by inserting new heads 
kokoro "heart", kimochi "feeling" and koto "matter " . 
A problem, however, is that the rule in ( 19) is not 
productive. It is too constrained to be a component of 
syntax. First, standard transitive verbs do not allow the 
referential extension in the object position (except for koto 
"matter"), as shown in (20). Second, the possibility of the 
referential extension in the object position differs among 
psych-verbs, which is shown in (21)a and (21)b. 
(20) Hanako ga [ NpJiroo (no *kokoro/*kimochi/koto ) ] 
NOM GEN heart/feeling/matter 
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o but/shikat/hinanshi/home-ta. 
ACC hit/scold/criticize/praise-PAST 
"Hanako hit/scolded/criticized/praised (the *heart/ 
*feelings/matter of) Jiroo." 
(2l)a. [&Sono koto] ga [&Jiroo (no kokoro/kimochi/ 
that matter NOM GEN heart/feeling/ 
koto)] o kizutsuke/yuuutsunishi-ta. 
matter ACC hurt/depress-PAST 
"That matter hurt/depressed (the heart/feelings/ 
matter of) Jiroo." 
c. (NpSono koto] ga (&Jiroo (no kokoro/??kimochi/ 
that matter NOM GEN heart/feeling/matter 
koto) ] o nayamase-ta. 
matter ACC annoy-PAST 
"That matter annoyed (the heart/??feelings/matter of) 
Jiroo." 
While kizutsuke "hurt" and yuuutsunishi "depress" allow 
X's heart/feelings/matter, nayamashi "annoy" allows X's 
heart/matter but not X's feelings. Even in English the 
acceptability of this kind of expression varies among psych-
verbs. Thus, for example, hurt/wound X's feelings is 
acceptable while depress/annoy/worry X's feelings is not. 
As shown in (22)a and (22)b, the subject position of 
intransitive non-psych-verbs and standard transitive verbs 
do not undergo the referential extension. 
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(22)a. [NpJiroo (no *kokoro/*kimochi/*koto)] ga yoku 
GEN heart/feeling/matter NOM well 
benkyooshi/ason-da. 
study/play-PAST 
"(The *heart/*feelings/*matter of) Jiroo studied/ 
played well." 
b. [ NPJiroo ( *no *kokoro/ *kimochi/ *kotb)] ga 
GEN heart/feeling/matter NOM 
Hanako o shikat/shootaishi-ta. 
ACC scold/invite-PAST 
"(The *heart/*feelings/*matter of) Jiroo scolded/ 
invited Hanako." 
As for psych-verbs, some but not others allow the 
referential extension in the subject position. This is shown 
in ( 2 3) . 
(23)a. [NpJiroo (no ??kokoro/?kimochi/koto)] ga Hanako 
GEN heart/feeling/matter NOM 
o yuuutsunishi/nayamase-ta. 
ACC depress/annoy-PAST 
"(The ??heart/?feelings/matter of) Jiroo depressed/ 
annoyed Hanako." 
b. Saikin [ NpJiroo (no *kokoro/*kimochi/*koto)] ga 
recently GEN heart/feeling/matter NOM 
samishi-gat-te i-ru. 
lonely-feel-ing be-PRES 
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"Recently, (the *heart/*feelings/*matter of) Jiroo is 
feeling lonely." 
c. [NpJiroo (no kokoro/kimochi/*koto)] ga shizun-de 
GEN heart/feeling/matter NOM sink-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
" ( The heart/feelings/*matter of) Jiroo is (mentally) 
down." 
The contrasts among the psych-verbs in ( 21) and ( 23) 
clearly demonstrate that the possibility of the referential 
extension is not a property of psych-verbs in general. Such 
a rule cannot therefore be accommodated in the structure of 
the psych-verb construction. 
Finally, in Belletti & Rizzi's analysis, D-structure is 
the only possible level in the psych-verb construction at 
which the c-command requirement on the antecedent-anaphor 
relation can be met. Therefore, the rule of referential 
extension in (19), if it was adopted at all, must apply at 
a level other than D-structure, as illustrated in (24). 
( 2 4) D-structure l <-----(19)? 
S-structure 
<-----(19)? 
PF LF 
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This, however, violates the projection principle (see (11) 
in section 2.2) since the head of an NP at D-structure will 
be changed into the SPEC of that NP at either S-structure or 
LF ( or PF) . 
The above facts point to the conclusion that the main 
object NP in the psych-verb construction cannot be the 
antecedent of the reflexive pronoun jibun in the main 
subject. Consequently, Belletti & Rizzi's analysis of 
Italian psych-verbs cannot be extended to Japanese. 
6.6 Abstract IP structure 
This section argues that the subject of a psych-verb 
construction is the object complement of an abstract verb 
WAKAR which roughly means "realize/be aware of/understand/ 
perceive". 
6.6.1 Insight 
N. Mccawley (1976: 111, 113) claims that a psych-verb 
construction like the one in (25) has a deep structure shown 
in ( 2 6) . 
(25) Jibuni no haha ga gan de nakat-ta koto ga 
self GEN mother NOM cancer COP NEG-PAST COMP NOM 
( 2 6) 
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Hiroshii o yorokob-ase-ta. 
ACC be pleased-CADS-PAST 
"That hisi mother did not have cancer made Hiroshi i 
happy• II 
NP NP V 
51 
/ 
\ 6 
S2 CAUSE 
~----.::::... NP 
6 
NP V Hiroshii ga yorokon-da ~ NOM be pleased-PAST 
Jibuni no haha ga gan de naka-ta 
self GEN mother NOM cancer COP NEG-PAST 
In ( 26) there is an abstract predicate EXPERIENCE/PERCEIVE 
under S1 whose subject is coreferential with that of the 
intransitive psych-verb yorokon-da in S2 • N. Mccawley (1976: 
113) justifies this by arguing that "it is not just the 
proposition haha ga gan de nakat-ta 'his mother did not have 
cancer', but Hiroshi's experiencing/perceiving of that 
proposition that caused Hiroshi to become happy ". In her 
analysis (26) goes through three operations to arrive at the 
surf ace structure in ( 25) . First, equi-object deletion 
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deletes Hiroshi in S1 • Second, the abstract higher verb 
EXPERIENCER/PERCEIVE is deleted. Third, verb raising applies 
to S2 which raises yorokon-da to s0 level. 
N. Mccawley (1976: 115) argues that the true antecedent 
of jibun "self" is Hiroshi in S1 ( and not Hiroshi in S2 ) which 
has been deleted in the course of derivation. In this 
section I pursue N. Mccawley' s insight and argue that a 
psych-verb construction like ( 15), repeated as ( 27), is 
embedded in an abstract IP structure (indicated in bold-face 
in ( 2 8) ) • 
(27) [[Hanako ga jibuni o kirat-te i-ru] koto ga 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
[ vpJirooi o yuuutsunishi-te i] -ru] . 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"That Hanako dislikes himi has depressed Jirooi." 
( 2 8) [ cP [ IPproi [ cP [ IPHanako ga j ibuni o kira t-te 
NOM self 
i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-U] 
be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES 
ACC dislike-ing 
KOTO] ga 
COMP NOM 
[~Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"For proi to realize that Hanako dislikes 
self i has depressed Jirooi ." 
The sentential subject in (27) corresponds to an object 
complement of an abstract verb WAKAR meaning "realize/be 
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aware/understand/perceive" in the abstract IP structure in 
( 28). This abstract IP structure contains a pro subject 
which is the binder of the reflexive pronoun jibun "self", 
hence satisfying the subject-antecedent condition on 
reflexivization. This pro subject in turn is pragmatically 
controlled by the matrix object Jiroo (see section 6.8). The 
abstract verb WA.KAR together with the object complement 
denotes Jiroo's realizing/being aware of/ 
understanding/perceiving the proposition, namely that Hanako 
dislikes him. 
6.6.2 Supporting evidence 
The claim that (27) contains an abstract IP structure can 
be supported by the fact that (29), in which the abstract IP 
structure appears overtly, is acceptable. 
(29) [cp[JPproi [cP[IPHanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] ga wakar-u] koto] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM realize-PRES COMP NOM 
[~Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"For proi to realize/be aware of/understand/perceive 
that Hanako dislikes self i has depressed Jirooi . " 
In (29) it is a combination of the proposition Hanako ga 
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jibuni o kira t- te i-ru "Hanako dislikes self ." with the 1.. 
referent of the proi subject Jiroo's becoming aware of that 
propostition, which causes Jirooi to be depressed. It is 
also consistent with Kuno's (1973a: 309-323) claim that the 
notion of 'awareness' is relevant to jibun binding. 
As pointed out by N. Mccawley, when the interpretation of 
the referent of the pro subject's realizing/being aware of/ 
understanding/perceiving a proposition is not available, the 
sentence is unacceptable. (30) makes this point. 
(30) *[Jibuni ga baka de a-ru koto] ga 
self NOM fool COP-ing be-PRES COMP NOM 
Jirooi no koodoo ni araware-te i-ru. 
GEN deed LOC come out-ing be-PRES 
"*That selfi is a fool comes out in Jirooi 's deeds. " 
Unlike (29), (30) is incompatible with the interpretation 
that the referent of the pro subject Jirooi realizes/is 
aware of/understands/perceives the proposition that self i is 
a fool; it is anomalous to say that the referent of the pro 
subject Jirooi 's realizing/being aware of/understanding/ 
perceiving the proposition that self i is a fool comes out in 
his i deeds. 
The acceptability contrast between (6)a and (6 )b in 
section 6.2, repeated as ( 3l)a and (3l)b, can also be 
attributed to the incompatibil i t y of the abstract IP 
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structure. 
(3l)a. *Jibun . ni-tsuite-no uwasa l. ga Johni o yoku 
self about 
byooshashi-te 1-ru. 
describe-ing be-PRES 
gossip NOM ACC well 
"*The gossip about himself i describes Johni well. " 
b. Jibuni ni-tsuite-no uwasa ga Johni o 
self about gossip NOM ACC 
yuuutsunishi-te 1-ru. 
depress-ing be-PRES 
"The gossip about himselfi depresses Johni ." 
( 31 )b but not ( 31 )a is compatible with the abstract 
predicate WAKAR "realize/be aware of/understand/perceive " . 
It is anomalous to say that a combination of the content of 
the gossip about Johni and his i realizing it describes Johni 
well in (3l)a. On the other hand, it makes sense to say that 
a combination of the content of the gossip about Johni and 
his i realizing it causes Johni to be depressed. Hence (3l)b 
and not (3l)a is acceptable. 
As observed by Yatabe (1993: 68), jibun "self " , jibun-
jishin "self-self " and kare "he " in the sentential subject 
of psych-verb constructions like (32)a and (33)a behave as 
if they are controlled by the subject of the higher clause, 
as in (32)b and (33)b respectively. 
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(32)a. [Jibuni/jibun-jishini /*karei ga yowai koto] ga 
self/self-self/he NOM weak COMP NOM 
Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-ta. 
ACC depress-PAST 
"That selfi/self-selfi/*hei is weak has depressed 
Jiroo .. " 1 
b. Jirooi ga [jibuni/jibun-jishini/*ka~ei ga yowai] 
NOM self/self-self/he NOM weak 
koto ga wakat-te i-ru. 
COMP NOM realize-ing be-PRES 
"Jirooi realizes/is aware/understands/perceives that 
(33)a. [Hanako ga jibuni/*jibun-jishini/karei o 
NOM self/self-self/he ACC 
kirat-te 1-ru koto] ga Jirooi o nayamase-ta. 
dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM ACC annoy-PAST 
"That Hanako dislikes selfi/*self-selfi/himi annoyed 
Jiroo . . " 1 
b. Jirooi ga [Hanako ga jibuni /*jibun-jishini /karei o 
NOM 
kirat-te i-ru] 
NOM self/self-self/he 
koto ga wakat-ta. 
dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM realize-PAST 
ACC 
"Jirooi realized/was aware/understood/perceived that 
Hanako dislikes self i /*self-self i /himi . " 
The above fact is consistent with the argument that the 
sentential subject in the psych-verb construction is embedded 
in the abstract IP structure. 
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It was shown in section 6.4 that topicalization of the 
theme subject NP in the psych-verb construction reduces the 
acceptability of the sentence. 
given below. 
The relevant examples are 
(34)a. Sano koto ga/??wa Jiroo o yuuutsunishi-te i-ru. 
that matter NOM/??TOP ACC depres·s-ing be-PRES 
"That matter depresses Jiroo." 
b. Sano koto ga/??wa Jiroo o nayamase-te i-ru. 
that matter NOM/??TOP ACC annoy-ing be-PRES 
"That matter annoys Jiroo." 
The internal structures of (34)a and (34)b are given in 
(35)a and (35)b respectively. 
( 35) a. [ proi sono koto ga/??wa WAKAR-U koto] ga 
that matter NOM/??TOP WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
Jirooi o yuuutsunishi-te 1-ru. 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"[For proi to realize that matter(NOM/??TOP) J 
depresses Jirooi ." 
b. [proi sono koto ga/??wa WAKAR-U koto] ga 
that matter NOM/??TOP WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
Jirooi o nayamase-te 1-ru. 
ACC annoy-ing be-PRES 
" [For proi to realize that matter(NOM/??TOP ) ] annoys 
Jiroo . . " 1. 
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The impossibility of topicalization in the above examples 
can be attributed to Shibatani's (1990: 263) observation that 
the distinction between the topic particle wa and the 
nominative Case ga is neutralized in an embedded clause and 
that it is "generally only the ga version [that] obtains in 
an embedded clause". The impossibility of topicalizing sono 
koto "that matter" in (34)a and (34)b then ·follows from the 
fact that sono koto "that matter" appears in an embedded 
clause. 
6.6.3 Uniformity of 0-assignment hypothesis 
So far, I have argued that the subject of the psych-verb 
construction is embedded in the abstract IP structure; it is 
a complement of the abstract predicate WAKAR, meaning 
"realize/be aware of/understand/perceive". Given that the 
abstract predicate WAKAR is required in the analysis of the 
psych-verb construction, the existence of the abstract IP 
structure can independently be supported by the uniformity 
of 8-assignment hypothesis, a theoretical principle proposed 
by Baker (1988b). 
(36) The uniformity of 8-assignment hypothesis 
Identical thematic relationships between items are 
represented by identical structural relationships 
between those items at the level of D-structure. 
(Baker 1988b: 46) 
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According to (36), all phrases must appear in the position 
that the 8-role they receive is assigned to at D-structure. 
The abstract predicate WAKAR "realize/be aware of/ 
understand/perceive" can be considered to take an 
agent/experiencer role and a theme role. Accordingly, the 
uniformity of 8-assignment hypothesis makes sure that these 
two 8-roles are projected to the subject argument, which in 
my analysis is realized as a pro, and the object argument 
respectively. 
6.7 Crossing constraint 
It was argued in Chapter 5 that an example like (37) (=49b 
in section 5.6) is unacceptable due to the crossing 
constraint (see (45) in section 5.5}, which is restated as 
(38). Note that (37) is"*?" in Saito and Hoji's (1983: 250) 
judgement and"??" in Saito's (1991: 55) judgement. 
ACC NOM self ACC 
kirat-te i-ru] koto] ga [ vPt i yuuutsunishi-te 
dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing 
i] -ru] ] . 
be-PRES 
" ??Jirooi , that Hanako dislikes self i has 
depressed t i . " 
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(38) Crossing constraint 
Scrambling of X over Y is blocked if (a) and (b ) : 
a. X and Y are assigned the same Case. 
b. there is no more than one barrier between the 
scrambled X and Y. 
In my analysis (37) has (39) as its internal structure. 
( 3 9) ? ? [ 1P1 J irooi o [ 1P1 [ cP1 [ u zproi [ cP3 [ u3Hanako ga 
ACC NOM 
jibuni o kirat-te i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-RU] KOTO] 
self ACC dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES COMP 
ga [wti yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru]]. 
NOM depress-ing be-PRES 
" ??Jirooi , for proi to REALIZE/BE AWARE/ UNDERSTAND/ 
PERCEIVE that Hanako dislikes self i has depressed t i . " 
( 4 0) 
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The abstract IP structure, indicated by the dotted circle, 
contains three maximal projections, namely, CP3 , VP 2 and IP 2 • 
However, none of them will become a barrier since they are 
all L-marked. In fact, whether or not IP 2 is L-marked does 
not alter the situation here. This is because IP, by 
definition, is a barrier only when it immediately dominates 
a BC (see (30) in section 5.3.4). Although IP 2 dominates VP 2 , 
VP 2 is not a BC. Hence, IP2 will not become a barrier. 
As far as the number of barriers between the scrambled 
accusative NP i Jiroo in the main clause and the accusative 
reflexive pronoun jibuni II self 11 in IP3 is concerned, 
therefore, ( 4 0) is the same as ( 3 7), the one without the 
abstract IP structure: CP 1 is the only barrier between these 
two accusative NPs (see (50) in section 5.6). Consequently, 
(40) will be subject to the crossing constraint in (38). 
6.8 Pragmatically controlled pro 
In my analysis the pro subject in the sentential subject 
is coindexed with the matrix object. However, the matrix 
object cannot structurally bind the pro subject since it is 
within a VP node. What then determines the coindexation of 
the pro subject with the matrix object in the psych-verb 
construction? It appears that such a coindexation is 
determined by discourse factors. 
In the light of the contrast like the one in (41), Iida 
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(1992: 317) claims that the only syntactic constraint that 
the zero pnonoun binding requires is (42). 
( 41) a. * [ uTarooi ga proi hihanshi-ta] . 
NOM criticize-PAST 
"Tarooi criticized himselfi." 
b. [ uTaroo ga [ ppHanakoi no-tame-ni] proi 
NOM GEN-sake-BENF 
uchiake-ru koto ni shi-ta]. 
confide-PRES COMP DAT decide-PAST 
jijitsu o 
fact ACC 
" (lit.) Taroo decided to confide the fact to heri for 
Hanakoi' s sake.", that is, "Taroo decided to confide 
the fact to Hanakoi for heri sake." 
(42) The minimal binding constraint (Principle B) 
A zero pronoun is not coindexed with its coarguments. 
The minimal binding constraint in (42) is equivalent to 
the principle B of Government and Binding Theory (see (24) 
in section 2.4). In our terms, (42) means that a pro must 
be free in its governing category. In (41)a proi is bound by 
the antecedent Tarooi in its governing category, which is IP. 
(4l)a, therefore, violates the principle B/the minimal 
binding constraint, hence the unacceptability of (41)a. 
(41)b, on the other hand, observes this constraint: since the 
antecedent Hanakoi is inside PP, it cannot bind proi . 
Therefore, proi in (41)b is free in its governing category 
IP, hence the acceptability of (41)b. 
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Since (43)a and (43)b exhibit the same syntactic structure 
and observe the principle B/the minimal binding constraint, 
Iida ( 1992: 311) argues that the acceptability contrast 
between (43)a and (43)b is due to some discourse factors. 
otokoi ga izen dooseishi-te i-ta] 
certain man NOM before live with-ing be-PAST 
josei] ga proi uttae-ta. 
woman NOM sue-PAST 
"The woman who a certain mani used to live with sued 
him, o II 
J.. 
dooseishi-te i-ta] 
NOM before live with-ing be-PAST 
josei] ga proi uttae-ta. 
woman NOM sue-PAST 
"The woman who Tarooi used to live with sued himi. " 
Iida (1992: 312) states that "the speaker's identification 
with the antecedent NP is more easily obtained by the use of 
a definite NP" Taroo in ( 4 3) b than by the use of an 
indefinite NP aru otoko "certain man" in ( 4 3) a. The 
definiteness of the antecedent corelates with its prominence 
in the zero pronoun binding. The less prominent a potential 
antecedent of the zero pronoun, the harder for the speaker's 
identification with that antecedent to be obtained. This 
reflects the acceptability contrast between (43)a and (43)b. 
Note that the discourse notion 'prominence' also accounts 
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for the fact that when Hanako in (4l)b is replaced by an 
indefinite NP aru hi to "certain person", the resultant 
sentence, shown in (44), becomes unacceptable. 
( 44) * [ IPTaroo ga [Nparu no tame] 
jijitsu 
fact 
NOM certan person GEN benifit BENF 
o uchiake-ru koto ni shi-ta]. 
ACC confide-PRES COMP DAT decide-PAST 
"(lit.)Taroo decided to confide the fact to heri for 
a certain personi's sake.", that is, "Taroo decided 
to confide the fact to a certain personi for heri 
sake." 
Consider the following S-structures in (45), (46), (47) 
and (48). (45) to (47) correspond to (7), (9)a and (9)b 
(taken from Saito & Hoji 1983: 248-249) respectively in 
section 5.2. The grammaticality judgements are theirs. 
( 4 5) [ cP [ IPproi [ IP [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kira t-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-U] KOTO] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
[~Jiroo i o yuuutsunishi-te i]-ru. PROPER NOUN 
ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"For proi to REALIZE/BE AWARE/UNDERSTAND/PERCEIVE that 
Hanako dislikes selfi has depressed Jirooi. " 
( 4 6) ? * [ cP [ IPproi [ IP [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kira t-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
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i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-U] KOTO] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
[ vpdaremo; o yuuutsunishi-te i ]-ru. QUANTIFIED NP 
everyone ACC depress-ing be-PRES 
"?*For proi to REALIZE/BE AWARE/UNDERSTAND/PERCEIVE 
that Hanako dislikes selfi has depressed everyonei." 
(47) ?*[cp(uproi [u(cpHanako ga jibuni o kirat-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-U] KOTO] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
[ vpdare; o yuuutsunishi-te i J-ru no? WR-WORD 
who ACC depress-ing be-PRES Q 
"?*Whom; has (the fact) that for proi to REALIZE/BE 
AWARE/UNDERSTAND/PERCEIVE that Hanako dislikes selfi 
depressed ti?" 
( 4 8) ? * [ cP [ uproi [ IP [ cpHanako ga j ibuni o kira t-te 
NOM self ACC dislike-ing 
i-ru] koto] GA WAKAR-U] KOTO] ga 
be-PRES COMP NOM WAKAR-PRES COMP NOM 
hito; 0 yuuutsunishi-te 
certain person ACC depress-ing 
i]-ru. 
be-PRES 
INDEFINITE NP 
"?*For proi to REALIZE/BE AWARE/UNDERSTAND/PERCEIVE 
that Hanako disl i kes selfi has depressed a certain 
personi." 
(45), (46), (47) and (48) exhibit the same syntactic 
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structure. They observe the principle B/the minimal binding 
constraint and yet differ in their acceptability. 
Significantly, the antecedent of the pro subject in (45) 
is a proper noun Jiroo which inherently has a definite 
reference. On the other hand, the antecedent of the pro 
subject in (46), (47) and (48) is respectively a quantified 
NP daremo "everyone", a wh-word dare "who" and an indefinite 
NP aru hi to "certain person", which by definition do not have 
a specific reference. Accordingly, I argue that, while the 
definite matrix object NP Jiroo in (45) can control the pro, 
the indefinite matrix object NPs daremo "everyone" in (46), 
dare "who" in ( 4 7) and aru hi to "certain person" in ( 4 8) 
cannot control the pro. This is because the potential 
antecedent of the pro needs to be prominent in a given 
discourse and definite NPs but not indefinite NPs can be 
prominent in discourse. 
6.9 Bijection principle and weak crossover 
So far, 
"self" in 
I have argued that the reflexive pronoun jibun 
the sentential subject of the psych-verb 
construction is bound by the pro subject, which in turn is 
controlled by the main object. This is illustrated below. 
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( 4 9 ) [ u proi [ cP [ IP •.• j ibuni ... ] koto] ga [ vP X i ••• ] ] • 
self COMP NOM 
syntactically bound 
pragmatically controlled 
Given the structure in (49), the unacceptability of (37), 
repeated as (50), cannot be attributed to the violation of 
the bijection principle (see (5) in section 5.1), restated 
in ( 51 ) . 
ACC NOM self ACC 
kirat-te i-ru] koto] ga [ vp t i yuuutsunishi-te 
dislike-ing be-PRES COMP NOM depress-ing 
i]-ru]J. 
be-PRES 
"??Jirooi , that Hanako dislikes self i has 
depressed t i ." 
(51) The bijection principle 
Every variable is locally bound by one and only 
one A'-position and every A'-position locally 
binds one and only one A-position. 
(Koopman & Sportiche 1982: 146 ) 
As illustrated in ( 52 ) , Jiroo in ( 50 ) , which c a n be 
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assumed to be in an A'-position, A'-binds only one variable 
ti. This is because the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" is 
now A-bound by the pro subject, which in turn is 
pragmatically controlled by the trace ti of the main object 
Jiroo. 
(52) ??[u1Jirooi o [u1proi [cp1 (rP2·. jibuni o · .. ] koto] ga (vpti 
ACC self ACC COMP NOM 
A-binding 
pragmatically controlled 
. . . ] ] ] . 
A'-binding 
There is nothing wrong with (52), as far as binding is 
concerned. What is wrong with (52), however, is that it is 
subject to the crossing constraint in (38): the scrambled 
accusative NP Jiroo crosses the accusative reflexive pronoun 
jibun "self" in IP2 • 
In short, the pro subject in the psych-verb construction 
points to the correctness of the crossing constraint 
developed in Chapter 5 and disfavours Saito & Hoji's (1983) 
weak crossover analysis which is solely based on this 
construction. 
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6.10 Zero pronoun 
Saito (1985) and Hoji (1985, 1986, 1988) claim that a zero 
pronoun in Japanese also exhibits the effect of weak 
crossover. The examples below are taken from Hoji (1988: 
9 5) . 
(53)a. Daremoi ga [Np[uproi hitome proj mi-ta] 
everyone NOM at glance see-PAST 
hitoj o] suki-ni-nat-ta. 
person ACC fall in love-PAST 
"Everyonei fell in love with the person that hei 
took a glance at." 
b. * [ NP [ cppro j hi tome proi mi-ta] hi to j ga] 
at glance see-PAST person NOM 
[wdaremoi o . suki-ni-nat-ta]. 
everyone ACC fall in love-PAST 
"*The person that took a glance at himi fell in 
love with everyonei ." 
Hoji argues that (53)b but not (53)a fits into the weak 
crossover configuration. His argument is along the following 
lines. In (53)a the quantified NP daremo c-commands pro and 
hence this pro can be interpreted as a bound pronoun (see 
(54) in section 5.6). On the other hand, in (53)b the same 
quantified NP does not c-command proi . Therefore, this proi 
cannot be interpreted as a bound pronoun and the effect of 
weak crossover arises at LF. 
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Hoji ( 1988: 95) states that "when [ the quantified NP 
daremo "everyone" in (53)b] is replaced by a referential NP 
such as John, [as in (54),] the resulting sentence allows 
coreference, regardless of the c-cornmand relation between 
[John] and the pro". This is because, he argues, in such a 
case there is no abstract movement involved at LF. 
( 54) [ NP [ cppro 1 hi tome proi mi-ta] hito1 ga] Johni o 
one glance see-PAST person NOM ACC 
suki-ni-nat-ta. 
fall in love-PAST 
"The person that took a glance at himi fell in love 
with Johni. " 
Hoji' s weak crossover account, however, cannot be correct. 
The following sentence, based on Yatabe (1993: 100), is not 
acceptable, despite the fact that aru onna no hi to "a certain 
woman" is not a quantified NP. 
(55) ?*[NP[cppro1 hitome proi mi-ta] 
one glance see-PAST person NOM 
aru onna no hitoi o suki-ni-nat-ta. 
certain woman GEN person ACC fall in love-PAST 
"?*The person that took a glance at heri fell 
in love with a certain woman . . " l. 
In order to maintain the weak crossover account, Yatabe 
(1993: 100) assumes that "indefinites are quantifier 
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expressions" and therefore that they exhibit the weak 
crossover effect at LF, hence the ungrammaticality of (55). 
However, the following example shows that Yatabe' s assumption 
is untenable. 
(56) ??[NP[cpproJ hitome proi mi-ta] 
one glance see-PAST person NOM 
[ano rei no onna no hito]i o 
that in question woman GEN person ACC 
suki-ni-nat-ta. 
fall in love-PAST 
"??The person that took a glance at heri fell in love 
with [that woman in question]i." 
[ ano rei no onna no hi to J "tha t woman in question 11 • in ( 5 6 ) 
is as much a definite NP as John in (54). Yet (56) is not 
acceptable. 
It appears that the unacceptability of (53)b and (55) is 
not due to the effect of weak crossover. Just like the pro 
subject in the sentential subject of the psych-verb 
construction, the pro object in these examples is not 
preceded by the anatecedent nor is it c-commanded by it. 
I argue that the pro object in 
pragmatically controlled. Hence, 
these examples is also 
as in the case of the 
coindexation of the pro subject with the matrix object in the 
psych-verb construction, what is relevant in these examples 
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is the prominence of the antecedent of the pro at the time 
of the discourse. It is not the definiteness of the 
antecedent of the pro object, as evidenced by the 
unacceptability of ( 5 6) . In ( 5 6) both the speaker and the 
addressee can well identify ano rei no onna no hito "that 
woman in question" . However, this entity has not yet been 
registered in the addressee's mind that it plays the 
prominent role in discourse: it is not prominent enough such 
that it can be anticipated by the addressee to appear as a 
zero pronoun in that position. As a result, it is difficult 
for it to control the pro. 30 
This suggests that in a context where ano rei no onna no 
hi to "that woman in question" is prominent at the time of 
discourse such that its appearance as a zero pronoun can be 
anticipated by the addressee, (56) will become acceptable. 
As the following conversation between speaker A and speaker 
B shows, this seems to be the case. 
(57) A: ano rei no onna no hito . no koto nan-
that in question woman GEN person GEN matter COP-
da kedo, 
COP-PRES but 
"About the matter of that woman in question, 
(58) B: Un, nani? 
yeah what 
II 
30 Iida (1992: 321 ) also argues for the importance of 
contexual information in the interpretation of the zero 
pronoun in the typical weak crossover configuration. 
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"Yeah, what?" 
(59) A: [pro1 hitome proi mi-ta] kachoo-san1J ga 
one glance see-PAST section chief NOM 
[ ano rei no onna no hi to] i [+PR0MJ o 
that in question woman GEN person ACC 
suki-ni-nat-ta nde-sut-te. 
fall in love-PAST would you believe 
"The section chief that took a glance at heri fell 
in love with [ that woman in question] i [+PR0M J, 
would you believe?" 
By the time Speaker A utters (59), the object NP [ano rei 
no onna no hito} "that woman in question" will have been 
established as playing a prominent role in discourse. Hence, 
it can pragmatically control the pro object. 
6.11 LF-binding of pragmatically controlled pro 
How can we formalize the 'pragmatically controlled' pro 
in (45), (54) and (59)? I argue that the coindexation of the 
pro subject with the matrix object NP in (45) and that of the 
pro object with the matrix object NP in (54) and (59) are 
possible because the matrix object NP in these examples 
carries the feature [+PROM], a feature that licenses a 
functional category PRAG r+PROMJ ( see section 3 .10 ) . 
Accordingly, I assume that (54), for example, has (60) as its 
LP-structure. 
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(54) [Np(cpproJ hitome proi mi-ta] hitoJ ga] Johni o 
(60) 
one glance see-PAST person NOM ACC 
suki-ni-nat-ta. 
fall in love-PAST 
"The person that took a glance at himi fell in love 
with Johni. " 
PRAG[+PROM] 
liROM] PRAG' [ +PROM] 
John o IP PRAG[+PROM] 
NP ga I ' 
/ 
CP NP 
~6 
VP I 
pro J hi tome proi mi-ta hitoJ /\66 
t . 
1. t k suki-ni-nat ta 
LF-raising u 
I argue that proi in CP is 'pragmatically controlled' by 
the matrix object John at LF because the latter undergoes LF-
raising to the [Spec, PRAGP r+PROMJ J position, and from there it 
can bind pro i . 
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As for unacceptable sentences like (46), (47), (48), 
( 53 )b, ( 55) and ( 56), I argue the following. The matrix 
object fails to 'pragmatically control' the pro subject or 
pro object because it does not carry the feature [+PROM]. 
Accordingly, it cannot undergo LF-raising and hence cannot 
bind the pro subject or pro object. Now consider the 
following pair. 
( 61) a. * [ NP [ cpAru hi toi ni urami o idak-u] dareka] 
certain person DAT grudge ACC hold-PRES somone 
ga 
NOM 
proi osot-ta (ni-chigai-nai). 
attack-PAST must 
"Someone who bears a grudge against a certain personi 
(must) have attacked heri." 
b. [ NP [ cpHanakoi ni urami o idak-u] dareka] ga 
DAT grudge ACC hold-PRES someone NOM 
proi osot-ta (ni-chigai-nai). 
attack-PAST must 
"Someone who bears a grudge against Hanakoi (must) 
have attacked heri ." 
In both (6l)a and (6l)b the relativized NP dareka 
"someone" is a quantified NP, an NP which does not carry the 
feature [+PROM]. (6l)a contains an indefinite NP aru hito 
"certain person" while (6l)b contains a proper noun Hanako 
in the relative clause that modifies the subject NP dareka 
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"someone" . 3 1 Thus, the latter but not the former can be 
considered to carry the feature [+PROM]. 
I assume that the feature [+PROM] of the subject Hanako 
in (6l)b is percolated to the relative clause CP and then to 
the NP that dominates both the relative clause CP and the 
head NP dareka "someone". As a result, the ·whole complex NP 
in ( 61) b ( but not 6 la) can move to the [Spec, PRAGP [+PROM J] 
position. This is illustrated in the following LF-structure. 
( 6 2 ) PRAGP l +PROM] 
NPk[+PROM J ga 
~OM] 
_______ 6 A PRAG [+PROM] 
pro1 Hanakoi ni urami o idak-u dareka1 I ' 
[+PROM] 
VP I 
I\ 
LF-raising 
V' V I /\ L L 
t m osot ta 
u 
31 
( 61) b is a counter-example to Kuna' s ( 19 7 3a: 254 ) 
claim that "what is relativized is not just an ordinary noun 
phrase, but the theme ( NP-wa) of the relative clause " : the 
quantified NP dareka "someone " cannot be followed by the 
thematic or topic wa, as in *dareka-wa (cf. C. Kitagawa 1982, 
J. Mccawley 1976, Matsumoto 1988, 1990, 1991 and Kameshima 
1989 ) . 
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NPk, the Spec of PRAGP r+PROM J, carries the feature [ +PROM] of 
the dative object Hanako in CP through percolation and c-
commands proi in the matrix object position, which then makes 
possible the coindexation of Hanakoi with proi. 
consider (63)a (=43a) and (63)b (=43b). 
Finally, 
( 6 3 ) a . * [ NP [ cpAru otokoi ga izen dooseishi-te i-ta] 
certain man NOM before live with-ing be-PAST 
josei] ga proi uttae-ta. 
woman NOM sue-PAST 
"The woman who a certain mani used to live with sued 
him .. II 
1. 
dooseishi-te i-ta] 
NOM before live with-ing be-PAST 
josei] ga proi uttae-ta. 
woman NOM sue-PAST 
"The woman who Tarooi used to live with sued himi ." 
In both (63)a and (63)b the relativized NP josei "woman" 
can be considered to have the feature [+PROM] since such a 
relativized NP is generaly considered to be the theme/topic 
of that clause (cf. Kuna 1973a). Thus in both cases the 
complex NP subject can be assumed to LF-raise to the 
[Spec, PRAGP r+PROMJ J position. Note that the relativized NP 
josei "woman" in (63)a and (63)b cannot bind the pro object 
since such a binding results in the violation of the 
principle B/the minimal binding constraint. Accordingly, the 
possibility that the relativized NP josei "woman " binds the 
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pro subject at LF is also excluded. 
At this point, the structures of (63)a and (63)b parallel 
those of (6l)a and (6l)b respectively. The acceptability of 
(63)a and (63)b then hinges on the prominence of the subject 
NP in the relative clause. Since a proper noun Taroo in 
( 63 )b but not an indefinite NP aru otoko "certain man" in 
(63)a can carry the feature [+PROM], (63)b but not (63)a 
results in acceptability. The LF-representation of (63)b is 
given below. 
( 6 4) PRAGP [ +PROM2) / [ +PROMl] 
NP k[ +PROM2] / [ +PROMl] ga 7~ROM1]/[+PROM2] 
6PROM1 ] IP PRAG [+PROM1]/[+PROM2] 
josei I , 
[+PROM2] [+PROMl] I~ 
VP I 
I 
LF-raising A ii L 
t m uttae ta 
V 
The feature [ +PROM2] of the subject Taroo in ( 64) is 
percolated to the relative clause CP and then to NP k which 
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dominates both the relative clause CP and the head NP josei 
"woman". Since NPk with the feature [ +PROM2] c-commands the 
proi object, Taroo with that feature can be coindexed with 
the proi object. 
6.12 Conclusion 
This chapter looked at the structure of psych-verbs that 
takes the theme subject and the experiencer object, the very 
construction on which the previous analysis of weak crossover 
in Japanese has been based. It was argued that the theme 
subject is a complement of an abstract predicate WA.KAR 
meaning "realize/be aware of/understand/perceive". This 
abstract predicate WA.KAR takes the pro subject. The pro 
subject can be pragmatically controlled by the experiencer 
object when this experiencer object carries the feature 
[+PROM]. 
The abnormal 
sections 6. 2 and 
properties 
6. 4 follow 
of psych-verbs discussed in 
from the existence of this 
abstract structure. In this account an antecedent-anaphor 
relation in the psych-verb construction is no longer 
exceptional. Since the reflexive pronoun jibun "self" 
appearing in the theme subject position is bound by the pro 
subject, reflexization in this construction is no longer 
backward reflexivization. It conforms to the widely accepted 
view that reflexivization in Japanese is triggered 
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exclusively by the grammatical function subject (Kuroda 1965, 
Harada 1973, Kuno 1977, Shibatani 1977). 
I argued that what has been assumed in the literature to 
be the effect of weak crossover is induced by two factors. 
One is by the crossing constraint developed in Chapter 5 
which applies at S-structure. The other is the failure to 
bind the pro subject by the experiencer object at LF. The 
latter case takes place when the experiencer object does not 
carry the feature [+PROM] and hence cannot LF-raise to the 
[Spec, PRAGP[+PROMJ] position, a position that makes possible the 
binding of the pro subject by the experiencer object. I also 
argued that, like the reflexive pronoun jibun "self", the 
zero pronoun in Japanese does not exhibit the effect of weak 
crossover either. 
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CHAPTER 7 SUBJECT-LICENSING 
7.0 Introduction 
Sentences like (l)a and (l)b are generally considered to 
exhibit the same syntactic structure. This holds regardless 
of whether they are derived by Move a or base-generated. 
(l)a. Taroo ga kami ga naga-i. 
NOM hair NOM long-PRES 
"Taroo has long hair." 
b. Taroo ga otoosan ga shin-da. 
NOM father NOM die-PAST 
"Taroo's father died." 
(l)a and (l)b are headed by a one-place predicate and yet 
contain more than one nominative NP on the surface, hence the 
term multiple-subject constructions. 
In this chapter I argue that (l)a and (l)b are 
syntactically different. In particular, I argue that the 
outer nominative NP that does not receive a 8-role from the 
predicate can be licensed at D-structure as a syntactic 
subject by a POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation or by what Saito 
(1982: 9) refers to as an ABOUTNESS relation. I term the 
multiple-subject construction involving the POSSESSOR-
POSSESSED relation a 'PPM construction' and the one involving 
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the ABOUTNESS relation a 'ABM construction' . (l)a is an 
example of the PPM construction and (l)b an example of the 
ABM construction. 
This chapter demonstrates that subjects in Japanese can 
be licensed at D-structure, independently of the thematic 
structure of the predicate. The thematic structure specifies 
the number and type of the 8-roles ( such as agent and 
patient) of the lexical head which are projected as 
independent syntactic constituents. This chapter shows that 
phrase structure of Japanese requires the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED 
relation and the ABOUTNESS relation as part of the grammar, 
in addition to the projection principle (see (11) in section 
2. 2). It shows that Japanese incorporates semantics and 
pragmatics into the grammar of Japanese. 
This chapter is organized in the following way. Sections 
7. 1 and 7. 2 review the existing literature on multiple-
subject constructions and identify some problems. Section 
7.3 proposes two types of multiple-subject construction, PPM 
and ABM constructions. Section 7.4 justifies the proposed 
structure of the PPM construction by arguing that ( i) a 
subject NP can be interpreted as a POSSESSOR NP of the 
POSSESSED NP in the object position in Japanese as in 
resul ta ti ve constructions ( 7. 4. 1) ; (ii) the POSSESSED 
nominative NP must bear a theme role (7.4.2); and (iii) 
syntactic processes such as passivization (7.4.3), the 
distribution of PRO ( 7. 4. 4), ref lexi vization ( 7. 4. 5) and 
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subject honorification (7.4.6) in the PPM construction show 
that the POSSESSOR NP and not the POSSSESSED NP must be the 
subject. Section 7.5 justifies the proposed structure of the 
ABM construction. It is shown that (i) the ABM construction, 
which requires the ABOUTNESS relation, is subject to the 
property condition at LF (7.5.1-7.5.2). The behaviour of the 
ABM construction in reflexivization (7.5.3), subject 
honorification (7.5.4), and passivization (7.5.5) leads to 
the conclusion that the nominative NPs in this construction 
are subjects. Section 7.6 argues that the nominative Case 
in Japanese is not governed by INFL: it is a default Case. 
7.1 Topic and focus interpretations 
Consider the following multiple-subject constructions. 
( 2 ) Zoo wa/ga hana ga naga-i. 
elephant TOP/NOM nose NOM long-PRES 
"An elephant, the nose is long." 
( 3 ) Yamada wa/ga okusan ga yasashi-i. 
TOP/NOM wife NOM kind-PRES 
"Yamada, the wife is kind. " 
(2) and (3) are best translated as " An elephant has a long 
nose " and "Yamada has a kind wife " respectively. In this 
chapter, however, I follow the Japanese sentence pattern. 
Accordingly, the English counterparts of the nominative NPs 
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in multiple-subject constructions are juxtaposed. 
As noted by Andrews (1985), the topic NP wa in 
multiple-subject constructions in Japanese does not appear 
to have a 'switch-topic force' , the marked topic, 
paraphrasable into English as 'as for X' or 'speaking of X'. 
It is misleading, therefore, to use a 'switch-topic force' 
for the English translation of NP wa, as is frequently done 
in the literature. Chafe (1976: 50) raises the same question 
in his study of Mandarin sentences and notes that "Chinese 
seems to express the information in these cases in a way that 
does not coincide with anything available in English that 
corresponds to the Chinese topic force, and hence there is 
no fully adequate translation". 
As observed by Kuna (1973a) and Kuroda (1986), it is only 
in a main clause that the first occurrence of the nominative 
NP ga in the multiple-subject constructions necessarily 
receives an 'exhaustive listing interpretation X and only X' 
(Kuna 1973a) or a 'focus' (Saito 1982) . 32 Thus, when (2), 
for example, appears in an embedded clause, the first 
occurrence of the nominative NP can be interpreted as either 
a focus or a non-focus. 
32 Kuna (1973a: 49-61) observes that when a predicate 
represents a stable state, the subject NP marked with ga 
receives only the exhaustive listing interpretation 'X and 
only X' in a simple sentence (see section 7.2.1). 
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( 4) Zoo ga hana ga naga-i node omoshiro-i. 
elephant NOM nose NOM long-PRES because interesting-PRES 
"Because elephants, the nose is long, they are 
interesting." 
The contrast between the topic particle wa and the 
nominative Case ga is neutralized in an embedded clause. It 
is "generally only the ga version [that] obtains in an 
embedded clause" (Shibatani 1990: 263). 
will concentrate on the nominative 
construction. 
7.2 Previous analyses 
In this chapter, I 
multiple-subject 
Previous studies of the multiple-subject construction in 
Japanese can be divided into two types, depending on whether 
the structures are derived by NP-movement (Kuna 1973a, Kuroda 
1978, Tonoike 1980a, 1980b) or base-generated (Fukui 1986, 
Fukui & Speas 1986, Kiss 1981, Saito 1982, 1985, Shibatani 
& Cotton 1977, Tateishi 1988, Yatabe 1993) . 33 
follows I will review these two types of analyses. 
7.2.1 Movement analysis 
In what 
Kuna (1973) and Kuroda (1978 ) derive the multiple-subject 
33 See Kang (1989 ) , Yoon ( 1989 ) and Youn ( 1989 ) for 
analyses of the multiple-subject constructions i n Korean. 
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construction from its genitive counterpart by means of 
'subjectivization', stated in (5), in the manner shown in 
( 6). 34 Below, I will outline Kuno' s work. 
(5) Subjectivization (tentative formulation) [optional] 
Change the sentence-initial NP-no to NP-ga, and make 
it the new subject of the sentence. (Kuno 1973a: 71) 
( 6 ) s 
/~ 
NP. S 
i /~ 
NP V/AP 
/\ 
t. NP 1. 
J 
'Subjectivization', stated in (5), is a transformational 
rule. It adjoins the [Spec,NP] to Sand derives (7)b and (7)c 
34 Tonoike (1980a, 1980b) derives the multiple-subject 
construction by what he calls 'intra-subjectivization' which 
creates an inner S, as shown below. 
s 
~ 
( i ) 
NP t i S (y(~s 
His analysis violates the projection principle (see (11) in 
section 2.2). It also violates the empty category principle 
( see ( 2 9) in section 7. 2. 3) since the trace t i is not 
governed by the antecedent NP i . 
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from (7)a, taken from Kuno (1973a: 70-71). 
(7)a. [Bunmeikoku no dansei no heikin jumyoo] 
civilized country GEN male 
ga mijika-i. 
GEN average life-span 
NOM short-PRES 
"Civilized countries's men's average life-span is 
short." 
b. [Bunmeikoku] ga [dansei no heikin jumyoo] 
civilized country NOM male GEN average life-span 
ga mijika-i. 
NOM short-PRES 
"Civilized countries, the men's average life-span 
is short." 
c. [Bunmeikoku no dansei] ga [heikin jumyoo] 
civilized country GEN male NOM average life-span 
ga mijika-i. 
NOM short-PRES 
"Civilized countries's men, the average life-span is 
short." 
'Subjectivization' in (5) can be applied iteratively (Kuno 
1973a: 70). Thus, in (8), taken from Kuno (1973: 71), it has 
been applied again to bunmeikoku "civilized country " in ( 7) c. 
(8) [Bunmeikoku] ga [dansei] ga [heikin jumyoo] 
civilized country NOM male NOM average life-span 
ga mijika-i. 
NOM short-PRES 
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"Civilized countries, the men, the average life-span 
is short." 
The outputs of 'subjectivization' are subject to an 
interpretive rule called 'marking for exhaustive listing' 
stated in ( 9). 35 
(9) Marking for exhaustive listing [obligatory for 
the matrix sentence]: if the predicate of a 
sentence represents a state or a habitual/generic 
action, and if the sentence-initial NP-ga does not 
contain a numeral or quantifier, mark that NP-ga 
as [+exhaustive listing]. (Kuna 1973a: 71) 
(9) is based on Kuno's (1973a: 49-61, 148) following 
observations. When a predicate represents a (stable) state, 
as in (10), only the exhaustive listing interpretation is 
possible. (10) is from Kuna (1973a: 51). 
(10) John ga gakusei de-su. 
NOM student COP-PRES 
"(Of all the people we are talking about) John (and 
only John) is a student. " [EXHAUSTIVE LISTING] 
35 See also Kuroda (1965) for the interpretation of the 
nominative Case ga. 
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On the other hand, when the predicate is non-stative, as 
in (11), the nominative Case ga receives ambiguous 
interpretations between neutral description and exhaustive 
listing. (11) is from Kuna (1973: 148). 
(11) John ga ki-ta. 
NOM come-PAST 
( i) "Oh, John has come. " [NEUTRAL DESCRIPTION] 
(ii) "(Of all the people we are talking about) John 
(and only John) came. [EXHAUSTIVE LISTING] 
If a predicate represents a habitual action, as in (12), 
or a generic action, as in (13), only the exhaustive listing 
interpretation is possible. ( 12) and ( 13) are from Kuna 
(1973: 148). 
(12) John ga mainichi gakkoo ni ik-u. 
NOM every day school LOC go-PRES 
"(Among those under discussion) John (and only John) 
goes to school every day." [EXHAUSTIVE LISTING] 
(13) Ningen ga osokare hayakare shin-u. 
man NOM later sooner die-PRES 
"(Among those under discussion) man ( and only man) dies 
sooner or later." [EXHAUSTIVE LISTING] 
However, "if the subject contains a numeral or quantifier, 
the neutral description interpretation is possible even with 
a stative predicate" (Kuna 1973: 61). 
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(14) Gakusei no daibubun ga dokushin de-su. 
student GEN most NOMM single COP-PRES 
"Most of the students are single." 
[NEUTRAL DESCRIPTION] 
7.2.2 Non-movement analysis 
Fukui (1986), Fukui & Speas (1986), Kiss (1981), Saito 
(1982, 1985), Shibatani & Cotton (1977), Tateishi (1988) and 
Yatabe (1993) argue for the base-generation of the multiple-
subject construction. 
Roughly speaking, ( 15) a represents the structure that 
Kiss (1981), Saito (1982, 1985) and Shibatani & Cotton (1977) 
propose: the initial NP is a base-generated 'focus' with 
nominative Case or 'major subject', which occurs outside the 
proposition, and hence is not an argument. (15)b is proposed 
by Yatabe (1993) who considers that a 'major' subject 
corresponding to the initial NP is 8-marked by the following 
VP, a compositionally created predicate. (15)c is proposed 
by Fukui ( 1986) and Fukui & Speas ( 1986) who argue that 
subjects in Japanese are not entities in the Spec position 
and hence can appear iteratively. (15)d is proposed by 
Tateishi (1988) who argues that the [Spec,IP] and [Spec,VP] 
positions are the only positions in which subjects can appear 
in Japanese. 
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(lS)a. S/CP b. A/VP 
NP S 
A 
NP A/VP 
NP A/VP NP A/V 
[Kiss, Saito, Shibatani & Cotton] [Yatabe] 
c. A/V' d. IP 
NP A/V' NP A/VP 
A 
NP A/V NP A/V 
[Fukui, Fukui & Speas] [ Tateishi J · 
Below, I will briefly discuss these four different 
analyses. As a representative of (lS)a, I will mention 
Saito's analysis here. Saito convincingly argues against the 
movement analysis of the multiple-subject construction in the 
light of the examples in (16)a, (17), (19) and (24), which 
do not have the corresponding genitive counterparts, taken 
from Saito (1982: 7, 13, 14). 
(16)a. Los Angeles ga Nihonjin ga oo-i. 
NOM Japanese NOM many-PRES 
"Los Angeles, there are many Japanese. " 
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b. Los Angeles ni Nihonjin ga oo-i. 
LOC Japanese NOM many-PRES 
"In Los Angeles there are many Japanese. " 
c. *Los Angeles no Nihonjin ga oo-i. 
GEN Japanese NOM many-PRES 
"(lit.)*There are many Los Angeles's Japanese." 
Saito states that, as Kuno (1973a: 76-78) himself points 
out, ( 16 )a is a counter-example to the subjectivization 
because this rule is applicable only to a sentence-initial 
genitive phrase: subjectivization is not applicable to a 
locative phrase like Los Angeles ni in (16)b. As is clear 
from the ungrammaticality of (16)c, (16)a cannot be derived 
by subjectivization. 
Likewise, Saito arges that (17), though somewhat marginal, 
constitutes a counter-example to this rule. 
(17) ?Koo yuu sutairu no monogatari ga [kodomo-tachi ga 
this kind style GEN story NOM child-PL NOM 
naiyoo o totemo yoku rikaisu-ru] . 
content ACC very well understand-PRES 
"The story of this kind of style, children understand 
its content very well. " 
If (17) were to be derived by Move a, it would have the 
following S-structure. 
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(18) ?[Koo yuu sutairu no monogatari] i ga [kodomo-tachi 
this kind style GEN story NOM child-PL 
totemo yoku rikaisu-ru]. 
NOM content ACC very well understand-PRES 
"(lit.)[The story of this kind of style] i , children 
understand [ NP t i the content] very well. " 
(18) violates the rule of subjectivization: the initial 
nominative NP koo yuu sutairu no monogatari "the story of 
this kind of style" does not correspond to the sentence-
initial genitive phrase but to the non-initial genitive 
phrase modifying the object NP naiyoo "content". 
(19) shows that the subjectivization is not descriptively 
adequate. 
(19) ?Kono shu no eiga ga [kodomo ga yorokob-u]. 
this kind GEN movie NOM child NOM enjoy-PRES 
"This kind of movie, children enjoy." 
In the movement analysis (19) would have (20) as its S-
structure. 
(20) ?Kono shu no eigai ga [kodomo ga t i yorokob-u]. 
this kind GEN movie NOM child NOM enjoy-PRES 
"This kind of movie i , children enjoy t i . " 
The initial nominative NP Kono shu no eiga "this kind of 
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movie" in ( 20) does not have the genitive counterpart: it 
corresponds to the object of the predicate yorokob-u "enjoy". 
Saito (1982: 90, 13) states that "when the object seems to 
appear with the nominative case [as in (20)], that nominative 
case is not an object marker but a 'focus' marker" and that 
"if the object is not put into 'focus' [ as in ( 21)], it 
appears with the accusative [ C] ase marker" . · 
(21) Kodomo ga kono shu no eiga o/*ga yorokob-u. 
child NOM this kind GEN movie ACC/NOM enjoy-PRES 
"Children enjoy this kind of movie." 
Examples like (17) and (19) are problematic in the 
movement analysis of the multiple-subject construction. Even 
if we modify the subjectivization in (5) so that it can 
accommodate ( 1 7) and ( 19), it will not be free from a 
problem. Despite the fact that the object modifier koo yuu 
sutairu no monogatari "the story of this kind of style" in 
(17) and the nominative object NP kono shu o eiga "this kind 
of movie" in ( 19) precede the subject NPs kodomo-tachi 
"children" and kodomo "child" respectively, the resultant 
sentences are grammatical. In the movement analysis this is 
unexpected since (22) and (23), which parallel (17) and (19) 
respectively, are ungrammatical. 
(22) *Hanakoi ga [Taroo ga [ ITT t i ringo] o tabe-ta] . 
NOM NOM apple ACC eat-PAST 
"*Hanakoi, Taroo ate [ NP t i apple] . " 
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(23)a. *Tarooi ga [Hanako ga t i suki da] . 
NOM NOM be likable COP-PRES 
"*Tarooi, Hanako likes t " i • 
b. *Tarooi ga [Hanako ga t i tatai-ta]. 
NOM NOM hit-PAST 
"*Tarooi, Hanako hit ti. " 
Generally, the ungrammaticality of (23) is attributed to 
the effect of the specified subject condition (Chomsky 1981a) 
which prohibits the extraction of a constituent out of a 
clause across a specified subject. The grammaticality of 
(17) and (19) raises a problem in the movement analysis of 
the multiple-subject construction. 
(24) is another example that Saito presents for the non-
movement analysis. 
(24) (Jinbunkagaku no naka de wa) gengogaku ga ichiban 
humanities GEN within TOP linguistics NOM most 
[sotsugyoo ga muzukashi-i rashi-i]. 
graduation NOM difficult-PRES seem-PRES 
" ( Among the human sciences, ) it seems that linguistics, 
getting a degree is most difficult. " 
In (24) the initial nominative NP gengogaku " linguistics " 
does not bind any position that it precedes. Hence, Saito 
argues that the multiple-subject construction must be base-
generated. 
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Examples like (17) and (19) are also problematic in 
Yatabe's analysis shown in (lS)b. 
(lS)b. A/VP 
NP A/VP 
NP A/VP 
In Yatabe's analysis the initial nominative NP konoshu no 
eiga "this kind of movie" in (19), for example, receives a 
thematic role compositionally from the rest of the sentence 
in which it is an argument of the lower predicate. This is 
shown in (25). 
(19) ?Kono shu no eiga ga [kodomo ga yorokob-u]. 
this kind GEN movie NOM child NOM enjoy-PRES 
"This kind of movie, children enjoy." 
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(25) 
~~ 
[kono shu no eigaiJ ga NP 2 
kodomo ga NP 3 V 
6 
yorokob-u 
In (25) the complex predicate VP 2 contains a pro in NP 3 
coindexed with NP 1 and assigns a 8-role compositionally to 
NP 1 , a major subject in Yatabe's analysis. This means that 
the major subject NP 1 is at the same time part of the 
predicate VP 2 • This in turn means that the argument NP 1 kono 
shu no eiga "this kind of movie" is assigned two different 
8-roles. This is an undesirable situation because this will 
lead to the violation of the 8-criterion (see (12) in section 
2 • 2) • 
(19) is also problematic for Fukui's (1986) analysis and 
also Fukui & Speas's 1986 shown in (lS)c. 
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(lS)c. V' 
NP V' 
NP V 
Fukui (1986) and Fukui & Speas (1986) make a distinction 
between lexical categories and non-lexical (or functional) 
categories: the former consist of A, N, V and P while the 
latter COMP, INFL and DET. Based on this distinction, they 
propose a new projection system in which lexical categories 
project only to X', allowing free recursion at that level, 
while functional categories project to X", taking a unique 
Spec. They follow Chomsky (1986b) in that each phrasal 
category is assumed to have at most one Spec position. 
However, their view is different from Chomsky's in that all 
categories do not project in the same fashion. 
According to Fukui and Fukui & Speas, ( i) there is a 
parametric variation among languages as to whether or not 
they have functional categories; (ii) Japanese is one of 
those languages that does not have functional categories, and 
hence lacks a unique Spec position in its phrasal categories; 
and (iii) multiple subjects are possible in Japanese because 
"subject in this language stays within a projection of V " 
(Fukui 1986: 238), a syntactic level at which iteration is 
allowed (cf. (4) in section 2.1). Their analysis, however, 
faces the same problem as Yatabe's analysis with respect to 
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(17) and particularly (19). In fact, an example like (19) 
is problematic to any VP-subject analysis that uses semantic 
predication. 
(lS)d is proposed by Tateishi (1988). 
(lS)d. IP 
NP VP 
~-
IP-internal initi ____ _ V 
VP-internal initial subject 
Tateishi argues that there can only be two 'subjects' in 
Japanese, a 'VP-internal initial subject' in the [Spec,VP] 
position and an 'IP-internal initial subject' in the 
[Spec,IP] position. When the multiple-subject construction 
consists of three nominative NPs, he would argue that it 
exhibits either (26)a or (26)b depending on the dialect. 36 
36 Tateishi ( 19 88) observes five different dialectal 
patterns in multiple-subject constructions among which three 
dialects allow more than two nominative NPs. 
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(26)a. 
I ' 
NP N 
D 
VP I 
N 
D 
NP2 V 
r 
IP-internal initial subject N 
6 
I 
VP-internal initial subject 
In Tateishi's analysis, X1 in (26)a is a 'genitive 
subconstituent' of X2 , and X2 itself occupies a unique 
[Spec,IP] position and thus is an IP-internal initial 
subject. X3 in (26)a is a VP-internal initial subject. 
In (26)b X2 is a genitive subconstituent and is associated 
with the VP-internal initial subject X3 instead of the IP-
internal initial subject X1 • 
b. 
i 
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IP 
I' 
/~ 
VP I 
V 
IP-internal initial subject NP 
I 
N 
6 
X 2-ga VP-internal initial subject 
Tateishi agrees with other linguists such as Fukui (1986), 
Y. Kitagawa (1986), Kuroda (1986), Sportiche (1987) and Saito 
(1982) in that the rightmost nominative NP in multiple-
subject constructions receives a 8-role from the head. Thus, 
in his analysis X 3 in (26)a and (26)b is 8-marked by the head 
V and occupies a unique [Spec,VP] position. 37 
To account for the Case marking of genitive 
subconstituents, he argues that they are Case marked with ga 
37 Tateishi (1988) 
in that he posits two 
subject construction, 
relation is observed 
position. 
shares the same view as Kuroda (1978) 
different sources for the multiple-
depending on whether the genitive 
at the [Spec,IP] or the [Spec,VP] 
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by a 'percolation mechanism' that allows the nominative Case 
of the Spec of IP and VP to spread down to their NP-
Specifiers as long as the genitive relation to the 
immediately following 'subject' is satisfied. Case marking 
of the nominative NP is discussed in section 7.6. 
Since adverbs cannot appear between nouns . dominated by an 
NP, Tateishi' s analysis predicts that in ( 26) a an adverb 
cannot intervene between X1 and X2 dominated by NP 1 • 
Likewise, his analysis predicts that in (26)b an adverb is 
not expected to appear between X2 and X3 dominated by NP 2 • As 
pointed out by Heycock (1993: 175-8), this would incorrectly 
predict that adverbs cannot enter between every nomi native X. 
As the grammaticality of (27) (based on Heycock) shows, 
however, this is not the case. 
(27) Bunmeikoku ga [saikin] dansei ga 
civilized country NOM recently male NOM 
[ippantekini] heikin jumyoo ga mijika-i. 
generally average life-span NOM short-PRES 
"[Recently] civilized countries, the men, [generally] 
the average life-span is short. " 
The grammaticality of (27) demonstrates that, contrary to 
Tateishi's analysis, none of the nominative Xs is a 'genitive 
subconstituent' . In addition, Ta teishi' s analysis is not 
descriptively adequate since not all multiple-subject 
constructions satisfy the genitive relation. 
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So far, we have seen that the movement analysis is not 
tenable. We have also seen that apart from Saito's analysis 
shown in ( 15) a, the other non-movement analyses shown in 
(15)b-(15)d are problematic with respect to examples like 
(17) and (19). In the next section, I will point out some 
theoretical problems arising from the movement analysis. 
7.2.3 Barrier and empty category principle 
When there is more than one NP to be subjectivized, as in 
the case of (8), repeated as (28), a binding relationship 
between the Spec of NP and its trace will violate standard 
assumptions about movement. 
(28) [Bunmeikoku] ga [dansei] ga [heikin jumyoo] 
civilized country NOM male 
ga mijika-i. 
NOM short-PRES 
NOM average life-span 
"Civilized countries, the men, the average life-span 
is short." 
(28) violates the empty category principle (see (51) in 
section 2.7), restated in (29). 
(29) Empty category principle 
Traces must be properly governed. (Chomsky 1982: 7 ) 
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The definition of 'proper government' (see (52) in section 
2.7) is restated in (30). 
(30) a properly governs~ iff a 8-governs or antecedent-
governs ~- (Chomksy 1986b: 17) 
Unlike the object, which is 8-governed by .its head V
0
, the 
Spec of NP that undergoes subjectivization is not 8-governed 
by the head N (see (14) in section 2.3 for the definition of 
'government'). Therefore, it can only be properly governed 
in a chain by antecedent government. A chain is a link 
between the position of a moved element and that of its 
trace. The antecedent government is defined as follows. 
(31) Antecedent government holds of a link (a,~) of a 
chain, where a governs~- (Chomsky 1986b: 17) 
Given this, consider the S-structure of (28), which is 
shown in ( 3 2 ) . 
( 3 2) 
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IP2 
-L-ma~ 
bunmeikoku NP 2 <------#------- I' 2 
civilized cou/ti:S\ ~mark 
t . 
1. 
t-J 
6 AP2 <---------/~ 
Ak I2 
D ~ 
dansei A' 
/ ""' male /L-mark""' 
NP 4 <------ tk mijika l 
short PRES 
NP 
~-heikin jumyoo 
average life-span 
Dansei "male" from the position of t 1 to the position of 
NP3 does not cross any barrier when it moves (see (28)-(30) 
in section 5.3.4 for the definition of barrier). The maximal 
projections that intervene between the antecedent dansei 
"male" and its trace t J are NP 4 and AP 2 • NP 4 and AP 2 , however, 
are not barriers since they are L-marked: NP 4 is L-marked by 
t k, the trace of the lexical head mijika "short " , and AP 2 is 
L-marked by the newly formed lexical element Ak-1 2 which is 
created by the head-movement of mijika "short " . 
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The movement of bunmeikoku "civilized countries " is 
problematic. Since NP 2 is not L-marked, it is a BC, hence a 
barrier for t i . NP2 , therefore, prevents the antecedent 
bunmeikoku "civilized countries" from 'properly governing' 
its trace ti. This then leads to the violation of the empty 
category principle in (29). Note that IP 2 does not 
constitute a barrier for ti because the antecedent bunmeikoku 
"civilized countries" is not dominated by every segment of 
IP: it is dominated by IP 1 but not by IP2 • Therefore, IP 2 is 
not a BC, hence not a barrier for t i . 
Even if we assume the VP-internal subject structure for 
(28), the result is the same. As shown in (33), the movement 
of bunmeikoku "civilized countries" violates the empty 
category principle for the same reason as (32). 
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( 3 3) I , 
AP 1 <----------------------- I 
/\ 
-L-m:~ ii L NP-1. 
bunmeikoku NP 2 <-------#------ A' mijika 
civilized co/!t)i\s ~~rk short 
l 
PRES 
t. 
1. 6 
dansei 
male tjA~ 
heikin jumyoo 
average life-span 
Since NP2 is not L-marked, it becomes a barrier for t i . 
Because of this, ti is not properly governed by the 
antecedent bunmeikoku "civilized countries", leading to the 
violation of the empty category principle. Note that AP 2 is 
not a BC, hence not a barrier, for t i because the antecedent 
bunmeikoku "civilized countries" is not dominated by every 
segment of AP, namely AP 1 and AP 2 • 
An alternative to the head-movement analysis in (32) and 
(33) is an adjunction-movement analysis (Chomsky 1986b: 28-
2 9) . The result, however, is the same. ( 3 4 ) is an AP -
adjunction version of (32). 
(34) 
senshinkoku 
civilized countries 
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-BC 
IP2-BA /t-mark 
BC NP2<-------#-------- I' 
/A~ /-m~k"' 
t. 1. NP. -BA AP ·<-----#---- I 6-BI\ 6 
dansei t' . AP -BC J 
-BA 
A' 
~m~ ;:~--------6 
tj ~---- m::::: 
heikin jumyoo 
average life-span 
l 
The movement of dansei in (34) undergoes two steps. The 
first step is from the position of t J to the position of t' J 
and the second from the position of t' J to the position of 
dansei "male". There is no barrier between t' J and t J · NP
3 
is L-marked by a lexical category mijika "short" and 
therefore it is not a BC, hence not a barrier. The lower AP 
is not a BC, hence not a barrier, for t J either because t' J 
is not dominated by every segment of AP. Likewise, there is 
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no barrier between the antecedent dansei . "male" and t' . . The J J 
higher AP is not a BC, hence not a BA for t' 1 because t' 1 is 
not dominated by every segment of AP. 
As in the case of (32) and (33), however, the movement of 
bunmeikoku "civilized countries" to the position of NP 1 is 
problematic. NP 2 is a BC and hence is a barrier for t . 1. 
because it is not L-marked and it dominates ti. NP 2 , 
therefore, prevents the antecedent bunmeikoku "civilized 
countries" from 'properly governing' its trace t i . This then 
leads to the violation of the empty category principle in 
(29). Note that IP 2 is not a BC, hence not a barrier, for t i 
because the antecedent bunmeikoku "civilized countries" is 
not dominated by every segment of IP, namely IP 1 and IP 2 • 
In short, no matter which version of movement analysis one 
employs, the result is the same. When there is more than one 
NP to be subjectivized, the movement analysis violates the 
empty category principle in (29). 
7.2.4 Summary 
The movement analysis proposed by Kuno and Kuroda is not 
descriptively adequate since not all the multiple-subject 
constructions have genitive counterparts. It leads to the 
violation of the empty category principle when there are more 
than two nominative NPs involved. In addition, the movement 
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analysis suffers from the lack of a theoretical motivation 
for the movement of the Spec of NP, the sole purpose of which 
is to receive an exhaustive listing interpretation. Since 
it is only the sentence-initial nominative NP in a main 
clause that receives an exhaustive listing interpretation, 
the movement analysis would generate a vacuous movement of 
a non-initial NP when there are more than two NPs or when the 
multiple-subject construction occurs in an embedded clause. 
In this regard, Saito's analysis faces the same problem since 
in his analysis any nominative NP that is not assigned a 8-
role by the head is base-generated as a focus. 
The analyses proposed by Fukui, Fukui & Speas and Yatabe 
are also problematic. They base-generate the multiple-
subject construction by semantic predication. Such analyses 
cannot escape from a situation where the 'major' subject is 
licensed by the predicate of which it is an element, hence 
violating the 8-criterion. Tateishi's analysis also turns 
out to be problematic. None of the nominative NPs can be a 
'genitive subconstituent' of the following NP, which is in 
contradiction with his analysis. 
7.3 Two types of multiple-subject construction 
I argue that multiple-subject constructions should be 
divided into two types, one licensed by a POSSESSOR-POSSESSED 
relation (henceforth PPM constructions) and the other by an 
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ABOUTNESS relation (henceforth ABM constructions). (35)a-b 
represent PPM constructions. 
(3S)a. Hanako ga me ga l-l. 
NOM eye NOM good-PRES 
"Hanako, the eyes are good. " 
b. Zoo ga hana ga naga-1. 
elephant nose NOM long-PRES 
"An elephant, the nose lS long. " 
In ( 35) a-b the predicates 1.. "good" and naga "long" are 
one-place predicates taking the second nominative NPs, namely 
me "eye" and hana "nose" respectively, as their arguments. 
The outer nominative NPs Hanako and zoo "elephant", 
therefore, are not assigned a 0-role by the predicates. In 
(35)a and (35)b a whole-part relation holds between the two 
nominative NPs such that the outer nominative NP is 
interpreted as the possessor of the inner nominative NP. The 
t e rm 'whole-part' relation is used in a literal sense here 
in that it refers to a relationship between a whole body and 
one of its body-parts. Henceforth, a whole NP and its body 
part NP are referred to as POSSESSOR and POSSESSED 
respectively. 
(36)a-b represent ABM constructions. 
(36)a. Yamada ga otoosan ga shin-da. 
NOM father NOM die-PAST 
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"Yamada, the father died." 
b. Aki ga sanma ga oishi-i. 
autumn NOM mackerel pike NOM delicious-PRES 
"Autumn, mackerel pike is delicious." 
Like the predicates in (35)a-b, the predicates shin "die" 
and oishi "delicious" are one-place predicate·s. They assign 
only one 8-role to the second nominative NP, namely otoosan 
"father" and sanma "mackerel pike" respectively. Therefore, 
the outer nominative NPs are not assigned any 8-role by the 
predicates. Unlike ( 35 )a-b, the outer nominative NPs are not 
in a POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relationship with the inner 
nominative NPs: there is no whole-part relation between the 
outer nominative NPs and the inner nominative NPs. In (36)a 
and (36)b the inner nominative NP together with the predicate 
make some statement about the outer nominative NP. Adapting 
Saito's (1982: 9) terms, I will refer to this relation as an 
ABOUTNESS relation and argue that the outer nominative NPs 
in (36)a and (36)b are licensed by the ABOUTNESS relation at 
D-structure. 
7.4 PPM construction 
In my analysis the PPM construction (35)a, for example, 
has the following S-structure in which Hanako is licensed as 
the POSSESSOR of the theme argument me "eye " by the 
POSSESSER-POSSESSED relation at D-structure. PPR in ( 3 7 ) 
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stands for the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation. 
(35)a. Hanako game ga 1-1. 
( 3 7) 
NOM eye NOM good-PRES 
"Hanako, the eyes are good." 
IP 
PPR 
NP<----------------
6 
Hanako AP 
POSSESSOR 
A' 
NP 
6 
me 
eye 
POSSESSED 
t. 
1.. 
I' 
~ 
I 
/~ 
ii 6 
l l 
good PRES 
In (37) the POSSESSOR NP Hanako appears in the subject 
position. On the other hand, the POSSESSED NP me "eye", 
which receives the theme role from the predicate i "good", 
appears in the object position. Below, I will justify the 
above structure of the PPM construction. 
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7.4.1 POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation 
Independently of the PPM construction, a subject NP can 
be interpreted as the POSSESSOR of the object NP in Japanese. 
The evidence for this can be found in the so-called 
'resultative' construction (Halliday 1967, Simpson 1983). 
The following are some examples of the resultative 
construction in English, taken from Simpson (1983: 143). 
(38)a. I painted the car yellow. 
b. I shot John dead. 
c. I froze the icecream solid. 
d. The icecream froze solid. 
The resultative construction "describes the STATE of an 
argument resulting from the action denoted by the verb ... in 
[ (38)a] I painted the car yellow, the adjective yellow 
describes the colour of the car as a result of the action of 
painting" (Simpson 1983: 143). Japanese examples are given 
below. 
(39)a. Michio ga ude 0 kegashi-te i-ru. 
NOM arm ACC injure-ing be-PRES 
"Michio is in the state of the arm being injured. " 
b. Michio ga ashi 0 itame-te i-ru. 
NOM leg ACC hurt-ing be-PRES 
"Michio is in the state of the leg being hurt. " 
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The predicates kegashi "injure" in (39)a and itame "hurt " 
in (39)b are standard transitive verbs assigning the 
accusative Case to the object. However, (39)a and (39)b lack 
an agentive reading; they have only a 'resultative' 
interpretation. ( 39) a describes the resultant state of 
Michio having an injured arm and (39)b the resultant state 
of Michio having a hurt leg. A significant fact about (39)a 
and (39)b is that the subject and the object must be in the 
POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation (cf. Takezawa 1991). Therefore, 
if the object NP is not a body-part of the subject NP, the 
sentence becomes unacceptable. Note that (40)a and (40)b 
cannot be interpreted as describing a progressive activity. 
(40)a. *Michio ga Hiroko no ude 0 kegashi-te 1-ru. 
NOM GEN arm ACC injure-ing be-PRES 
"Michio lS injuring Hiroko's arm. " 
b. ??Michio ga Hiroko no ashi 0 itame-te i-ru. 
NOM GEN leg ACC hurt-ing be-PRES 
"Michio is hurting Hiroko's leg." 
The following examples, based on Takezawa (1991: 68), are 
ambiguous: they are interpreted as either agentive or 
resultative. The important point, however, is that the 
resultative reading necessarily requires the object NP to be 
a body-part of the subject NP: the subject NP and the object 
NP need to be in the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation. 
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(4l)a. Michio ga ashi o ot-ta. 
NOM leg ACC break-PAST 
(i) 11 Michio (deliberately) broke someone's 
leg. " [AGENTIVE] 
(ii) 11 Michioi was in the state of his i /*J leg 
being broken. 11 [ RESULTATIVE] 
(42)b. Michio ga kami o some-te 1-ru. 
NOM hair ACC dye-ing be-PRES 
( i) 11 Michio is dyeing his /her hair. 11 [AGENTIVE] 
(ii) 11 Michioi is in the state of hisi/* J hair 
being dyed. 11 [RESULTATIVE] 
(43)c. Michio ga atama o sot-te 1-ru. 
NOM head ACC shave-ing be-PRES 
(i) 11 Michio is shaving his/her head. 11 [AGENTIVE] 
(ii) 11 Michioi is in the state of hisi/*J head · 
being shaved. 11 [ RESULTATIVE] 
As noted by Takezawa (1991: 78-79), the English 
counterpart of (4l)a is also ambiguous in the interpretation 
of the subject. 
( 44) Keni broke his i arm. 
The subject Ken can be considered to carry either an agent 
role or a theme role. The former gives the agentive reading 
and the latter the res u l tat i ve reading . In the former 
reading, his arm necessarily refers to someone's arm other 
than Ken's, while in the latter interpretation his arm 
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necessarily refers to Ken's arm. 
In summary, independently of the PPM construction, a 
POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation holds even when both NPs are the 
thematic arguments of the predicate, as in the case of the 
resultative construction. I contend, therefore, that 
POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation between the s·ubject and the 
object is not a property exclusive to the PPM construction 
but is a general property of Japanese. 
7.4.2 Requirement of unaccusative predicates 
This section demonstrates that the PPM construction is 
restricted to unaccusative predicates. Unaccusative 
predicates are those predicates which take only a theme role 
as their argument. 38 I assume that in Japanese unaccusative 
predicates include such predicates as kire(-i) 'pretty' 
(property), i(-ru) 'exist' and inakuna(-ru) 'disappear' 
("predicates of existing" (Youn 1989: 138)), kagayai(-te i-
ru) 'shining' ("involuntary emission of stimuli that effect 
[sic] the senses" (Youn 1989: 138)) and ik(u) 'go' (motion 
verb). Consider the following examples. 
(45)a. Masami ga karada ga furue-ta. 
NOM body NOM shiver-PAST 
38 See also Belletti (1988), Burzio (1981, 1986), T. Kageyama (1992, 1993), Miyagawa (1989), Nishigauchi (1992) 
and Perlmutter (1978). 
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"Masami, the body shivered." 
b. ??Masami ga karada ga janpushi-ta. 
NOM body NOM jump-PAST 
"Masami, the body jumped." 
(46)a. Masami ga kokoro ga shizun-da. 
NOM heart NOM sink-PAST 
"Masami, the heart sank." (meaning · 
"Masami got depressed." ) 
b. ??Masami ga kokoro ga odot-ta. 
NOM heart NOM dance-PAST 
"Masami, the heart danced." (meaning 
"Masami got excited with joy.") 
(47)a. Masami ga atama ga 1-1. 
NOM head NOM good-PRES 
"Masami, the head is good." (meaning 
"Masami is intelligent.") 
b. ??Masami ga atama ga yoku hatarak-u. 
NOM head NOM well work-PRES 
"Masami, the head works well." 
The acceptable (a) sentences above contain unaccusative 
predicates while the unacceptable (b) sentences contain 
unergative predicates. 
Why should only unaccusative predicates be allowed in the 
PPM construction? In Government and Binding Theory, the 
subject of an unaccusative predicate is assumed to originate 
in the object position, that is, in the VP at D-structure 
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(see section 3.3.3). Thus, (48)a, for example, has (48)b as 
its D-structure. 
(48)a. Ken came. 
b. [ IPe [ vpKen came] ] . 
As (48)b shows, the subject position of the unaccusative 
predicate came is empty. This is because unaccusati ve 
predicates lack an external argument or D-structure subject, 
and hence no 0-role is assigned to the subject position in 
these predicates. 
I argue then that the PPM construction is restricted to 
unaccusative predicates because the subject position in this 
construction needs to be empty so that a POSSESSOR role can 
be licensed by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation in the 
subject position that would otherwise receive no 0-role. 
Why should unergative predicates be not allowed in the PPM 
construction? The answer is straightforward. The subject 
is a thematic argument of these predicates and therefore the 
subject position is not free to be occupied by a POSSESSOR 
role. 
Given the argument that Japanese has the ability to assign 
a 0-role POSSESSOR to the subject that would otherwise 
receive no 0-role, it is predicted that multiple-object 
constructions like (49), (50) and (51) are not possible in 
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Japanese. 39 
(49) ??Hanako ga [vpTaroo o atama o tatai]-ta. 
NOM ACC head ACC hit-PAST 
"Hanako hit Taroo, the head." 
(50) ??Hanako ga [vpTaroo ga ha ga kowa]-i. 
NOM NOM tooth NOM be scared of-PRES 
"Hanako is scared of Taroo (the dog), the teeth." 
(51) ??Hanako ga [vpTaroo ni hitogara ni hore-te 
NOM DAT personality DAT be in love 
i]-ru. 
be-PRES 
"Hanako is in love with Taroo, the personality." 
Since there is no empty thematic position available in the 
VP, a POSSESSOR role cannot be assigned, hence (49), (50) and 
(51) result in unacceptability. Note that the 
unacceptability of (50) shows that multiple-subject 
constructions are not governed by the nominative Case ga. 
7.4.3 Passivization 
The previous section argued that the PPM construction is 
restricted to unaccusative predicates. This raises a 
question of whether or not derived unaccusatives, that is, 
39 
Kawa "be scared of " in (50) takes a nominative object. 
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passives are allowed in the PPM construction. As the 
examples below show, passives are not allowed in the PPM 
construction. 
(52)a. ??Yamada ga ashi ga setsudans-are-ta. 
NOM foot NOM cut off-PASS-PAST 
"Yamada, the foot was cut off o II 
b. ??Yamada ga kami ga mijikaku kir-are-ta. 
NOM hair NOM short cut-PASS-PAST 
"Yamada, the hair was cut short." 
c. ??Yamada ga ha ga nuk-are-ta. 
NOM tooth NOM pull out-PASS-PAST 
"Yamada, the tooth was pulled out." 
The above fact is consistent with the claim that a 
POSSESSOR NP is base-generated in the subject position. 
Saito (1982: 99) claims that, like the English passive 
morpheme en, rare in the direct passive construction in 
Japanese also involves the absorption of the objective Case 
and the external 8-role. 40 This means that the [Spec,IP] 
position is empty at D-structure in the direct passive 
construction. This is the very environment where the PPM 
construction is base-generated. Accordingly, Yamada in 
(52)a-c is licensed in the [Spec,IP] position at D-structure 
40 Saito ( 19 8 2: 9 9) states that "rare optionally absorbs 
the objective case, and if the case-absorption takes place, 
we obtain a direct passive sentence, whereas if this does not 
take place, we will get an indirect passive sentence " . 
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as the POSSESSOR of the second NP. A possible D-structure 
of (52)a, for example, would then look like (53) in which the 
passive morpheme (r)are heads a clausal structure. 
( 5 3) IP 
/~ 
NP I' 
6 
Yamada VP 
POSSESSOR A 
VP V 
6 
V' are 
I\ PASS 
NP V 
6 
ashi setsudans 
foot cut off 
POSSESSED 
I 
6 
ta 
PAST 
By head-movement the verb setsudans "cut off" is adjoined 
to the passive morpheme (r)are, as in (54), creating a V-V 
complex element of which (r)are is the head. (For simplicity 
of exposition, the second head-movement which adjoins the V-V 
complex element to I is not illustrated.) 
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( 54) ??IP 
NP I' 
6 / 
Yamada VP I 
/~ L VP V ta 
/~ PAST 
V' V V 
I\ D NP t. setsudansi are l. 
D cut off PASS 
ashi 
foot 
The merger of the verb setsudans "cut off" with the 
passive morpheme (r)are results in the absorption of the 
Case-assigning ability from this verb. The upshot of this 
is that the object ashi "foot" cannot be assigned Case from 
this verb. This does not matter since it could receive the 
nominative Case as a default Case in that position (see 
section 7.6) 
What is bad, however, is that the POSSESSED NP ashi "leg " 
cannot move to the [Spec,IP] position to become the subject 
since this position has already been filled by the POSSESSOR 
NP Yamada. (See section 7.4.4 for an argument that 
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passivization in Japanese involves the movement of the theme 
role from the object position to the subject position.) 
Note that ashi "foot" cannot be adjoined to IP because 
such a movement will be subject to the crossing constraint 
(see (38) in section 6.7). Note also that the POSSESSOR NP 
Yamada will not be affected by passivization. It will not be 
absorbed by the passive morpheme rare since it is licensed 
by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation independently of the 
thematic structure of the predicate. 
7.4.4 Distribution of PRO 
In Government and Binding Theory, PRO has the feature 
specification [+anaphor, +pronominal] requiring that PRO can 
only appear in an ungoverned position (see (50) in section 
2 . 6 ) . It was shown in section 3.7 that PRO with arbitrary 
interpretation occurs in subject position but not in object 
position in Japanese. Some of the examples given in section 
3.7 are repeated below. 
(SS)a. Taima 0 ka-u koto wa kinjir-are-te 
marijuana ACC buy-PRES COMP TOP forbid-PASS-ing 
i-ru. 
be-PRES 
"For PRO to buy marijuana is forbidden. " 
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b. *Kodomo ga PRO ka-u koto wa kinjir-are-te 
child NOM buy-PRES COMP TOP forbid-PASS-ing 
1-ru. 
be-PRES 
"For children to buy PRO is forbidden." 
Since (SS)b lS ungrammatical with the intended 
interpretation, Kuroda (1983: 154) argues that, as in 
English, "the verb of the sentence governs object but not 
subject" in Japanese. 
Significantly, the subject of a passive construction also 
allows PRO with arbitrary interpretation. 
(56)a. PRO hebi ni kam-are-soo-na basho ga takusan 
snake by bite-PASS-likely place NOM many 
a-ru. 
be-PRES 
"There are many places for PRO to be likely to be 
bitten by snakes." 
b. PRO ka ni sas-are-ru koto ga oo-i 
mosquito by sting-PASS-PRES COMP NOM many-PRES 
jiki 
period 
"the period for PRO to be stung by mosquitoes quite 
often " 
The grammaticality of (56)a and (56)b demonstrates the 
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following: (i) passivization in Japanese involves the 
movement of the theme role from a governed position, that is, 
the object position, to an ungoverned position, that is, the 
subject position; and (ii) PRO with arbitrary interpretation 
is not semantically limited to an external argument or a D-
structure subject, as the derived subjects in ( 56 )a and 
(56)b, which are internal arguments, also allow this 
arbitrary interpretation. 
Crucially, the POSSESSOR NP but not the POSSESSED NP in 
the PPM construction can allow arbitrary reference PRO 
interpretation. 
(57)a. PRO me ga i-i koto wa subarashi-i. 
eye NOM good-PRES COMP TOP wonderful-PRES 
"For PRO, the eyes to be good is wonderful." 
b. *Kodama ga PRO i-i koto wa subarashi-i. 
child NOM good-PRES COMP TOP wonderful-PRES 
"*For children, PRO to be good is wonderful. " 
The grammaticality of (57 )a shows that the PRO in the 
POSSESSOR position is not governed by the predicate. On the 
other hand, the ungrammaticality of (57)b suggests that the 
PRO in the POSSESSED position is governed by the predicate. 
This supports the claim that in the PPM construction the 
POSSESSOR NP is the subject and the POSSESSED NP is the 
object. 
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7.4.5 Reflexivization 
Reflexivization in Japanese is widely viewed as being 
triggered by the grammatical function 'subject'. 
in section 6 . 2) . 41 
( See ( 7) 
Given the argument that the POSSESSOR NP but not the 
POSSESSED NP occupies the subject slot in the PPM 
construction, it is expected that the former can trigger 
reflexivization. As is clear from the examples below, this 
is indeed the case. 
( 5 8) a. Pinokioi ga hana J ga j ibuni/* J no ashi made 
NOM nose NOM self 
nobi-ta. 
GEN leg to 
extend-PAST 
"Pinocchioi, the noseJ has extended to self' s i/*J 
legs." 
b. Tarooi ga jibuni no 
NOM self GEN 
karada ga yowa-i. 
body NOM weak-PRES 
"Tarooi, self' s i body is weak." 
It is well known that jibun "self" requires its antecedent 
to be animate. This, however, is immaterial here. The point 
41 
I argued in Chapter 6 that even backward 
reflexivization in psych-verb constructions, known as an 
exceptional antecedent-anaphor binding, is not backward; it 
conforms to the subject-oriented reflexivization since the 
reflexive pronoun jibun "self " is bound by the pro subject 
in the higher clause. 
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is that the POSSESSOR NP can trigger reflexivization which 
is known to be subject-oriented. 
The above fact contradicts Shibatani's (1977) claim that 
in rnul tiple-subject constructions only the 'original 
subject', which in his analysis is the second occurrence of 
the noun phrase, can trigger reflexivization and that the 
'derived nominative', which in his terms is the first 
occurrence of the noun phrase, does not have the property of 
a subject and cannot trigger reflexivization. 
7.4.6 Subject honorification 
It has been assumed in the literature that, like 
reflexivization, subject honorification refers to the 
grammatical function 'subject' ( Shibatani 1977, S. Harada 
1973, Kuno 1977, 1983). This is borne out by examples like 
(59)a and (59)b. "Subject honorification attaches the 
discontinuous morpheme o .. . ni nar- to the infinitive form of 
a verb (or just o, if adjectives such as waka(-i) "young(-
PRES)" and joozu "good at" are involved), when the referent 
of the subject of a sentence is considered by the speaker as 
worthy of deference" (Shibatani 1977: 791). 
(59)a. Shachooi-san ga TanakaJ-san o shokuji ni 
president NOM Mr ACC meal LOC 
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oi/*j-yobi-ni nat-ta. 
HON-invite become-PAST 
"The (exalted) president invited Mr Tanaka to 
dinner." 
b. Tanakai -san ga shachoo j-san 
Mr NOM president 
oil* j-yobi-ni nat-ta. 
HON-invite become-PAST 
o shokuji ni 
ACC meal DAT 
"(Exalted) Mr Tanaka invited the president to 
dinner." 
Despite the fact that in (59)b the object NP shachoo-san 
"president" is higher in social status than the subject NP 
Tanaka-san "Mr Tanaka", hence worthy of being shown 
deference, it cannot trigger subject honorification. The 
contrast between (59)a and (59)b demonstrates that subject 
honorification is governed by the grammatical function 
subject. 
As the following PPM constructions show, the POSSESSOR NPs 
okusan "wife" in (60)a and kachoo-san "section chief" in 
(60)b but not the POSSESSED NPs kami "hair " and shita 
"tongue" respectively can trigger subject honorification. 
( 6 0) a. [ u Okusani ga [ vpkami j ga o '/* - kirei 1. J de-su J J • 
wife NOM hair NOM HON-beautiful COP-PRES 
"The (exalted) wife, the hair is beautiful." 
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b. [ uKachoo-sani ga [ vpshi ta j 
section chief NOM tongue 
o i l* j-ide-ni nar-u J J • 
HON-exist become-PRES 
ga koe-te 
NOM become fat-ing 
"The (exalted) section chief, the tongue has become 
fat.", that is, "The (exalted) section chief has 
sophisticated taste in food." 
This can be accounted for straightforwardly in my account. 
In the PPM construction the POSSESSOR NP but not the 
POSSESSED NP appears in the subject position. Hence, the 
POSSESSOR NP but not the POSSESSED NP can trigger subject 
honorification. 
The above fact again contradicts Shibatani's (1977: 794) 
claim that in the multiple-subject construction only the 
'original subject', which according to Shibatani is the 
second occurrence of the nominative NP, can trigger subject 
honorification and that the 'derived nominative', which in 
Shibatani's terms is the first occurrence of the nominative 
NP, shows no property of a subject and hence cannot trigger 
subject honorification. 
7.5 ABM constructions 
I argue that an ABM construction like (36)a, repeated as 
(61), has the S-structure shown in (62 ) . ABR stands f o r the 
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ABOUTNESS relation (see section 7.3). 
(61) Yamada ga otoosan ga shin-da. 
( 6 2) 
NOM father NOM die-PAST 
"Yamada, the father died." 
otoosan VP 
V' 
I\ 
t. t. 
l. J shin da 
Unlike in the PPM construction, the subject position, that 
is, the [Spec,IP2 ] position in the ABM construction is empty 
at D-structure. This is because the ABM construction does 
not involve the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation. It is filled 
at S-structure by the movement of the theme argument okusan 
"wife". NP 1 Yamada is licensed by the ABOUTNESS relation as 
the subject argument of the syntactic predicate IP at D-
structure: the ABOUTNESS relation holds between NP 1 and IP 2 • 
In (62) both NP 1 and NP 2 are syntactic subjects. I will refer 
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to NP 1 and NP 2 as outer subject and inner subject hereafter. 
In the following sections I justify the structure of (62). 
On syntactic grounds, (62) is in line with Saito's (1982) 
analysis of the multiple-subject construction. In his 
analysis a focused NP is 
For Saito (1982: 4, 26) 
not differentiated from subject. 
"ga marks the 'focus' and the 
subject" and "there is no evidence that [they] should be 
treated distinctively in any essential way". 
On intuitive grounds, ( 62) is in accordance with the 
theory of predication developed by Williams (1980, 1983) and 
Rothstein (1983, 1985, 1991). In the theory of predication 
the term 'subject' is not structurally defined; it is not 
defined to be the NP dominated by some category. The 
subject-predicate relation is one of predication such that 
whenever there is a 'subject' there is going to be 
predication. The predicate can be any maximal projection and 
must have a 'subject' that it c-commands and is c-commanded 
by it (Hornstein & Lightfoot 1987: 23). 
Unlike Williams' s theory of predication, however, the 
outer subject NP 1 Yamada in (62) does not receive a 0-role 
from the predicate shin 
namely ABOUTNESS role, 
"die". 
by 
It is assigned a 0-role, 
the ABOUTNESS relation 
independently of the thematic structure of the predicate shin 
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"die" at D-structure. 42 
(62) also differs from Heycock's (1993) analysis of the 
multiple-subject construction, shown in (63). 
( 6 3) VP 
/ 
~ 
Yamada 
VP 
/~ 
6 /~ 
otoosan t. 
1. V 
6 
shin-da 
In her analysis, the outer subject NP 1 Yamada is non-
thematic. It is licensed by 'syntactic predication' 
(Rothstein 1983, 1985, 1991), an autonomous structural 
relationship independent of 8-assignment. Her analysis 
requires the modification of the 8-criterion (see (12) in 
section 2.2) since the outer subject NP 1 does not have any 
source at D-structure. 
42 My analysis does not use semantic predication and 
hence it is free from the problem that the VP-subject 
analysis proposed by Yatabe (1993), Fukui (1986) and Fukui 
& Speas (1986) faces (see section 7.2.2). 
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7.5.1 ABOUTNESS relation and property condition 
The following examples show that licensing of the outer 
subject NP Hanako by the ABOUTNESS relation does not always 
result in acceptable ABM constructions. 
( 6 4) a. ? [ uHanako ga [ uyoofuku ga kirei da J J . 
NOM dress NOM pretty COP-PRES 
"Hanako, the dress is pretty." 
b. ?*[uHanako ga [ukeshigomu ga kirei da]J. 
NOM rubber NOM pretty COP-PRES 
"Hanako, the rubber is pretty." 
( 6 5) a. [ uHanako ga [ ushinyuu ga shin-da J J . 
NOM close friend NOM die-PAST 
"Hanako, the close friend died." 
b. ?*[uHanako ga [unora-neko ga shin-da]J. 
NOM stray-cat NOM die-PAST 
"Hanako, the stray cat died." 
(66)a. [ u Hanako ga [ukoibito ga dai-gakusei 
NOM lover NOM university-student 
da J J • 
COP-PRES 
"Hanako, the lover is a university student. " 
b. ?*[ u Hanako ga [ u aru hito ga dai-
NOM certain person NOM university-
gakusei da]J. 
student COP-PRES 
"Hanako, a certain person is a university student. " 
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All the (b) sentences above are the same as the 
corresponding (a) sentences except for the choice of an NP 
in the lower IP. 43 Why does the licensing of the outer 
subject NP Hanako by the ABOUTNESS relation result in 
unacceptability in these (b) sentences but not in the (a) 
sentences? 
I argue that the ABM construction requires the lower IP 
to make some 'property' statement (Saito 1982: 10) about the 
outer subject NP Hanako such that the lower IP expresses some 
dispositional attribute of the outer subject NP Hanako. I 
will call this condition a property 'condition'. In order 
for the property condition to hold between the outer subject 
and its sister IP, then, there should be a close enough 
·relation between the outer subject NP Hanako and the inner 
subject NP. 
Under normal circumstances, it is hard to imagine there 
being close enough a relation between Hanako and keshigomu 
"rubber " in (64)b, that between Hanako and nora-neko "stray 
cat " in (65)b and that between Hanako and aru hito "certain 
person " in (66)b. Therefore, the lower IP in these ( b) 
sentences fails to describe some dispositional attribute of 
the outer subject Hanako. Hence, these (b) sentences are 
filtered out by the property condition. 
43 As far as I know, Ree ( 19 7 5) was the first one to notice the acceptability contrasts like those in ( 64 ) - ( 66 ) . 
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A close relationship between the outer subject NP and the 
inner subject NP does not seem to be sufficient for the 
property condition. Consider the following examples. 
( 6 7 ) [ uSensei ga [ uokusan ga kirei da] ] . 
teacher NOM wife NOM pretty COP 
"A teacher, the wife is pretty." 
(68) [uSensei ga [uokusan ga inakunat-ta]J. 
teacher NOM wife NOM disappear-PAST 
"A teacher, the wife has disappeared." 
( 6 9) [ uSensei ga [ uokusan ga hatarai-te i-ru]]. 
teacher NOM wife NOM work-ing be-PRES 
"A teacher, the wife works." 
(70) ??[uSensei ga [uokusan ga Hanako kara purezento 
teacher NOM wife 
o morat-ta]J. 
ACC receive-PAST 
NOM from present 
"A teacher, the wife received a present from Hanako." 
(71) ?*[uSensei ga [uokusan ga tegami o kai-te 
teacher NOM w~f e NOM letter ACC write-ing 
i-ru] ] . 
be-PRES 
"A teacher, the wife is writing a letter." 
(72) ?*[uSensei ga [uokusan ga ima odot-te i-ru]]. 
teacher NOM wife NOM now dance-ing be-PRES 
"A teacher, the wife is dancing now." 
(67)-(72) demonstrate that the semantics of the predicates 
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of ABM constructions does not determine their acceptability. 
The acceptability contrast between (69) and (72) in 
particular shows this clearly; (69) and (72) contain 
unergative predicates hatarai "work" and odot "dance " , and 
yet the former but not the latter is acceptable. 
As noted by Saito (1982: 10), a property statement about 
a subject NP could in principle be any reply to a request for 
information about the subject as long as the reply 
constitutes some characteristic of that subject. 44 When 
someone seeks some information about sensei "teacher " , we may 
tell him that "the wife is pretty" ( 67), "the wife has 
disappeared" ( 6 8), or "the wife works" ( 6 9) . However, we 
would not make statements like "the wife received a present 
from Hanako" ( 7 0), "the wife is writing a letter" ( 71), or 
"the wife is dancing now" ( 7 2). This is because such 
statements hardly add any information about sensei "teacher": 
they do not describe any characteristic of sensei "teacher". 
Therefore, they cannot constitute the property statements 
about sensei "teacher". As a result, (67)-(69) but not (70)-
(72) satisfy the property condition. 
The following examples demonstrate clearly that the 
property condition is sensitive to pragmatic factors. 
(73)a. [ IPHanako ga [ IPojiisan ga oo-mono da]]. 
NOM grandfather NOM big-figure COP-PRES 
44 See also Kikuchi (1990 ) for a similar poi nt. 
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"Hanako, the grandfather is a big figure. " 
b. ?? [ IPHanako ga [ IPojiisan ga ichi-shimin 
NOM grandfather NOM one-citizen 
da]] . 
COP-PRES 
"Hanako, the grandfather is a citizen." 
Under normal circumstances, the information contained in 
the IP predicate about the outer subject Hanako is 
informative in (73)a, while that in (73)b is trivial since 
everyone is a citizen. To the extent that the speaker's 
perspective towards Hanako in (73)a is that she is affected 
by her grandfather's being a big figure, the predicate IP can 
be considered to denote a property statement of the outer 
subject Hanako. Hence, (73)a satisfies the property 
condition. 
( 7 3) b can, however, become acceptable under a special 
circumstance such as the following. An empress is discussing 
who her son shall marry. The fact that Hanako's grandfather 
is an ordinary citizen may make it unlikely that she can 
marry into the Empress's family. In this interpretation 
Hanako's grandfather being just a citizen is considered to 
constitute a property statement of Hanako. Then it satisfies 
the property condition. 
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7.5.2 Property condition at LF 
The following contrast suggests that the property 
condition operates at LF. (74)a is the same as (17). 
(74)a. [uKoo yuu sutairu no oshie-kata ga [ukodomo-
this kind style GEN teaching-method NOM child-
tachi ga eigo 0 totemo yoku manab-u]]. 
PL NOM English ACC very well learn-PRES 
"This kind of teaching method, children learn 
English very well." 
b. ? ? [ uKoo yuu sutairu no oshie-kata ga [ ueigoi 
o [ukodomo-tachi ga ti totemo yoku manab-u]]. 
( 74 )b is derived from the acceptable ABM construction 
(74)a. In (74)b the object NP eigo "English" is preposed 
to the IP at S-structure and the resultant sentence is 
unacceptable. If the property condition applies after the 
preposing of the object NP eigo "English" at LF and not at 
S-structure, the above acceptability contrast can be 
predicted. While the interpretation of (74)a, namely "This 
kind of teaching method has a property such that children 
learn English very well", is acceptable, the interpretation 
of (74)b, namely "This kind of teaching method has a property 
such that it is English that children learn very well " , is 
anomalous. If, on the other hand, the property condition is 
relevant before the preposing of the object NP naiyoo 
"content" I the unacceptability of (74)b will not be 
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predicted. I contend therefore that the property condition 
applies at LF. 
7.5.3 Reflexivization 
Reflexivization in Japanese is triggered 
grammatical function subject (see section 7.4.5). 
by the 
Given the 
argument that the nominative NPs directly dominated by IP in 
the ABM construction are subjects, it is expected that they 
behave in the same way in reflexivization. This is borne out 
by the examples below. 
( 7 5) a. [ IP [ NPl Yamada] i ga [ IP [ NP2okusan] j ga taigai j ibuni/ j 
NOM wife NOM mostly self 
no ofisu ni i-ru]]. 
GEN office LOC be-PRES 
"Yamadai , the wife j is mostly in self' s i1 j office. " 
b. [ IP [ NPl Yamada] i ga [ IP [ NPzokusan] j ga j ibuni/ j no 
NOM wife NOM self GEN 
seito ni shinsetsu da]]. 
student DAT kind COP 
"Yamada i , the wife j is kind to self's i / j students. " 
In both (75)a and (75)b either NP 1 Yamada o r NP2 ok usan 
"wife " can bind the reflexive pronoun j ibun "se l f " . 
sharply contrasts with ( 76 ) . 
This 
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( 7 6) [ NPl Yamada] i ga [ v P [ NP 2okusan] 1 ga j ibuni/ J no ka zoku 
NOM wife NOM self GEN family 
de ichiban suki]-da. 
LOC most like-PRES 
"Yamadai likes the wife J best in self' s i/·kJ family. " 
In (76) NP 1 Yamada can be the antecedent of the reflexive 
pronoun jibun "self". However, NP 2 okusan "wife" cannot, 
even though it is assigned the nominative Case. This is 
because reflexivization refers to the syntactic notion 
'subject' and in ( 7 6) NP 1 Yamada but not NP 2 okusan "wife " is 
the subject. 
In short, the above fact supports the claim that in the 
ABM construction NP 1 as well as NP 2 are subjects. 
7.5.4 Subject honorification 
Subject honorification refers to the grammatical function 
'subject' ( see section 7 . 4. 6) . Since the nominative NPs 
directy dominated by IP in the ABM construction are subjects, 
it is expected that the interpretation of subject 
honorification is ambiguous in this construction . As 
indicated in the translations below, this is indeed the case. 
( 77) [ IPTanaka-shi i 
Mr NOM wife 
da ]] . 
NOM HON-pretty COP-PRES 
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(i) "(Exalted) Mr Tanaka, the wife is pretty. " 
(ii) "Mr Tanaka, the (exalted) wife is pretty. 
In my analysis, the outer nominative NP Tanaka shi "Mr 
Tanaka" and the inner nominative NP okusan "wife 11 in (77) are 
subjects. Accordingly, either one can trigger subject 
honorification. 
7.5.5 Passivization 
Unlike the PPM construction (see section 7.4.3), the ABM 
construction can occur in passive constructions. 
(78)a. [IPSenseii ga [IPokusan1 ga jibuni/J no seito 
teacher NOM wife NOM self GEN student 
ni osow-are-ta]J. 
by attack-PASS-PAST 
"A teacheri, the wife J was attacked by self' s i/J 
students." 
b. [ IPSenseii ga [ IPokusan J ga 
teacher NOM wife NOM 
ni tasuker-are-ta]J. 
by help-PASS-PAST 
j ibuni/ J no sei to 
self GEN student 
"A teacheri , the wife1 was helped by self 's i/J 
students." 
c. [ IPSensei i ga [ u okusan 1 ga j ibuni/ J no sei to 
teacher NOM wife NOM self GEN student 
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ni hinans-are-ta]J. 
by criticize-PASS-PAST 
"A teacheri , the wife1 was criticized by self's i/J 
students." 
In (78)a, (78)b and (78)c either sensei "teacher" in the 
higher IP or okusan "wife" in the lower IP can trigger 
reflexivization, showing that they are subjects. This again 
contrasts with the PPM construction. 
Why should the ABM construction, but not the PPM 
construction, allow the passive construction? Like 
unaccusative predicates, passive verbs lack an external 
argument or D-structure subject: the subject position in 
passive construction is a non-thematic position. Unlike the 
[Spec,IP] position in the PPM construction, the corresponding 
position in the ABM construction is not filled since the ABM 
construction does not involve the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED 
relation. 
I argue that the absence of a POSSESSOR role in the ABM 
construction makes possible the movement of an NP in the 
object position to the empty [Spec, IP] position. ( 7 8) a, 
therefore, has the following S-structure. (For simplicity 
of exposition, I omit the second head-movement which adjoins 
to I the V-V complex element created by the first head-
movement.) 
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( 7 9) IP /-B~ 
NP-<---------- IP 
ti/~ 
sensei li /I~ 
okusan VP I 
/ 
VP 
/~ 
~AliL jibuni/ j no sei to ni t j tk osow are 
V 
/\ 
ta 
V 
I argued in section 7.4.4 that passivization in Japanese 
involves the movement of the theme role from the object 
position to the subject position. Since the Spec of the 
lower IP is an empty position in the ABM construction, I 
argue that the theme argument okusan "wife" in the object 
position can move to this position. 
It is not surprising that the ABM construction occurs in 
passive constructions. Passivization is an operation in the 
lower IP whereas the ABOUTNESS relation is an operation in 
the higher IP. It is predicted therefore that passivization 
is not a f fec t e d b y the ABOUTNESS relation and that as long as 
the property condition is satisfied at LF, the resultant ABM 
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construction will be acceptable. 
In short, passivization is another process that shows a 
structural difference between the ABM construction and the 
PPM construction. 
7.6 Nominative Case marking 
In the PPM construction, the POSSESSED NP in the object 
position receives the nominative Case. Why should the 
POSSESSED NP not receive the accusative Case? The answer 
lies in Burzio's (1986) generalization, in particular, (37)a 
in section 3.3.3, which is restated in (80). 
(80) A verb which lacks an external argument fails to 
assign accusative Case. 
Since the PPM construction involves an unaccusative verb 
(see section 7.4.2), it lacks an external argument and hence 
the accusative Case cannot be assigned to the POSSESSED NP. 
The Case assignment of the PPM construction is different 
from the double Case assignment assumed in Chomsky (1986b). 
Double Case assignment is allowed by a predicate if it has 
two internal arguments. In such a case one argument receives 
structural Case and the other inherent Case (see also Chomsky 
1981a: 170-171). The PPM construction cannot involve the 
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double Case assignment because the predicate has only one 
argument and because a head generally assigns only one Case 
(Marantz 1984, Everett 1989), the latter being due to a Case 
conflict, a situation where more than one NP competes for a 
single Case. 
How do the POSSESSOR NP and the POSSESSED NP receive the 
nominative Case? Saito (1982, 1983) argues that the 
nominative Case ga is assigned to an NP that is immediately 
dominated by S(=IP). Saito (1982: 25, 1983: 255) states that 
(i) the nominative Case ga is "inherent in that it is not 
given by any element"; and (ii) in addition to a lack of any 
morphological evidence that Japanese shows some agreement 
phenomenon between the subject and the verb, it lS 
structurally impossible for INFL to assign the Case to the 
subject. (81) is taken from Saito (1983: 255). 
( 81) 
VP INFL 
Saito's argument is along the following lines. In ( 81 ) 
there is an intervening VP between [NP,INFL2 ] and INFL. This 
leads to a violation of Stowell's (1981) adjacency condition 
that requires a Case assigner to be adjacent to the 
(structural) Case assignee. 
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Fukui (1986) argues that the nominative Case marker ga is 
a default Case and is assigned to an NP that is a sister of 
V' in the following structural fashion. 
(82) In the environment: -X', 
a. insert ga if X=V 
b. insert no if X=N (Fukui 1986: 266) 
In both analyses, ga marking is independent of government 
(and 8-marking) and the INFL does not play any role in the 
nominative Case ga marking. 
I follow their fundamental idea that the nominative Case 
ga is not assigned by INFL; it is a default Case assigned to 
an NP that would otherwise receive no Case. Inoue (1989) and 
Fukui & Nishigauchi (1993) also argue that the nominative 
Case is a default Case in Japanese. 45 Even if we assume 
that the adjacency condition is not relevant in the Case 
assignment in Japanese, it is structurally impossible that 
the nominative Case ga is assigned by INFL in an example like 
(83) where both PPM and ABM constructions occur. 
45 See also Kuroda ( 1978, 1983, 1988) who argues that the 
nominative Case gain Japanese is not assigned by INFL under government. He argues that the nominative Case ga is 
assigned in the following canonical sentence patterns ( taken from Kuroda 1978: 35 ) . 
(i)a. Transitive sentence pattern: NP ga NP o 
b. Ergative sentence patte rn: NP ni NP ga 
c. Intransitive sentence pattern: NP ga 
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( 8 3) 
<-----#------ IP 2 BC 
/c-mark 
NP 2 <-----#------ IP3 BC 
~mark 
NP 3 <-----#---~-- I' 
/~a~ 
POSSESSOR -BC VP<---------- I 
-BA /\ 
v . 
l I 
POSSESSED 
In my analysis, the subjects NP 1 and NP 2 in the ABM 
construction are licensed external to the predicates IP 2 and 
IP3 by the ABOUTNESS relation. In ( 83) I (NFL) can govern NP 4 , 
I can govern NP 4 since VP is L-marked and 
therefore it is not a BC, hence not a barrier. I can govern 
NP 3 because there is no barrier between them. I can also 
govern NP 2 because IP3 is not a barrier due to the fact that 
the VP which IP 3 immediately dominates is not a BC. Note 
that 'immediate domination' is a relation between maximal 
projections (see (30) in section 5.3.4). IP 2 , however, will 
become a barrier to I since it immediately dominates a BC 
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IP3 • Consequently, I fails to govern NP 1 • It can be 
concluded that NP 1 , NP 2 , NP3 and NP 4 all receive the 
nominative Case as a default Case. 
7.7 Conclusion 
This chapter argued that the multiple-subject construction 
in Japanese exhibits two different syntactic structures, the 
PPM and ABM constructions. The former involves the 
POSSESSOR-POSSESSSED relation and the latter the ABOUTNESS 
relation. In both constructions, the inner nominative NP, 
not the outer nominative NP, receives a 0-role from the 
predicate. 
In the PPM construction, the outer nominative NP appears 
in the subject position while the inner nominative NP in the 
object position. I argued that the outer nominative NP in 
this construction is licensed as the POSSESSOR subject by the 
POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation at D-structure. I justified 
this by arguing the following: (i) the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED 
relation between the subject and the object is not a property 
exclusive to the PPM construction but is a general property 
of Japanese; (ii) the PPM construction is restricted to 
unaccusative predicates, those predicates that lack an 
external argument; (ii ) since the subject position in the 
PPM construction is empty at D-structure, a POSSESSOR role 
can be assigned to that position by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED 
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relation. It was shown that syntactic processes such as 
passivization, the distribution of PRO, reflexivization, and 
subject honorification in the PPM construction are consistent 
with the argument that the POSSESSOR NP is the subject and 
the POSSESSED NP the object. 
In the ABM construction, the outer nominative NP is 
licensed as the subject by the ABOUTNESS relation at D-
structure. It is licensed as a sister of IP and receives an 
ABOUTNESS role at this position. The ABM construction 
licensed by the ABOUTNESS relation is subject to the property 
condition at LF, a condition which is sensitive to semantic 
and pragmatic factors. I argued that the behaviour of the 
ABM construction in reflexivization, subject honorification, 
~nd passivization points to the correctness of the proposed 
structure of the ABM construction. 
In addition, this chapter showed that (i) the nominative 
Case ga is not assigned by INFL: it is a default Case 
assigned to an NP that would otherwise receive no Case; (ii) 
Japanese incorporates semantics and pragmatics into the 
grammar of Japanese; and (iii) in addition to the projection 
principle, Japanese requires the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation 
and the ABOUTNESS relation as part of its grammar. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
This thesis investigated the syntactic treatment of 
scrambling and licensing of multiple subjects, two aspects 
of Japanese which make it appear to be different from English 
and other European languages. 
In order to determine whether scrambling is an instance 
of Move a or an automatic consequence of a base-generated 
operation of alternative orders, it was necessary to find 
evidence for or against a VP node in Japanese. Accordingly, 
Chapter 3 was devoted to reviewing the standard arguments for 
the existence of a VP node in Japanese. While not all the 
arguments examined can be sustained, the soo-su "do-so" 
construction, the distribution of PRO, and coreferencing 
provided sound evidence for a VP node in Japanese. From 
this, I concluded that Japanese does have a VP node. 
A consequence of Japanese having a VP node is that: (i) 
the linear order of the constituents in the base represents 
the basic word order, the basic word order being subject-
object-verb; and (ii) scrambling is Move a. More 
specifically, it is a movement to a 8'-position, hence a 8'-
movement. It was shown that discourse notions - a prominent 
role and a contrastive reading - play a role in the soo-su 
"so-do" construction and quantifier floating. In order to 
accommodate these discourse notions into the grammar of 
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Japanese, I introduced the functional categories PRAGP [+PROMJ 
and PRAG[+coNTR J. They are base-generated when a sentence 
contains an element with the feature [+PROM] or [+CONTR]. 
Such an element will then raise to the [Spec,PRAGP] position 
at LF. 
Chapter 4 examined the domain of scrambling by analyzing 
the internal NP wa. Traditionally, the internal NP wa has 
been treated as a thematized matrix NP wa preceded by an 
embedded constituent: its existence is used to argue that 
scrambling is a subcase of 'long distance' movement. 
Contrary to this traditional view, however, I argued that 
scrambling is clause-internal because an internal NP wa 
cannot be related to the corresponding sentence-initial 
matrix NP wa by Move a: the acceptability of an internal NP 
wa is not governed by the syntactic properties of the heads 
of the complement clauses nor does it follow from the 
subjacency condition and the proper binding condition; and 
unlike a sentence-initial NP wa, an internal NP wa together 
with the sentence-final predicate performs a similar function 
to a parenthetical phrase and a speaker-oriented performative 
phrase in English. Given this, I argued that the internal 
NP wa and the sentence-final predicate are base-generated as 
sentential adjuncts to the rest of the sentence, forming one 
discontinuous parenthetical unit. I also argued that an 
internal NP ga exhibits the same syntactic and semantic 
properties as an internal NP wa. The chapter demonstrated 
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the need for different restrictions on the relations of 
constituent structures for those sentences that involve a 
parenthetical expression in Japanese. 
Chapter 5 investigated further restrictions on scrambling 
by examining the effect of weak crossover brought about by 
scrambling. It has been assumed in the literature that the 
effect of weak crossover is caused by the violation of the 
bijection principle (Koopman & Sportiche 1982) and that the 
reflexive pronoun jibun II self II in Japaneses exhibits this 
phenomenon (Saito & Hoji 1983). 
I pointed out some problems in Saito & Hoji's analysis of 
weak crossover. By drawing a parallel between this 
phenomenon and Kuno's (1973b) internal NP clause constraint 
for English (a revised version of Ross's (1967) internal 
clause constraint), I argued that the effect of weak 
crossover brought about by scrambling is not due to the 
violation of the bijection principle. It is due to what I 
call a 'crossing constraint' . The crossing constraint 
prohibits X from crossing Y if X and Y are assigned the same 
Case and there is no more than one barrier between the 
scrambled X and Y. 
The insight for this analysis comes from the fact that 
scrambling of Xis not blocked when Y appears in a place 
where Ross's (1967) island constraints apply. Ross's island 
constraints prohibit the association of an element inside an 
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island with anything outside it. In Government and Binding 
Theory, Ross's island constraints are treated under 
subjacency which is defined in terms of the notion of a 
'barrier'. I argued that when there is no more than one 
barrier between a scrambled X and Y, the association of the 
position of the scrambled X with that of Y is possible. 
Accordingly, the scrambled X can be incorrectly associated 
with the position of Y. This, however, leads to a violation 
of the projection principle and the 8-cri terion. The 
advantage of the crossing constraint over the previous 
analysis of weak crossover is that it also accounts for 
impossible cases of scrambling in causative, genitive and 
multiple-subject constructions. 
Chapter 6 looked at the structure of the psych-verb 
construction that takes the theme subject and the experiencer 
object. This is the very construction on which the previous 
analysis of weak crossover in Japanese has been based. The 
chapter focused on its acceptability despite the apparent 
violation of the c-command requirement on the antecedent-
anaphor relation, something which the previous analysis of 
weak crossover overlooked. 
I pointed out the impossibility of adapting to Japanese 
Belletti & Rizzi' s ( 1988) analysis of Italian psych-verbs 
which attempts to overcome the problem of the exceptional 
anaphor binding. I argued that seemingly abnormal properties 
of Japanese psych-verbs in the exceptional anaphor binding 
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and topicalization follow from these facts: ( i) the theme 
subject is a complement of the abstract predicate WAKAR 
meaning "realize/be aware of/understand/perceive"; (ii) this 
abstract predicate takes a pro subject which binds the 
reflexive pronoun jibun "self"; and (iii) the pro subject is 
pragmatically controlled by the experiencer object. I 
presented semantic and syntactic arguments to support (i) to 
(ii), the insight for which originates in N. McCawley's 
(1976) analysis and can also be supported by Baker's (1988) 
uniformity of 8-assignment hypothesis. 
From (i) to (iii) the following became clear. The effect 
of weak crossover does not have anything to do with the 
violation of the bijection principle either at S-structure 
or at LF: it is induced by the crossing constraint at S-
structure, developed in Chapter 5, or the failure to control 
the pro subject by the experiencer object. The latter case 
happens when the experiencer object does not carry the 
feature [ +PROM] and cannot LF-raise to the [Spec, PRAGP [+PROMJ ] 
position, a position that makes possible the binding of the 
pro subject by the experiencer object. In this account 
reflexivization in the psych-verb construction in Japanese 
does not exhibit an exceptional antecedent-anaphor relation; 
it conforms to the traditional view that reflexivization in 
Japanese is triggered exclusively by the grammatical function 
subject. I suggested that the zero pronoun in Japanese does 
not exhibit the effect of weak crossover, either. 
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Chapter 7 dealt with the licensing of subjects in the 
multiple-subject construction. Previous studies of the 
multiple-subject construction in Japanese can be divided into 
two types, depending on whether the structures are derived 
by Move a or base-generated. Both types of analysis 
generally assume that the multiple-subject construction 
exhibits only one syntactic structure. I · pointed out some 
problems in both analyses and argued that this construction 
should be divided into two types, a PPM construction and an 
ABM construction. 
In the PPM construction the outer nominative NP, the one 
which does not receive a 8-role from the predicate, is base-
generated by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation in the 
[Spec,IP] position. It is licensed as the POSSESSOR of the 
inner nominative NP, the one which receives a 8-role from the 
predicate in the [NP,V'] position. I argued, therefore, that 
in this construction the outer nominative NP is the subject 
while the inner nominative NP is the object. 
I justified this by arguing that: ( i) the POSSESSOR-
POSSESSED relation between the subject and the object is not 
exclusive to the PPM construction but is a general property 
of Japanese; and (ii) the POSSESSED nominative NP bears a 
theme role, a 8-role which the object NP can be said to 
typically bear. I presented syntactic arguments relating to 
passivization, the distribution of PRO, reflexivization, and 
subject honorification to support this claim. 
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In the ABM construction the outer nominative NP, the one 
which does not receive a 8-role from the predicate, is base-
generated by the ABOUTNESS relation as the syntactic subject 
of the following IP. I argued that the outer nominative NP 
as well as the inner nominative NP are syntactic subjects. 
This is supported by its behaviour in passivization, 
reflexivization, and subject honorification. The ABM 
construction generated in this way is subject to the property 
condition at LF. The property condition is sensitive to 
semantic and pragmatic factors. 
The analysis of multiple-subject constructions points to 
the correctness of Saito's (1982) original claim that the 
nominative Case ga is not assigned by INFL; it is a default 
Case assigned to an NP that would otherwise receive no Case 
(Fukui 1986; Inoue 1989; Fukui & Nishigauchi 1993). The PPM 
and ABM constructions are another instance where Japanese 
incorporates semantics and pragmatics into the grammar of 
Japanese. 
Japanese in this thesis is as configurational as English, 
for example. Where Japanese is different from these 
languages, however, is in the restrictions that exist on the 
relations of constituent structures. Japanese allows the 
discontinuity of constituent structures at D-structure for 
those sentences that involve a parenthetical expression. 
Independently of the thematic structure of the predicate, NPs 
in Japanese can be licensed at D-structure as subject 
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arguments by the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation or by the 
ABOUTNESS relation. 
Why is the discontinuity of constituent structures allowed 
in Japanese? What makes possible the licensing of non-
thematic subjects by these relations in Japanese? One of the 
key ideas in Government and Binding Theory is that syntactic 
structure is projected from lexicon. This idea is taken care 
of by the projection principle together with X'-theory. The 
projection principle requires the theta-assigning properties 
of a lexical head to be projected to all the levels of 
syntactic representation and X' -theory regulates the possible 
structures of phrases. 
This study showed that the syntactic structure of Japanese 
is not solely determined by the projection principle and X'-
theory. It can be made up of the constituent structures, 
projected by the projection principle together with X'-theory 
from lexicon, and the constituent structures, base-generated 
by such processes as the POSSESSOR-POSSESSED relation and the 
ABOUTNESS relation. 
Given this, it can be argued that the restrictions which 
exist on the relations of constituent structures in Japanese 
are looser than, say, those in English such that the former 
can make use of the constituent structures more freely than 
the latter. It follows from this that Japanese allows the 
discontinuity of the constituent structures, the POSSESSOR-
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POSSESSED relation and the ABOUTNESS relation. 
What does all of this reflect? It seems to suggests that 
Japanese complements the syntactic structure with semantic 
and pragmatic information. The discontinuity of the 
constituent structures is allowed when sentences involve a 
parenthetical expression. A non-thematic N.P can be licensed 
as a POSSESSOR subject in the empty subject position when 
that NP is a POSSESSOR (a whole) of the POSSESSED NP (one of 
its body parts) in the object position. A non-thematic NP 
can also be licensed as the ABOUTNESS subject of the 
syntactic predicate IP by the ABOUTNESS relation; the 
ABOUTNESS relation holds between an NP and its sister IP. 
It is subject to the property condition which can be 
satisfied either semantically or pragmatically. 
This thesis barely scratches the surface of the 
interaction between the syntactic structure, and semantic and 
pragmatic factors. It has shown the importance of 
incorporating semantics and pragmatics into the constituent 
structures of Japanese. Whether this reflects the specific 
features of Japanese or a more fundamental challenge to 
syntactic theory is an interesting topic for further 
research. 
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